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Abstract

This thesis proposes several interconnected objectives for the design of a video-monitoring
system whose operation is thought for a wide rank of conditions.

Firstly an evaluation technique of the detector and tracking system is proposed and it is based
on a minimum reference or ground-truth. This technique is an answer to the demand of fast and
easy adjustment of the system adapting itself to different contexts.

Also, this thesis proposes a technique of optimization based on Evolutionary Strategies and
the combination of fitness functions. The objective is to obtain the parameters of adjustment of
the detector and tracking system for the best operation in an ample range of possible situations.

Finally, it is proposed the generation of a classifier in which a non-parametric statistic tech-

nique models the distribution of data regardless the source generation of such data. Short term

detectable activities are chosen that follow a time pattern that can easily be modeled by Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs). The proposal consists in a modification of the Baum-Welch algorithm

with the purpose of modeling the emission probabilities of the HMM by means of a nonparametric

technique based on the density estimation with kernels (KDE).

Sumario

Esta tesis propone varios objetivos interconectados para el diseño de un sistema de v́ıdeo-
vigilancia cuyo funcionamiento es pensado para un amplio rango de condiciones.

Primeramente se propone una métrica de evaluación del detector y sistema de seguimiento
basada en una mı́nima referencia. Dicha técnica es una respuesta a la demanda de ajuste de forma
rápida y fácil del sistema adecuándose a distintos entornos.

También se propone una técnica de optimización basada en Estrategias Evolutivas y la combi-
nación de funciones de idoneidad en varios pasos. El objetivo es obtener los parámetros de ajuste
del detector y el sistema de seguimiento adecuados para el mejor funcionamiento en una amplia
gama de situaciones posibles

Finalmente, se propone la construcción de un clasificador basado en técnicas no paramétricas

que pudieran modelar la distribución de datos de entrada independientemente de la fuente de

generación de dichos datos. Se escogen actividades detectables a corto plazo que siguen un patrón

de tiempo que puede ser fácilmente modelado mediante HMMs. La propuesta consiste en una

modificación del algoritmo de Baum-Welch con el fin de modelar las probabilidades de emisión del

HMM mediante una técnica no paramétrica basada en estimación de densidad con kernels (KDE).
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Chapter 1

Resumen en Español

Los sistemas de v́ıdeo con fines de vigilancia están adquiriendo cada vez más importancia en
todo el mundo debido principalmente a su clara utilidad y amplio abanico de aplicaciones
tales como realizar tareas de seguridad en lugares públicos como estaciones o aeropuertos,
velar por el cumplimiento de las normas de tráfico en carretera, tareas de monitorización
en edificios y aparcamientos, etc. Además, el gran esfuerzo realizado por la comunidad
cient́ıfica en los últimos años se ha traducido en un gran desarrollo de la tecnoloǵıa que
permite considerar estos sistemas de v́ıdeo como una opción atractiva y competitiva para
las labores de vigilancia.

Tradicionalmente, los sistemas de v́ıdeo-vigilancia actúan como sistemas pasivos en los
que son operadores humanos los que deben revisar las secuencias de v́ıdeo y decidir cuándo
se produce un comportimiento anómalo que requiere o no su intervención. Aśı pues, es una
necesidad crucial desarrollar sistemas de seguimiento que de forma automática y robusta
se encarguen de mandar alertas sobre comportamientos anormales para que las personas
adecuadas tomen las acciones correspondientes. Esta automatización de los sistemas de
v́ıdeo-vigilancia supone un gran reto de diseño y análisis que conlleva numerosos procesos
que son dependientes en gran parte de la aplicación final del sistema.

Dichas aplicaciones son muy variadas, y aśı, encontramos ejemplos de sistemas de
v́ıdeo-vigilancia que se centran en el abandono de objetos o equipajes en lugares como
centros comerciales, estaciones de tren , autobuses o aeropuertos [1], [2], la medición del
flujo de personas en estaciones [3], la detección de actos vandálicos [4] o el análisis de las
actividades llevadas a cabo en la pista de estacionamiento de un aeropuerto, [5] ...

Aśı pues, los sitemas de v́ıdeo-vigilancia deben ser capaces de funcionar en muy dis-
tintos entornos con diferentes blancos (generalmente, objetos o personas en movimiento)
y aplicaciones. Esta tesis se centra en las aplicaciones con fines de seguridad en un lugares
públicos.

En este caṕıtulo, en primer lugar, veremos una breve introducción a la arquitectura

1



2 CHAPTER 1. RESUMEN EN ESPAÑOL

general de los sistemas de v́ıdeo-vigilancia. A continuación, se expondrá una breve ex-
plicación de tres de los principales retos de diseño en estos sistemas: Evaluación, ajuste
de parámetros y construcción de un classificador efectivo de actividades cuya técnica de
construcción sea adaptable a la aplicación en cuestión.

1.1 Arquitectura de los Sistemas de Vı́deo-Vigilancia

Los sistemas de v́ıdeo-vigilancia en general constan de una o varias cámaras que trans-
miten su señal a un limitado número de monitores. Los llamados sistemas automáticos o
inteligentes deben extraer la información últil capaturada por dichas cámaras e interpretar
y entender el comportamiento de los blancos. Este análisis de comprotamiento se realiza
de acuerdo a la aplicación final, de tal modo que las alertas y avisos sean generadas de
forma rápida.

Para llevar a cabo todo este análisis, la señal de v́ıdeo proporcionada por las cámaras
se digitaliza y procesa en varios pasos. Aśı, si se asume que el sistema está formado por
varias cámaras, se distinguen tres niveles lógicos:

• El primero consiste en el análisis e interpretación de una escena por una determinada
cámara.

• A continuación, la información analizada y procesada por cada cámara es compartida
y fusionada para poder aśı sacar la máxima información disponible.

• Finalmente, el sistema automático de v́ıdeo-vigilancia distribuye tareas sobre ca-
da cámara de acuerdo a la disponibilidad y habilidad de cada una de éstas para
desarrollar una determinada actividad.

Esta tesis se concentra en el primer nivel lógico. Para ello, los procesos inclúıdos en este
nivel suelen ser identificados como una secuencia, en la que la entrada de uno está formada
por la salida del anterior y la clasificación normalmente usada es (ver figura 1.1): detección
de blancos, clasificación de blancos, seguimiento y reconocimiento de actividades.

Figura 1.1: Procesos realizados por un cámara con fines de v́ıdeo-vigilancia

Aśı, brevemente, cada uno de los procesos realiza las siguientes funciones:

• Detección de blancos: Es el proceso encargado de detectar ṕıxeles en movimiento. Los
ṕıxeles conectados son normalmente agrupados en areas llamadas ”blobs”. Existen
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dos técnicas principales para detectar ṕıxeles en movimiento: ”diferencia temporal”
[6] y resta de fondo” [7]. El primero es un método que consiste en la resta de cada
fotograma o frame con el anterior seguida de una umbralización. La segunda se
basa en la construcción de un fondo o modelo de referencia que será restado con el
fotograma actual y posteriormente umbralizado.

• Clasificación de blancos: Este módulo es el encargado de reconocer los objetivos de
interés a vigilar. Aśı, puede estar constituido por una serie de máscaras que nos
indiquen que solo debemos seguir a determinados objetos en un área o más aún, si
la aplicación trata de vigilar personas, cómo reconocer a éstas y obviar el resto de
objetos en movimiento.

• Sistema de seguimiento: Este módulo trata dos problemas fundamentales:

– El problema del movimiento, es decir, predice la posición del objetivo en movimien-
to o alguna parte de éste para el próximo fotograma

– El problema de asociación, es decir asociar regiones en movimiento con etiquetas
o identificadores para cada fotograma

• Reconocimiento de actividades: Esta última parte se encarga del reconocimiento de
actividadess. Estas actividades se definen en función de la aplicación del sistema.
Aśı pues, de acuerdo con el conjunto de actividades, unas u otras medidas son es-
cogidas y posteriormente un tipo u otro de classificador es seleccionado.

El comportamiento final de los procesos de detección y clasificación de blancos y el
sistema de seguimiento dependen de unos parámetros de ajuste que harán que el sistema
global tenga un funcionamiento con mayor o menor grado de adecuación a la aplicación
final del sistema. Estos parámetros son, entre otros, el umbral de detección que discrimina
entre ṕıxeles en movimiento o no, un área mı́nima de blancos a seguir, parámetros de
ajuste del sistema de seguimiento, etc.

Además, para ser capaces de medir de forma objetiva y cuantificable el funcionamiento
de un sistema de v́ıdeo-vigilancia, es necesario disponer de métricas de evaluación. La
siguiente sección nos describe las técnicas de evaluación y la solución propuesta por nuestro
sistema.

1.2 Evaluación de Sistema de Vı́deo-Vigilancia

Para el buen diseño y ajuste de los procesos o módulos del sistema de v́ıdeo-vigilancia
(fundamentalmente detector y sistema de seguimiento) es importante contar con una fun-
ción objetiva de evaluación. Existen multitud de trabajos al respecto, tanto técnicas de
evalución a nivel detección (también llamada segmentación) [8], a nivel de segumiento [9]
o a ambos niveles [10].
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Algunas técnicas sugieren la comparación de resultados directamente con una referencia
(o ground-truth) que habrá sido extráıda por un operador humano que haya marcado las
coordenadas donde se encuentran los blancos en cada momento. Los resultados de este
tipo de técnicas suelen ser satisfactorios, pero presentan el gran incoveniente de obtener
la referencia de antemano, lo cuál suele ser una tarea ardua y dura.

En contraposición, otros trabajos propopen técnicas de evaluación sin referencia. La
principal ventaja de estas técnicas radica en que se evita aśı calcular dicha referencia,
usando como tal otros criterios como la similud de la forma del blanco a lo largo del
tiempo, la uniformidad en el movimiento o estabilidad en el histograma de color a lo largo
de los distintos fotogramas. Pero estas técnicas presentan también grandes incovenientes,
entre ellos, su dependencia en la estabilidad del histograma de color, el cuál se pueden
ver fácilmente afectado por un cambio de posición del blanco frente a la cámara; o la
estabilidad en la forma del blanco, que en el caso de una persona realizando varios tipos
de ejercicios puede llevar al sistema a obtener un valor de evaluación erróneo.

Además, existen otras limitaciones importantes a las que los actuales sistemas de eval-
uación no han respondido:

1. Evaluación de un gran número de v́ıdeos de forma que el resultado de la evaluación
refleje estad́ısticamente el comportamiento del sistema de v́ıdeo-vigilancia.

2. Evaluación en distintos escenarios obteniendo una referencia o ground-truth de forma
rápida. Esto permitiŕıa versatilidad para evaluar en diferentes situaciones.

3. Evaluación de v́ıdeos independientemente de la tecnoloǵıa utilizada o el número de
blancos a seguir o las actividades que se estén realizando.

Como resultado de estas necesidades y limitaciones, esta tesis propone una nueva
técnica para solventar dichos problemas. Esta técnica está basada en una mı́nima referencia
o ground-truth f(x) que se define como la aproximación a-priori de la trayectoria seguida
por un objeto mediante segmentos de ĺıneas rectas.

Figura 1.2: Aproximación de una trayectoria mediante segmentos

Aśı pues, la base de esta evaluación radica en que en múltiples ocasiones, los objetos
en movimiento a seguir no se mueven de forma aleatoria y siguen un patrón regular. Por
ejemplo, el caso de personas andando por aceras o aviones en una pista de aterrizaje.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figura 1.3: Ejemplos de objetos que siguen caminos regulares que pueden ser definidos
por segmentos

Cada vez que una pista es inicializada o actualizada, el sistema considera como refer-
encia el segmento con menor distancia a dicha pista. A partir de entonces, las métricas de
evaluación son calculadas para cada pista; es decir, esta función de evaluación eij se define
por cada pista i para un determinado escenario j. Dichas métricas se dividen en:

• Métricas de precisión: calculan estimaciones y comparativas entre las pistas actuales
y las existentes en el fotograma anterior, además de calcular desviaciones respecto
al comportamiento ideal (medido con referencia al ground truth).

• Métricas de robustez: estiman los fallos de continuidad del sistema de detección y
seguimiento.

Estas métricas se diseñan partiendo de una técnica de evaluación con ground-truth o
referencia propuesta también en esta tesis (sección 4.2). Una vez comprobada la validez
de esta técnica con referencia, las métricas se extrapolan y adaptan para al caso que nos
ocupa de mı́nima referencia. Para más información ver secciones 4.2 y 4.3.

Con el fin de comprobar la efectividad de esta nueva técnica de mı́nima referencia
se mide la sensibilidad de las métricas frente a un empeoramiento en la detección y el
seguimiento para unos determinados ejemplos de personas andando por aceras al aire
libre (ver figuras 1.3(a) and 1.3(b)). En concreto, se evalúan 100 v́ıdeos divididos en dos
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tandas de 50 v́ıdeos cada una. Las métricas muestran el cambio y son capaces pues de
reflejar y cuantificar el peor funcionamineto del sistema.

1.3 Optimización

Una vez que ya conocemos de forma objetiva y cuantitativa la evaluación eij para cada
pista i en un escenario j, el siguiente paso es elegir los párametros de ajuste y encontrar
los valores óptimos para un funcionamineto óptimo del sistema.

Las técnicas de Soft Computing resultan atractivas para este problema, ya que éstas se
aprovechan de la tolerancia a la imprecisión y la incertidumbre con el fin de obtener una
solución robusta [11]. Algunos ejemplos son la forma en que los humanos son capaces de
entender el lenguaje hablado incluso si éste no es claro o leer cuando la escritura es confusa.
Por consiguiente, estas técnicas usan la mente humana o la naturaleza en śı como modelo
y tratan de formalizar matemáticamente el razonamiento o proceso seguido por estos dos
ejemplos. En nuestra caso, una forma de interpretar esta tolerancia a la incertidumbre
se puede traducir en que distintos ajustes de los parámetros pueden llevar a soluciones
correctas. Las técnicas de Soft Computing están formadas por un grupo no homogéneo en el
que se incluyen: lógica borrosa, neuro-computación, computación evolutiva y computación
probaĺıstica [12]. Estas técnicas son complementarias más que competitivas entre śı.

En este problema, estamos interesados en una técnica de optimización para el ajuste
de unos parámetros, que en el caso de las técnicas de Soft Computing viene dado por la
computación evolutiva. La computación evolutiva resulta una alternativa apropiada para
este problema ya que el conjunto de variables a optimizar combina variables continuas y
discontinuas, es un problema con ruido y además admite varias soluciones. En concreto en
este trabajo se utilizan las Estrategias Evolutivas [13] ya que están diseñadas para trabajar
con números reales y pasos adaptables a medida que el algoritmo converge.

El objetivo de la optimización es encontrar el juego de valores de parámetros que haga
que el funcionamiento del sistema sea óptimo. En este trabajo se pretende ir más allá de la
optimización de un v́ıdeo concreto, y se propone una técnica de diseño que ajuste dichos
parámetros para distintas condiciones y escenarios de trabajo, siempre dentro de unos
ĺımites y un entorno espećıfico. Por condiciones distintas se entiende, por ejemplo, cambios
de luz o de condiciones atmosféricas, mientras que por distintos escenarios entendemos
variabilidad en campo de visión de la cámara dentro de un mismo entorno (una estación
de trenes, vistas de pistas en un aeropuerto, etc.).

La técnica de generalización consiste en construir una función de idoneidad o fitness
para las Estrategias Evolutivas que está formada por la agregación de resultados individ-
uales de evaluación por blanco y en cómo escoger una serie de escenarios de entrenamiento
que definan lo mejor posible las condiciones de funcionamiento en el entorno de trabajo.
Dichas agregaciones serán la suma (o el máximo) de funciones de evaluación por blanco o
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pista a lo larga de todos los objetos considerados en un escenario.

Para probar la efectividad de dicha técnica de generalización se propone usar un sis-
tema de seguimiento flexible y sencillo basado en reglas y comprobar si los parámetros
ajustados con la técnica de optimización propuesta y el sistema de seguimiento basado en
reglas dan un funcionamiento mejor que si otros sistemas de seguimiento más espećıficos
y matemáticamente más complejos hubieran sido utilizados.

Los experimentos llevados a cabo usando esta técnica de optimización en un entorno
aeroportuario donde los objetos de movimiento son aviones y veh́ıculos de mantenimiento
en pista muestran cómo la técnica de optimización-generalización es capaz de encontrar
juegos de parámetros que hacen que el funcionamiento del sistema de seguimiento de
reglas sea superior a la mostrada por otros cinco sistemas de seguimiento conocidos y
algunos, computacionalmente más complejos que el basado en reglas: CC (Connected
Component Tracking [14]), MS (Mean Shift Tracking [15]), MSPF (Particle Filter based
on MS weight [16]), CCMSPF (Connected Component tracking and MSPF resolver for
collision [14]) y CGA (Association by Canonical Genetic Algorithm [17]).

Los experimentos demuestran en la sección 5.3 que los valores de los parámetros de
la técnica de optimización dan un funcionamiento estable tanto para casos sencillos (co-
mo es el v́ıdeo 2 dónde solo un par de aeronaves aparecen en escena), como para casos
complejos (v́ıdeo 1 y 3, donde veh́ıculos de mantenimiento pequeños y autobuses aparecen
con aeronaves). Por contra, los sistemas de seguimiento más complejos muestras un buen
comportamiento ante casos sencillos y más deficiente en los complejos.

1.4 Reconocimiento de Actividades

Finalmente, una vez que la detección y el seguimiento han sido ajustados de forma robus-
ta, el problema del reconocimiento de actividades o interpretación de la escena surge de
manera natural.

En general, existen tres grandes puntos a tener en cuenta para el reconocimiento de
actividades:

• Identificación del tipo de actividades a clasificar: actividades detectables a corto plazo
(por ejemplo andar o correr), a largo plazo (mirar escaparates), con un determinado
patrón de tiempo (sentarse o levantarse), etc. A ráız del tipo de actividades se elige
el tipo de medidas más acorde para la clasificación.

• Selección de medidas: Es un paso esencial en el que las medidas más caracteŕısicas
son extráıdas de las secuencias de v́ıdeo. Por ejemplo, si una de las tareas es distinguir
entre saludar con la mano en alto y hacer salto con palmada seŕıa importante medir
la posición de las manos en cada instante.
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• Construcción de un clasificador: Este paso está ı́ntimamente relacionado con los dos
anteriores. El construir un clasificador puede ser visto como aprender una asignación
entre un conjunto de datos X (siendo X un conjunto de n puntos, donde xi ∈ X
para todo i ∈ [n] := 1, .., n) y un conjunto discreto de etiquetas o clases Y . Matthias
Seeger dice en [18] que el aprendizaje de un conjuno de datos se puede ver como un
intento de comprimir drásticamente datos sin perder información inherente. Estas
técnicas de aprendizaje pueden ser clasificadas en tres categoŕıas dependiendo del
número de datos etiquetados:

– Aprendizaje supervisado: las actividades han sido previamente definidas y la
clasificación debe encajar con estas especificaciones. El objetivo es aprender una
asignación de X a Y dado un conjunto de entrenamiento de pares (xi, yi). Aqúı,
las yi son llamadas las etiquetas del conjunto de muestras xi. Ejemplos de estos
clasificadores son las redes de neuronas, los árboles de decisión, lás máquinas
de soporte de vectores (SVMs), etc. Estas técnicas son útiles cuando las clases
son definidas previamente y tenemos un nutrido grupo de datos etiquetados.

– Aprendizaje no-supervisado: Las actividades son inferidas al agrupar los datos
X que en este caso están sin etiquetar. En el aprendizaje no supervisado se
asume que las observaciones son causadas por variables latentes y los clasifi-
cadores de aprendizaje no supervisado deben aprender a representar los datos
de entrada de tal modo que relejen la estructura estad́ıstica de producción de
dichos datos. Ejemplos de classificadores no supervisados son los métodos de
agrupamiento o clustering, como por ejemplo el de la maximización de la es-
peranza (EM o Expectation Maximization). Estas técnicas son útiles cuando
queremos inferir clases a partir de unos datos o cuando no disponemos de datos
etiquetados.

– Aprendizaje semi-supervisado: el clasificador se genera con datos etiquetados y
no etiquetados. Normalmente, se tiende a tener un reducido número de datos
etiquetados frente a un alto número de no etiquetados. Lo más común es realizar
una primera etapa de aprendizaje no supervisado con los datos no etiquetados.
Posteriormente se etiquetan las clases con ayuda de los datos etiquetados y
algún criterio matemático o heuŕıstico (como por ejemplo, etiquetar la clase
dependiendo del mayor número de muestras de una etiqueta que haya en un
clúster) y se usan dichos datos etiquetados para obtener una medida de error. En
particular, este trabajo analiza los datos de una base de datos pública llamada
CAVIAR [19] en la que los datos etiquetados representan una minoŕıa frente a
los no etiquetados, de ah́ı que esta tesis use aprendizaje semi-supervisado para
construir un clasificador.

Además, una importante distinción entre todos estos métodos radica en el uso o no de
aprendizaje estad́ıstico. La principal ventaja de utilizar conceptos probabiĺısticos es que
las probabilidades de error o acierto pueden caracterizarse como resultado del modelo.
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De nuevo, y siguiendo el argumento de generalización y robustez de este trabajo, esta
tesis propone la construcción de un clasificador capaz de modelar y classificar actividades
cubriendo el mayor número de situaciones; esto es, el clasificador debe modelar las medi-
das seleccionadas por medio de un modelo probabiĺıstico independientemente de la forma
de la función de densidad de probabilidad que dichos datos definan. Estas medidas y
sus correspondientes computaciones normalmente están generadas por funciones dif́ıcil de
aproximar por densidades de estimación comunes como las Gaussianas.

De esta manera, lo primera acción será elegir un tipo de clasificador y más tarde decidir
cómo modelar los datos probabiĺısticamente.

En este respecto, muchos trabajos han sido desarrollados en los últimos años [20]. Par-
ticularmente relevantes son los clasificadores que toman en cuenta las secuencia temporal
de las actividades. Por ejemplo, si una persona está inactiva en un fotograma, es muy
poco probable que en el siguiente esté corriendo. Pasará por una serie de fotogramas en
que la persona se empieza a mover y habrá un transitorio entre inactivo a moviéndose y
posteriormente a corriendo.

Especialmente destacados son los trabajos de Modelos de Markov Ocultos (Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) [21] que han probado ser eficientes para este modelaje temporal
[22]. El uso de los HMMs se divide en dos pasos: entrenamiento y validación.

Es muy común modelar estadist́ıcamente la probabilidades de emisión de los HMMs
mediante técnicas paramétricas, especialmente con mezcla de funciones y en particular
con mezcla de Gaussianas. La estimación de los parámetros en este caso se lleva a cabo
mediante un algoritmo de maximización de la esperanza (EM) llamado Baum-Welch [23].

Sin embargo, la mezcla de Gaussianas presenta dos limitaciones importantes:

• los datos observados son dif́ıciles de modelar con estas funciones de densidad de
probabilidad, bien porque los datos no han sido generados por funciones Gaussians,
bien porque el número de modos escogido no se ajusta a la realidad.

• la variabilidad de los resultados dependiente del conjunto de inicial de parámetros.

Por consiguiente, el autor propone modelar las probabilidades de emisión de los HMMs
por medio de un modelo de estimación de densidad con kernels (KDE o Kernel Density Es-
timation) [24], una técnica no paramétrica que será acoplada al algoritmo de Baum-Welch
(para lo cuál tendremos que modificar dicho algoritmo) y modelará eficientemente las me-
didas de manera que se superen las limitaciones de la tradicional mezcla de Gaussianas o
mezcla de funciones en general.

La estimación de densidad con kernel (KDE) construye una estimación de la subyacente
función de densidad de probabilidad no observable sin asumir conocimiento previo de la
distribución de los datos. La función de densidad oculta se construye a partir de un gran
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número de datos centrando una función de densidad de probabilidad llamada kernel con
ancho de banda h en cada uno de estos datos. Aśı, el kernel es definido como una función de
peso K() que puede ser cualquier función de probabilidad: uniforme, triangular, Gaussiana,
cosenoidal, etc.

Lo que hace a KDE un modelo adecuado y adaptable para la construcción de clasi-
ficadores es que es una técnica que proporciona una representación precisa de los datos
independientemente de la forma que éstos tengan. Por la misma razón, KDE no es tan
sensible a la inicialización.

Los experimentos realizados y que se muestran en la sección 6.4 usan los v́ıdeos de la
base de datos pública de CAVIAR con el fin de clasificar actividades a corto plazo: inactivo
(IN), andando (WK) y corriendo (R), tal y como se hace en dicha base de datos.

En una primer paso se escogen las medidas que van a ser utilizadas como entrada en
los clasificadores. Tras la aplicación de una serie de filtrados (ver sección 6.4.1) se deciden
escoger dos tipos de velocidades calculadas a partir de la resta entre la posición del centro
de masas de las personas en 5 y 25 fotogramas tal y como muestra a continuación:

speed5 =
1

5

√
(xi − xi−5)2 + (yi − yi−5)2 (1.1)

speed25 =
1

25

√
(xi − xi−25)2 + (yi − yi−25)2 (1.2)

Posteriormente, el aprendizaje de los clasificadores se lleva a cabo en dos fases:

• En una primera tanda se realizan los experimentos con clasificadores conocidos: un
árbol de decisión (J.48), dos algortimos Bayesianos (Bayes Net y Naive Bayes), un
algoritmo basado en un sistema neuronal y borroso (Neuro-fuzzy) y un algoritmo
basado en reglas (PART).

• A continuación, se llevan a cabo los experimentos para los HMMs modelados con
mezcla de Gaussianas y con nuestra aproximación de KDE para varios valores de
inicialización.

Los resultados mostrados en la sección 6.4.3 reflejan un funcionamiento superior para
los clasificadores basados en HMMs. Aśı, los clasificadores basados en HMMs tienen un
error de clasificación (en la fase de validación) comprendido entre un 15 y un 17.4 %
aproximadamente. Por el contrario, el resto de los clasificadores muestra un sobreajuste,
al tener un error bajo para la etapa de entrenamiento y muy alto para la de validación
(un mińımo de 22 % de error de clasificación y un máximo de un 60 % para el clasificador
neuro-fuzzy).
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Si comparamos entre HMMs, se comprueba que el KDE-HMM proporciona una salida
más estable independientemente de la inicialización de los parámetros (entre el 16 y el
16.45 %) frente al HMM-GM modelando con mezcla de Guassianas (entre el 15.07 y el
17.32 %). Sin embargo, cabŕıa hacer un estudio futuro más en profundidad para comprobar
si esta diferencia de resultados se debe al mejor funcionamiento del clasificador propuesto
o a la variabilidad de los datos debido al ruido inherente que éstos siempre accarean.

1.5 Conclusiones y Futuro Trabajo

Esta tesis propone varios objetivos interconectados para el diseño de un sistema de v́ıdeo-
vigilancia cuyo funcionamiento es concebido para un amplio rango de condiciones en un
determinado entorno.

En primer lugar, se proponen dos técnicas de evaluación para el detector y el sistema
de seguimiento de tal modo que se consiga una evaluación objetiva de dichos módulos.
La primera técnica es una técnica que usa ground-truth o referencia y se usa como base
para extender sus métricas al caso de mı́nima referencia. La métrica de mı́nima referencia
se presenta como respuesta a la demanda de ajustar el sistema de seguimiento de forma
rápida y fácil adecuándose a distintas localizaciones de dicho sistema. Este ajuste necesita
de v́ıdeos de los que extraer la mı́nima referencia, la cúal no es más que una trayectoria
que siguen veh́ıculos y personas en multitud de ejemplos (veh́ıculos en una carretera,
personas en una acera, etc.). Esta trayectoria o ground-truth se aproxima por una unión
de segmentos a partir de los cuáles se definen las métricas. Los experimentos llevados a
cabo en la sección 4.4 demuestran que las métricas de evaluación con mı́nima referencia
reflejan objetivamente el comportamiento del detector y el sistema de seguimiento con la
ventaja de simplificar enormemente la obtención de las referencias.

Las principales limitaciones a esta técnica de mı́nima referencia son la restricción de
definir la referencia como el camino regular que siguen los objetos en movimiento. Aśı pues,
esta técnica solo puede aplicarse en escenarios donde los objetos sigan este tipo de trayec-
torias.

En segundo lugar, esta tesis propone una técnica de optimización basada en Estrategias
Evolutivas, la selección de un grupo de v́ıdeos de entrenamiento que representen el entorno
en el cual el sistema va a realizar sus funciones y la combinación de funciones de idoneidad
o fitness en varios pasos. El objetivo de esta optimización es obtener los valores de los
parámetros de ajuste del detector y el sistema de seguimiento adecuados para el mejor
funcionamiento en una amplia gama de situaciones posibles. La estrategia para demostrar
la validez de esta técnica se basa en la optimización de un detector flexible basado en reglas
frente a unos sistemas de seguimiento conocidos y matemáticamente más complejos.

Los experimentos llevados a cabo en la sección 5.3 muestran que la técnica de opti-
mización es capaz de ajustar los valores de los parámetros para múltiples escenarios dentro
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del mismo contexto y objener un funcionamiento más estable que el mostrado por otros
sistemas más complejos.

Finalmente, este trabajo se marcó como objetivo la construcción de un clasificador
basado en técnicas no paramétricas que pudieran modelar la distribución de datos de
entrada independientemente de la fuente de generación de dichos datos. Además, esta
tesis se centra en las actividades de corto plazo que siguen un patrón de tiempo que
puede ser fácilmente modelado mediante HMMs. La propuesta de esta tesis consiste en
una modificación del algoritmo de Baum-Welch con el fin de modelar las probabilidades de
emisión del HMM mediante la técnica no parámetrica basada en estimación de densidad
con kernels (KDE).

El resultado de los experimentos (sección 6.4) para una serie de v́ıdeos inclúıdos en
la base de datos de CAVIAR [19] muestra resultados estables independientemente de la
inicialización del modelo para el modelo HMM-KDE. Si se compara con el HMM-GM, los
resultados no son espectacularmente mejores, pero como dijimos anteriormente śı estables.
La comparación con otros clasificadores clásicos (J48, Bayes Net, Naive Bayes, PART y
Neuro-fuzzy) muestra que el modelo propuesto supera a todos ellos en clasificación.

El mayor incoveniente de este clasificador es su pobre escalabilidad ya que a más var-
iedad de medidas, mayor dimensionalidad, lo que conlleva una generación del clasificador
lenta y tediosa.

El objetivo de obtener un sistema de v́ıdeo-vigilancia robusto fue conseguido gracias a la
técnica de optimización y a la generación de un clasificador capaz de modelar distribuciones
dif́ıciles de datos. Además, el sistema fue entrenado y validado bajo una amplia gama de
escenarios, mostrando un buen comportamiento en todos los casos.

Finalmente, la validación de cada uno de las propuestas de esta tesis se ha llevado a
cabo mediante experimentos particulares para cada uno de los objetivos. Por consiguiente,
el trabajo futuro más inmediato consistirá en la elaboración de un experimento en el que
todas las técnicas sean probadas de forma conjunta.



Chapter 2

Introduction

Surveillance systems are becoming more important every day all over the world since they
deal with security applications designed to avoid catastrophes and terrorist attacks or
perform the daily safety duties in office buildings, stations, roads or streets.

Moreover, the deep study in image processing and the rapid development of visual
technology have resulted in visual surveillance systems being considered as the best option
for surveillance.

In the past, video surveillance systems relied on human operators who might not detect
all the events since they had to control a big amount of cameras and might get tired or
distracted after some time.

Thus, it is crucial to develop robust and reliable automatic visual surveillance systems
that warn of suspicious behaviors in order to take the corresponding actions. These systems
allow us to have plenty of information that must be studied, processed, computed and
filtered so that the output of the system is based on the specific warnings and alarms that
we want to obtain depending on the application.

There are many applications where video surveillance systems are required. This sec-
tion intends to give a brief overview of some of them in order to offer a clear idea of the
multiple applications where surveillance systems can be used.

For example, some works focus on detecting abandoned objects or luggage in places like
shopping malls, railway and bus stations, airports or universities. In [1], a monochromatic
camera is recording in the waiting room of unattended railway stations. Constantly,
when an abandoned object is detected, an alarm is sent via code-division multiple-access
(DS/CDMA) to a control center placed a few miles away from the unattended stations.
This center centralizes and displays all the alarms generated in the unattended railway
stations. Then, a human operator decides if the signal is a false or real alarm. In addition,
in [2], the authors present a network of visual sensor to monitor sensitive areas also in

13
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the area of public transportation premises. The system detects and reports suspicious
activities like theft, left bags, loitering, etc.

A good example of several applications of surveillance systems in transportation areas
is the book ”Advanced Video-Based Surveillance Systems ” published in 1999 [4]. This
book has some works applied to security in ports, highway traffic monitoring, prevention of
vandalism in metro stations, etc. In particular, the European CROMATICA (Crowd Man-
agement with Telematic Imaging and Communication Assistance) project [3] addresses to
measure the flow of people in metro stations in order to detect abnormal behaviors such
as overcrowding, vandalism, people that might fall on the tracks, etc. In this line, another
European project, AVS–PV (Advanced Video Surveillance–Prevention), detects possible
vandalism in metro stations [25] measuring the time that a person remains on the platform
or in the same place without taking a train.

Another remarkable application is the one presented by [26] in which the system is
capable of detecting objects and subsequently analyzing if these objects are being stolen.
First of all, a novel kernel-based tracking system is proposed for tracking and obtaining the
trajectory of each object. Then, the system includes a module that checks if the condition
of ”a person A approaching a person B, transferring an object between them and then a
person A leaving” is accomplished. The authors use mixture of Gaussians to model the
suspicious subjects’ visual properties and to clearly segment the transfered object.

Other applications analyze human behavior and classify it among several activities.
For example, in [27] the authors distinguish among punching, hand-shaking, pushing, or
hugging. The system proposed analyzed the image on three levels: pixel level, blob level
and semantic level. In addition, there have been many applications in the area of sports.
Thus, we can find some applications to track soccer players in order to obtain useful
information that can improve the performance of the player by using better planning [28].

But not all the applications have to do with people and the interpretation of their
activities as targets . For example, the work in [29] presents a multi-camera system for
tracking moving vehicles and people, and for carrying out scene interpretation in airport
aprons (a person or a vehicle has appeared in the area of interest, a person is close to
a vehicle, a vehicle is remaining for a long period of time, two vehicles are really close,
etc.). Other applications built systems in charge of tracking and classifying the traffic on
a road [5], the surface traffic on the taxiways of an airport [30], etc.

Therefore, video surveillance systems must be able to work in very different environ-
ments, with different types of targets and applications. The main interests of the author
are applications for security in public places that incorporate some logic for the human
behavior understanding.
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2.1 Video Surveillance Architecture

Video surveillance systems consist of one or several cameras that transmit their signal to a
limited number of monitors. The intelligent or automatic video surveillance systems must
extract the useful information captured from the cameras and interpret the behavior of
the objects according to the final application in order to rapidly generate alerts and warn-
ings upon detecting suspicious or abnormal behaviors. To do that, the video streaming
provided by the cameras is digitalized and subsequently processed to obtain the data in
which the application is interested. Usually, these processes may include several stages:
environment modeling, moving objects detection, moving objects classification, tracking,
action recognition and, finally, multiple-camera information fusion.

Therefore, if it is assumed that surveillance systems are formed by a group of cameras,
then, three different operational levels of logic can be distinguished:

• First, the scene analysis and interpretation from each sensor is enacted by a single
camera.

• Second, the information analyzed and processed by each single local camera is fused
in order to obtain the maximum information available.

• Finally, the surveillance process is distributed over several cameras, according to
their individual ability to contribute their local information to a global solution.

For example, let’s assume that the application of several cameras is simply to detect
individuals in a room in which there are multiple obstacles (columns, furniture, etcetera).
In the first stage, each camera will individually process the information on the people
in the room depending on each camera’s field of view. The second stage will fuse the
information of all the cameras, matching the different views provided by each camera and
obtaining a final set of tracks or individuals moving in the room. In this stage, a key
problem is the non-duplication of targets due to the different view provided by different
cameras. Thus, for example, if a camera is tracking a person that in the next seconds is
going to be hidden by a column, another camera in the room will detect and identify that
person as the one detected before. This distribution of tasks constitutes the third logical
level.

This thesis focuses on the first level of logic; that is, in all the processes that a single
camera of the surveillance system has to carry out in order to extract the maximum
information derived from the video. These processes can be identified as a sequence,
where the input of each process is formed by the output of the previous one. The set of
processes of a single camera problem can be depicted as the following sequence: object
detection (or low-level vision), object classification, tracking (or intermediate-level vision)
and activity recognition (or high-level vision).

Thus, the functionality of each process can be briefly explained as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Processes for a single surveillance camera

1. Object detection or Segmentation: The aim of this process is the detection of mov-
ing pixels. The connected pixels are commonly grouped into compact areas called
”blobs”. There are two main conventional approaches to moving pixel detection:
”temporal difference” [6] and ”background subtraction” [7]. The first approach con-
sists of the subtraction of two consecutive frames followed by thresholding. The
second technique is based on the subtraction of a background or reference model
and the current image followed by a thresholding and labeling process. After using
either of these approaches, morphological operations are typically applied to reduce
the noise of the image difference.

2. Object recognition module: The main task is the recognition of objects of interest
[31], that is, different moving targets must be considered in a different way in order to
further track and analyze their behaviors in correctly. For example, if the application
is interested in people, the system must discard waving trees, vehicles or other kinds
of moving objects. Therefore, this module uses model-based approaches to create
constraints in the object appearance model, e.g. the constraint that people appear
upright and in contact with the ground. The object recognition task then becomes
a process of using model-based techniques in an attempt to exploit this knowledge.

3. Tracking module: This module generally addresses two problems [32]:

• The ”motion problem” calculates a prediction of the position of the moving
object or part of it in the next frame.

• The ”association or matching problem” associates moving regions with labels or
identifiers for each frame by taking into account the appearances and existing
tracks in the field of view (FOV).

One of the most common solutions for the motion problem is the Kalman filter
[33], [34], although other methods have been proposed, i.e. HMMs (hidden Markov
models) [35], Particle Filters, etc.

4. Activity recognition process: the final module is in charge of recognizing activities
and behaviors. These activities will be defined depending on the application of the
system (i.e. luggage abandoned in a station, people fighting in a public building,
etc). Therefore, according to the set of activities, one or other measures are extracted
from the previous modules to be subsequently transformed and classified. There are
several approaches to this classification: Dynamic time warping (DTW) [36], [37],
HMM (hidden Markov models), Bayesian networks [38], [39] or declarative models
[40] among others.
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The object detection, object recognition and tracking system processes (low and in-
termediate vision, see figure 2.2) have some parameters to adjust in order to obtain the
best performance of the system. For example, this set of parameters can be formed by
a threshold that decides which pixels are moving or stationary, a minimum value for the
area of the blob (group of connected moving pixels) so that noise can be removed and not
treated as a moving object, a minimum density value to group the blobs and matching
them with a track, a minimum value for the area of a target (track), etc.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Information levels in the processing chain: a) Raw Image, b) Detected Pixels,
c) Extracted blobs and d) Estimated Tracks

These parameters and their values will depend on the application and the environment
where the cameras are set. For example, the minimum area or shape restrictions to consider
a moving object as a track are not the same if the final purpose of the system is to track
aircraft or people, or if the camera is set at a long distance from the targets or in dark
places, etc. Moreover, the design of the system must take into account that the system
must work under changing conditions: weather, lights, number of targets, wind, etc.

If these processes are adjusted correctly, they will provide precise and reliable data to
the high level vision stage (activity recognition), which will produce description of actions
in an automatic way. This is of vital importance, as the final goal of all surveillance systems
to provide robust information in an automatic way requires a high level of accuracy [41].
Moreover, due to the sequential nature of the processes, it is crucial to solve the failures
as soon as they appear. For example, if a person is not detected in the first stage, it is
impossible to track and analyze his/her behavior in subsequent steps.
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Thus, the next section will explain the evaluation process for tracking systems in order
to know objectively what good or bad performance is.

2.2 Evaluation

For the good design of these modules (object detector and tracking system), it is important
to have an objective function that measures the performance of the system. There are
numerous papers on performance evaluation functions for object detection or segmentation
[8], tracking [9] or both [10].

Some of the work carried out in this field suggests performance metrics based on the
direct comparison of the results of the tracking systems against an ideal ground-truth
obtained in an off line process. These techniques give good results in general, but the
main drawback lies in the difficulty and tedious work of extracting the exact position of
each moving target in every frame.

Other work proposes an evaluation function without ground truth at all. The main
advantage of these techniques is that they avoid calculating the ground-truth extraction
by using other evaluation criteria such as track shape similarity, track temporal stability,
motion uniformity, inter-frame color histogram differencing, etc. But these techniques
also present several limitations. For example, some are strongly based on color histograms
and in many occasions, the video sequences are recorded in black and white. Or, more
importantly, the target can change position with respect to the camera; thus, the colors
of the target captured for evaluation and comparison might be very different than the
ones stored from previous frames. Another limitation is due to the metrics based on the
target shape similarity between frames. The target can be performing different exercises
or movements, which can be interpreted by the evaluation system as low performance of
the detector and tracker.

Moreover, the author found several limitations that the current evaluation techniques
could not solve:

1. Evaluating a high number of video sequences or long sequences recorded during
long periods. That is, the author is interested in an evaluation function capable of
evaluating not only one video, but many, providing certain metrics that reflect the
behavior of the total set of video sequences.

2. Evaluating very different scenarios (versatility) by rapidly obtaining a ground truth
dataset.

3. Evaluating video sequences regardless of the color technology of the camera, type or
number of targets, or activities they are performing.
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As a result, this thesis proposes a new quantitative performance evaluation function
based on minimum ground truth for the assessment of the performance of the surveillance
system. The function is formed by several metrics that evaluate object detection and
tracking after having matched the ground truth with the tracking objects in many video
sequences. As a result of this, we can evaluate different scenarios in a fast and easy way.

We can then easily checked that certain changes in the set of parameters produce
significant changes in the performance results. In order to do this, the author is interested
in obtaining the best set of parameters for the proposed scenarios and problems. For
example, if the minimum blob area value decreases, then small waving trees or noise spots
are classified as potential blobs to associate to tracks. Or, if a margin distance is set to
preclude the appearance of new tracks around an existing track and this margin distance
is set to a very high value, the system will avoid the creation of new tracks in the ”margin”
surroundings of an existing track.

It is important, then, to select the proper set of parameters depending on the scenario
and application. This selection can be made by the trial-and-error method (trial-and-
evaluation in this case), but it will be a tedious and almost impossible task. Optimization
techniques can be used to solve the necessity of obtaining the optimal parameters for
certain specifications. In this particular case, the specifications will be provided by the
good performance of the system given by the evaluation metrics.

The next section introduces the optimization techniques used in this thesis.

2.3 Optimization

In order to select the proper value of the parameters that tune each of the tracking
processes, the optimization theory offers a wide variety of methods: statistical optimiza-
tion, gradient based methods, evolutionary algorithms, etc. In this particular problem,
the high, non-linear dependency among the modules and the sensitivity of the parameters
make the optimization of this problem a difficult task for the classical techniques in which
computing time increases as a function of precision.

This work explores the soft-computing techniques [12] which are formed by a non-
homogeneous group of techniques and concepts, not only optimization techniques.

Soft computing techniques have as a main aim exploiting the tolerance of imprecision
and uncertainty to achieve tractability, robustness, and low cost solutions [11]. This is the
kind of ability that humans use to understand human speech, read non clear handwrit-
ing, etc. Thus, soft computing techniques use the human mind as a model and try to
mathematically formalize the reasoning processes that humans follow to take decisions on
a daily basis.

A good example, which Lotfi A. Zadeh explains in his work [11] is the problem of park-
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ing a car. Almost everybody is capable of parking because the final position of the vehicle
and its orientation are not specified precisely. If they were, the difficulty of parking would
increase geometrically with the grade of precision. The important point in this example
is that the problem is easy for humans to solve whereas it is very difficult to solve by
classical techniques. This is the argument that the author applies to the current problem
of optimizing the parameters of a surveillance system. That is, the result must be robust
and reliable, but we do not have to impose precise specifications; we just have to to be
able to detect and track people. Soft computing techniques include fuzzy logic, neuro-
computing, evolutionary computing and probabilistic computing. A remarkable quality of
soft computing is that different methods are complementary rather than competitive and
exclusive [42]. Therefore, evolutionary computation is more appropriate for this problem
of optimization, since it is a systematic random search to find an optimal solution to a
problem. The author has chosen Evolutionary Strategies [13] for this problem as they are
designed for working with real numbers and adaptable steps while the algorithm converges
to a solution.

This thesis then aims to solve the problem of obtaining optimized parameters values
for the good performance of all the parts of the interrelated blocks, not only in a particular
case, but also for more general solutions. As a result, one of the main novelties of this
thesis consists in addressing the optimization of the parameter values of the surveillance
system in order to make it as versatile as possible. That is, this work proposes a tool
or design technique for adjusting the values of the parameters that adjust the tracking
process for certain variable conditions.

That means that the system must be able to work under different conditions and sce-
narios. In this context, different conditions means changing weather or lighting conditions,
variability in the number of people or how they appear in the scene (in groups, running,
holding objects, etc), unstable background, etc. On the other hand, different scenarios
means different locations of the camera in the same type of environments: for example,
tracking people in the premises of a building and moving the field of view of the camera
or just changing the camera from one location to another.

The results will be useful when the system has a single camera and it is used in multiple
locations (or fields of view) according to necessities, or when the system has several cameras
that must be tuned in quickly by using only one process to tune the parameters, etc.

Thus, this work proposes a design technique for optimization and generalization that
allows users to find the most suitable set of parameters (optimization) for the surveillance
system in different scenarios (generalization), for the best performance of the system.
Because of this, the training videos must be carefully selected so that there is enough
difference among them to avoid over-fitting. At the same time, the training videos must
share the same environment and have common classes of targets. The generalization
methodology consists of minimizing several combinations of the evaluation function of each
track by means of the Evolutionary Strategies in progressive steps in order to gradually
build a more general fitness function and parameters.
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The strategy that the author proposes to prove the validation of this technique is to
optimize generalizing a simple tracker based on Point Tracking and certain rules for the
association problem. As the author explained before, in this particular case, the ”Rules”
tracker is used in this work as a recursive Kalman filter [43] that updates the centroid
position, rectangle bounds and velocity of each moving object. There are more sophisti-
cated trackers, which could solve the challenging problems of changing conditions or people
holding objects, etc. For example, there are trackers that use templates and density-based
appearance models [44], multiview appearance models [45], silhouettes [46], etc. Nev-
ertheless, the objective of this work is to find out if performance of the Rules tracker
after having applied the proposed optimization/generalization methodology surpassed the
performance obtained by more complex trackers.

2.4 Action Recognition: Learning Activities

Finally, once the object detection and tracking processes have been reliably adjusted, the
problem of activity recognition or scene interpretation follows naturally. This work is going
to concentrate on behavior understanding, concretely on distinguishing different activities
carried out by pedestrians in video sequences.

In general, and in this thesis in particular, there are three key aspects to activity
recognition:

• Identification of type of activities that must be classified: short term activities (i.e.
walking, running, fighting), long term (i.e. browsing), activities with a clear time
pattern (i.e. sitting down, standing up), etc. A study of what kind of features define
each activity must be carried out in order to extract these features, as the next point
explains.

• Proper feature selection depends on the type of activity to be recognized. This first
step consists in the extraction of measurements from the previous stages and their
subsequent computation in order to obtain relevant, remarkable and representative
features to clearly distinguish the activities to be recognized. For example, if the
interest is in distinguishing waving from doing jumping jacks, it would be interesting
to track the position of the hands at each instant or the evolution of the silhouette.
Supposing the activity consists in detecting a person that lies on the ground; it
would be important to measure the time the person remains in the scene and some
body features to match the detections with a human body.

• Classifier. This step is crucial and the construction of a classifier is closely related
to the way the data are presented. Building a classifier can be seen as learning
a mapping from a set of data X (let X be a set of n points, where xi ∈ X for
all i ∈ [n] := 1, .., n) to a discrete set of ”labels” or classes Y . Matthias Seeger
says in [18] that learning from data can be seen as the most rigorous attempt to
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”drastically compress” data without losing much of inherent information. These
learning techniques can be classified according to the availability of label data:

– Supervised learning: the activities have been previously predefined and the
classification must match these specifications. Examples of these classifiers are
artificial neural networks, decision trees, support vector machines, Bayesian
statistics, etc. Thus, the goal is to learn a mapping from X to Y , given a
training set of pairs (xi, yi). Here, the yi are called the labels of the samples xi.

– Unsupervised learning: the activities are inferred from grouping by observing
the data without using labels [47]. Thus, in unsupervised learning all the obser-
vations are assumed to be caused by latent variables and unsupervised classifiers
study how systems can learn to represent particular input patterns in a way
that reflects the statistical structure of this input patterns group. Examples of
these classifiers are Radial basis function networks, all clustering methods (i.e.
k-means) Expectation-Maximization, etc.

– Semi-supervised learning (SSL): the classifier is generated with both labeled and
unlabeled data. It is very common to have a training set in which the unlabeled
data are much more numerous than the labeled ones. Labeling video sequences
is usually done by hand, which is tedious and difficult. These techniques, then,
solve this problem. In particular, this work will analyze the data from a public
database, CAVIAR [19], in which this situation is occurs. This is the main
reason this dissertation will use a semi-supervised learning technique to generate
an unsupervised classifier that will make use of labels for the validation stage
[48].

One important distinction among all of these methods is the use or not of statistical
learning; that is, do the learning techniques utilize concepts from probability theory or
not? The main advantage of utilizing probabilistic concepts is that the classification
error/success probability for new income samples is modeled by means of probability
functions.

Again, and following the argument of this dissertation, this thesis aims to build a
statistical classifier capable of modeling and sorting activities covering the widest number
of situations; that is, the classifier must model the measurements or features selected in
the previous stage by means of a probabilistic model. The measurements captured by the
tracker and the corresponding features computed from these measurements usually have
distributions that do not fit in common probabilistic models like Gaussians.

Therefore, the first step will be to choose a classifier and then decide how to build the
probabilistic model from the features.

Many works have been developed in the field of classifying activities [20]. Nevertheless,
the most relevant methods for classifying are those that take time sequences into account
since human activities usually follow some kind of temporal pattern. That is, if a person
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is inactive in a specific scene, it is very unlikely that person would be running fast in the
next frames. There would be some transition in which the person starts moving and then
running.

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [21] have proved to be very effective for modeling
these temporal transitions and the activity recognition task [22]: HMMs are tools that
provide sophisticated analysis of data with spatio-temporal variability. The use of HMMs
is divided into steps: training and classification. In the training stage, the number of states
is set and the state transition and output probabilities are optimized in order to build the
most suitable model that corresponds to the features of the movements or activities.

A very common method to model HMMs consists in using probabilistic parametric
techniques, especially mixtures of functions, and in particular, mixtures of Gaussians.
The estimation of the parameters in this case is carried out by means of an Expectation
Maximization algorithm called Baum-Welch algorithm [23].

Nevertheless, the mixture of Gaussians presents two important limitations:

• the observed data are difficult to model by these probability density functions.

• the variability in the results depends on the initialization of parameters.

Therefore, the author proposes to model the emission probabilities of the HMM by
means of kernel density estimation (KDE) [24], a non parametric technique that will
operate simultaneously with that of all the other model parameters by an adapted Baum-
Welch algorithm. This allows the retention of the maximum-likelihood estimation while
overcoming the known limitations of mixture of Gaussians in modeling certain probability
distributions. Non-parametric means that no assumptions are made about the form of the
probability density functions (PDF’s) from which the samples are drawn.

Thus, Kernel Density Estimation constructs an estimate of an unobservable underlying
probability density function based on the observed data without assuming prior knowledge
of the distribution of the data. The hidden density function is built from a large and
distributed population of data; a probability function called kernel is set in each data
point. In addition, the kernel is defined as a weighting function K() (with bandwidth
h), which can be any probability function depending on the type of data to be modeled:
uniform, triangle, Gaussian, cosine, etc.

What makes KDE suitable and interesting for the generation of classifiers is that
under realistically complex environments, the observed data and features for the purpose
of activity recognition can be too complicated to assume a distribution of the data. This
technique gives a very precise representation of the data regardless of the forms they have.
For the same reason, the KDE is less sensitive to initialization, since the probability density
function is estimated from the data. As a result of this, large errors derived from making
incorrect assumptions about the distribution are avoided by using this non parametric
technique.
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It should be noted, however, that predictions out of the range of the observations are
more difficult than in the parametric methods. Another drawback of the non-parametric
techniques is that they usually require a great deal of training data to provide a good
estimation.

2.5 Motivation and Thesis Objective

The goal of this thesis is to obtain a robust and reliable mono-camera video surveillance
system capable of dealing with changing conditions and different locations and fields of
view. In order to build this system, all the processes included in a surveillance system
must be carefully designed and adjusted. In particular, this work focuses on tracking of
humans and moving vehicles and human activity recognition tasks.

Many projects for tracking systems have been developed. Nevertheless, many of them
fail when they are used under real conditions: occlusions, changes in lighting, abruptness
in motion, etc. The contextual and prior information is not usually taken into account
in the design of the tracking systems [49]. For example, in the context of this thesis,
tracking of humans (vehicles), the design must take into account that they usually are on
specific footpaths (roads) and are constrained to paths on the ground as apposed to making
vertical movements. Some of the literature shows us an improvement in performance by
using this contextual information [50]. In addition, all of the methods that constitute
the trackers are controlled by parameters that condition the final performance. Very
often, the adjustment of these parameters is carried out ad hoc for the specific application
without considering the relocation (or movement of the focus) of the camera in the same
application environment or the multiple types of changing conditions. Moreover, the
classical optimization methods for the adjustment of parameters do not give good results
since the complexity of this problem makes the computing time increase as a function
of precision, and the generation of a classifier for the activity recognition by means of a
kernel density estimation technique.

This thesis proposes an optimization in the whole tracking process and the generation
of a classifier for activity recognition by using a non-parametric probability estimation
model adaptable to difficult distribution of the measurements.

The optimization technique is based on Evolutionary Strategies and it has three main
goals:

• First of all, to tune the parameters so that the system has the best performance in
real conditions (noise, occlusions, changing lighting, etc.) taking into account the
context of use. The performance is measured by means of a evaluation function that
assesses and quantifies the functioning of the moving object track.

• Second, to obtain a set of parameters that cope with general situations, that is, that
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the obtained parameters are useful for different scenarios of the same application
environment.

• Finally, the technique must be a general frame for the tuning of the parameters of
all kinds of detector/tracking systems in any environment.

The proposed technique consists in minimizing several combinations of an evaluation-
per-track function. This performance evaluation function of the tracking system must
allow the evaluation of multiple scenarios in an easy way. Current performance evaluation
methods based on ground truth are computationally expensive and tedious. In addition,
those based on non-ground truth methods do not allow the evaluation of a large number
of scenarios.

This thesis overcomes this drawback by proposing a new quantitative performance
evaluation function based on a minimum and easy-to-calculate ground truth. Thus, this
new evaluation function allows us to compute the performance for numerous scenarios.

The strategy to prove the validation of this technique is to use the proposed methodol-
ogy over a simple point tracker based on a Kalman filter and some easy association rules.
The performance after the adjustment of the parameters should be better than if a more
sophisticated and slow tracker had been used.

Once the object detection and tracking stages are adjusted, this thesis deals with the
problem of activity recognition. There are many works in this field, but it has been proved
that Hidden Markov Models solve this problem very efficiently. Nevertheless, the modeling
of the HMM have usually been carried out by models that assume a certain distribution
of the data (usually Gaussian).

This thesis proposes the application of a non parametric technique based on Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) for the modeling of the HMM. The assumption of an underlying
distribution is avoided by using this technique, but it should be noted that predictions out
of the observation data range are more difficult than in the parametric methods.

2.6 Outline

This document is divided as follows. Section 3 presents a review of the video technology in
general, the main tracking methods, the most relevant evaluation techniques, a summary
of the optimization and generalization methods and finally an introduction and review of
the most important human recognition methods. Section 4 presents then our evaluation
metric proposal, followed by section 5, which presents the technique for optimization and
generalization suggested by the author. Section 6 presents the human activity recognition
classifiers and methodology that this paper will follow. Finally, conclusions and future
work are explained in section 7
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

The section reviews the principal existing works in the topics in which this thesis focus
on:

• Motion Detection and Object Classification: Brief enumeration of methods for mo-
tion detection and object classification.

• Tracking: Review of the principal tracking methods.

• Evaluation: Summary of the main performance evaluation metrics for video surveil-
lance systems.

• Optimization and Generalization: learning techniques for a system optimization and,

• Activity Recognition: Extraction of features and methods for classification

3.1 Motion Detection and Object Classification

The objective of this process is to segment correctly regions corresponding to moving
objects from the rest of the image, that is, to distinguish which pixels are in movement
and which ones are just background. The correct detection of moving regions is a key
problem to provide good results to the tracking and behavior analysis. Among many
techniques, the most conventional methods used for motion detection are three:

1. Background subtraction, [7] takes the difference between the reference background
and the current image. The reference background consists in a model of the scene
that will be particular for each kind of scenario. For example, if the surveillance
action is carried out in a room with constant-intensity lights and non-changing fur-
niture, the background will be easy to model. On the other hand, if the surveillance

27
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system is placed in an outdoor parking lot, the background has to consider that
steady cars (which are part of the background) suddenly can move, or cars that are
moving can be parked for long periods of time (and become part of the background).
Moreover, the background model will have to take into account illumination changes
from day to night, weather conditions (cloudy, sunny, rainy), waving plants, etc.

In particular, in [51], the authors model the color distribution of each pixel by means
of a single Gaussian, which is described with a full covariance matrix. They define
µ to be the mean (Y, U, V ) of a point a texture feature, and K like the covariance
of the same point.

Pr(O) =
e−

1
2
(O−µ)T K−1(O−µ)

(2π)
m
2 |K|

1
2

(3.1)

The pixels update their statistics using a simple adaptive filter:

µt = αy + (1− α)µt−1 (3.2)

where y is the vector that models the pixel (color distribution (Y, U, V )). This filter
allows the detector to update the background according to the lighting and slow
objects changes. The 1

α is the time constant of the forgetting process.

In addition, another interesting paper is presented by Nir Friedman and Stuart
Russell [52]. They support the idea that each pixel must be classified before being
used to update the background model. They propose modeling each pixel by a mix-
ture of Gaussians in order to classify among moving object, shadow or background.
Moreover, the mixture of Gaussians is learned using the Expectation Maximization
algorithm [53].

Nevertheless, more advanced schemes for updating the background model have been
proposed in [7], [54].

2. Temporal difference takes the difference between pixels in two or three frames. It is
very adaptable to the changing conditions but it is not very effective to detect all
the moving regions.

In particular, in this work [6], the authors take the difference of intensity I between
pixels:

∆t(u, v) = |It(u, v)− It−1(u, v)| (3.3)

and the motion pixels Mt can be detected by thresholding:

Mn(u, v) =






It(u, v) if ∆t(u, v) ≥ T

It(u, v) if ∆t(u, v) < T
(3.4)
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3. Optical flow uses flow vectors of moving objects over the time. Most of the flow
methods are very sensitive to noise. One example can be viewed in [55], where the
segmentation is performed by using optical flow information; in particular, a method
based on monotony operators, which is described in [56]. This method is based on the
assumption that local intensities do no vary from frame to frame (image brightness
constancy constraint). Thus, the equation that relates optical flow v = [dx/dt, dy/dt]
and the derivatives of the intensity function I(x, y, t) is [32]:

(∇I)T v +
∂I

∂t
= 0 (3.5)

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Example of optical flow: a) Original image, b) Optical flow and original image
and c) Pixels with optical flow

On the other hand, there is another group of techniques that is based on spatial and
temporal segmentation of the video signal. The core of these last methods takes into
account the changes in the pixel spatial properties in order to detect moving regions, in
addition to the common characteristics like pixel intensity and color changes [57,58].

The target classification process classifies objects that correspond to different moving
targets. For example, in people tracking contexts, some vehicles or other moving targets
might be detected along with individuals. It is important to classify them so that the
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subsequent action recognition process analyzes the activities of each one in the correct
way. This classification can be considered as a pattern recognition step that uses, for
example, shape-based [6] or motion-based criteria [59]. In [6], blob density and areas are
used to classify blobs into humans, vehicles or clutter; whereas the authors employ in [59]
the characterization of periodic motion to classify moving objects.

Figure 3.2: This figure shows two moving targets: a pedestrian in the first plane and a
bus in the top right of the image. It will be important for the system to identify each one
as different kind of targets.

3.2 Tracking

Tracking can be defined as the estimation of the trajectory of a moving object in the image
plane [49] over time. Trackers must perform two main tasks:

• Motion problem: Usually, trackers estimate the object position in the next frame
by using the position and velocity of the object in the current frame. A very well
known solution for the estimation problem is the Kalman filter as we will see in the
next lines [43].

• Association problem: This process of the tracker tries to find the target among
several valid moving regions that might be other targets, clutter or noise.

The main design requirements that a tracker must accomplish can be enumerated
as [32]:

• Stability: good performance has to be kept over time.
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• Accuracy: trackers must follow the accelerations and speeds of targets.

• Robust: trackers must maintain the track even if this one is occluded temporarily. In
addition, trackers must track only valid objects and ignore noise and image regions
similar to the target.

Many methods have been proposed for object tracking. The main differences among
them are based on the target representation used by each method, or which features of
this moving target are used, or which model represents better the motion, appearance
and shape of the moving object [49]. According to these criteria, there are numerous
classifications [49], [32], [20] as it is explained next.

The first step is the representation of the target [49]. Objects can be represented by
their shape and appearances. Then, the next paragraph will show the joint shape and
appearance representations.

• Shape:

– Points: The target is represented by a point (mass center or centroid) or a
group of points [60].

– Geometric Shapes: The target is represented by a geometric shape, usually a
rectangle [30] or an ellipse.

– Silhouettes and Contours: Contour is defined by the bounds of the target [61],
whereas silhouette is the region inside the contour [62].

– Skeletons: The target is represented by a skeleton that can be computed by
applying medial axis transform to the object’s silhouette [63].

– Joints: Joint representation is usually applied to human tracking. The target
is represented by body parts or joints [64]. The relation among all the parts is
defined by means of kinematic motion models.

• Appearance:

– Probability densities: The probability density of certain objects’ features are
computed and represented by parametric functions, non-parametric functions
or histograms [44]. Moreover, the probability functions might be computed
from the shapes representations defined before, for example the color inside a
contour.

– Templates: Templates are built by taking as a base the silhouettes or the
geometric shapes that were enumerated before. They encode spatial and ap-
pearance information of a single view [65]. This might be a limitation if the
object’s poses vary significantly during the video sequence.

– Multi-view appearance: The codification is performed by using several views of
the object.
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In general, there is a strong relation between object representation and tracking algo-
rithms as it will be subsequently analyzed . The next step in the tracking process is to
select the features that the tracker is going to track. This is a key point in the design of the
tracker since it would be desirable to select distinguishable features so that the objects can
be easily differentiated. Feature selection is closely related to the object representation;
for example, color is almost always used with a histogram representation, whereas edges
are employed for contour representation,

The most common features to track are:

• Color: Color is one of the most widely used features. There are several representation
spaces [66], such as ”‘RGB”’ or ”‘HSV”’. However, color space representations are
very sensitive to noise [67].

• Optical Flow: It is defined by the displacement of pixels in a region. Optical flow
is computed by supposing that brightness does not vary in consecutive frames (see
equation 3.5). Optical flow is commonly used in motion segmentation and tracking
systems [68].

• Edges: They are defined by target boundaries. They have proved lower sensitivity
to illumination changes than colors [69].

• Texture: It measures the difference of intensity on a surface that quantifies properties
such regularity, coarseness and smoothness [49]. The three principal approaches to
describe texture are statistical, structural or spectral properties. Statistical proper-
ties compute the gray level of the surface. Structural properties are based on certain
rules that characterize the object’s surface. And finally, spectral components are
extracted from the Fourier spectrum and describe periodicity of the gray levels.

Among many classifications found in the literature for tracking systems ( [32], [20]),
the author follows the classifications that A. Yilmaz et al. suggested in [49]. According
to A.Yilmaz, the tracker can be classified as:

• Point Tracking: Targets are represented by points and the matching of these points
is based on the position and motion of the target in the previous state.

• Template Tracking: The object is represented by a geometrical region and the track-
ing follows the motion of this template or kernel.

• Silhouette Tracking: These tracking methods estimate the silhouette in each frame
and code the information inside this region, i.e. in the form of appearance density
of the object. The object’s appearance density is estimated by parametric (such as
Gaussians) or non parametric (such as histograms) techniques.
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Point Tracking

Point Tracking is defined as the representation of an object by points and the correspon-
dence of these points in each frame. This correspondence is a difficult task, especially in
the presence of occlusions and misdetections. There are two types of methods for this
correspondence: non-statistical and statistical.

• Non-statistical correspondence is defined as a cost association problem formulated
as a combinatorial optimization. Some constraints are taken into account such as:

– Proximity: It is assumed that the position of the target does not change con-
siderably from one frame to the next one.

– Velocity Change: Another assumption considers that the direction and speed
of the target does not change notably from one frame to the next one.

– Rigidity: The targets in 3D are assumed to be rigid. Therefore, the distance
between any two points remains unchanged for the actual object.

For example, Sethi and Jain [70] use a greedy approach for the points correspondence
based on the proximity and rigidity constrains. More recently, Shafique and Shah [71]
presented an approach to maintain temporal coherency of the speed and position.
The correspondence was formulated as a graph theoretic problem.

• Statistical correspondence assumes that noise is inevitably captured when the mea-
surements are acquired. Statistical statistical correspondence includes noise in the
model used to solve the tracking problem. Statistical correspondence methods model
target properties such as position, velocity and acceleration. Commonly, the mea-
surement (Zt) consists of the target position in the image in each frame.

If we consider a moving object in the image, in which the information representing
the object is the state sequence Xt : t = 1, 2, .... The dynamic equation that changes
the state over time is:

Xt = f t(Xt−1) + W t (3.6)

where W t : t = 1, 2, ... is white noise. Moreover, Zt = ht(Xt, N t) is the relationship
between the measurement and the current state, where N t is the white noise and it
is independent of W t.

The aim of the tracker is to estimate the current state Xt by knowing all the mea-
surements up to the current moment: p(Xt|Z1,...,t). The Bayes theorem provides
an optimal theoretical solution in two steps: first of all, the current state is derived
from p(Xt|Z1,...,t−1). Then, the likelihood function p(Xt|Zt) is used to compute
p(Xt|Z1,...,t).

If there is only one moving object in the image, the previous calculations can be
applied directly. Otherwise, the measurements have to be associated previously with
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the corresponding object states. Then, we have two important cases to distinguish:
Single Target and Multiple Target Methods.

– Single Target State Estimation:

∗ Kalman Filter: It is used if the functions f t and ht are linear and the state
Xt is assumed to be Gaussian. This filter has two steps: prediction and
correction. The former state model is used for predicting the new state
variables:

X
t
= DXt−1 + W (3.7)

Σ
t
= DΣt−1DT + Qt (3.8)

where X
t
and Σ

t
are the state and covariance at t, the prediction time. D

is the state transition matrix between t and t− 1 and Q is the covariance
noise of W . In addition, the measurement Zt is used to update the target’s
state in the correction step:

Kt = Σ
t
MT

[
MΣ

t
MT + Rt

]−1
(3.9)

Xt = X
t
+ Kt

[
Z −MX

t
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v

(3.10)

Σt = Σ
t −KtMΣ

t
(3.11)

where v is the innovation, M is the measurement matrix and K is the
Kalman gain.
In the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [72], the functions of the state tran-
sition f t and observation models ht do not need to be linear but differ-
entiable in order to use the Taylor series. Nevertheless, the EKF is not
an optimal estimator. The filter might diverge if the initial state or the
model process are wrong due to its linearization. Moreover, the estimated
covariance matrix usually underestimates the true covariance matrix and
then, some inconsistent problems may arise.

∗ Particle Filters [73]: An alternative for the Kalman (KF) and Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) can be Particle Filters. Kalman Filter and Extented
Kalman Filter assume that the state variables are Gaussians and present
poor performance when the state variables do not follow Gaussian distrib-
utions. The Particle Filters model the conditional state density p(Xt|Zt)

at time t with a set of samples or particles {s(n)
t : n = 1, ..., N} and weights

π
(n)
t , which represent the importance of each sample (its observation fre-

quency). The new samples at time t are derived from St−1 = {(s(n)
t−1, π

(n)
t−1) :

n = 1, ..., N} at t− 1 based on sampling schemes [74].
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The equation for estimating the new position will be:

ǫt =
N∑

n=1

π
(n)
t f(s

(n)
t , W ) (3.12)

where f is a non-linear function and W
(n)
t is a zero mean Gaussian error.

It is important to point out that Kalman filter and Particle filter assume
a single measurement at each frame. If the aim is to track several targets,
we would need a joint solution of data association methods.

– Multiple Target State Estimation: Association methods must be used if more
of one object is tracked. There are three main algorithms:

∗ Nearest Neighbor (NNS): Deterministic method of optimization for finding
closest points in a metric space [75].

∗ Joint Probability Data Association Filter (JPDAF): Statistical method
that calculate joint probabilities between the tracks and the measurements.
The algorithm assigns weights to the measurements and updates the tracks
by means of weighted centroids of these measurements [76].

∗ Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [77]: Statistical method that makes
the matching decision after analyzing several frames. This algorithm com-
putes several correspondence hypothesis for each object at each frame.

The deterministic methods can make the tracker not to converge if the objects
are too close and the association is done incorrectly. On the other hand, the
main drawback of JPDAF is its inability in detecting new targets that appear
in the field of view (FOV) or already tracked targets exiting the FOV. The
MHT algorithm overcomes these problems, but it has the shortcoming of being
computationally exponential in memory and time.

Template Tracking

Following the classification that A. Yilmaz established in this work [49], Template trackers
represent the target by a primitive object region and compute motion of this object. The
algorithms developed differ from each other in how they represent the object, the number
of them tracked by the tracking system and the method used to estimate the object motion.
The division of the algorithms is done in this case according to the object’s representation.

Templates and Density Appearance Models are widely used for their simplicity and
fast computation. The most common approach is the template matching. First, an object
template, Ot, is defined in the previous frame and then, a similar image, Iw, must be
searched in the current frame using brute force search.

argmaxdx,dy =

∑
x

∑
y(Ot(x, y)× Iw(x + dx, y + dy))

√∑
x

∑
y O2

t (x, y)
(3.13)
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where (dx, dy) is the candidate template position. Usually, templates are made of intensity
or color features. The only drawback of this method is the computational cost due to the
brute force search.

Other representations, such as color histograms or mixture models can be calculated
by using pixel appearance in the bounds of the rectangular or ellipsoidal regions. For
example, in [78], P. Fieguth and D. Terzopoulosi build object models by finding the mean
color of the pixels in a rectangular region in the target. In [44], the authors employ a
weighted histogram computed from a circular region representing the object. Instead of
using the brute forte search, they use the Mean-Shift method [46]. The Mean-Shift tracking
algorithm is an iterative scheme based on comparing the histogram of the original object
in the current frame, Q, and the histogram of candidate regions in the next frame, P .
The objective is to maximize the correlation between two histograms. Similarity in the
histogram is defined in terms of the Bhattacharya coefficient:

b∑

u=1

P (u)Q(u) (3.14)

where b is the number of bins. The mean-shift vector is calculated iteratively such that
the similarity between histograms is increased. This process follows until the converge is
reached.

In addition, the work developed by Jepson et al. [79] models an object by three mixture
components: noise, transient features and stable appearance features. A particular version
of Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) is used to adjust the parameters.

All these algorithms do not take into account the problem of tracking several objects at
the same time. An example of tracker for multiple objects is [80], where the whole image
is represented as a set of layers. There is a layer for the background and one for each
object. Then, the probability of belonging to any of the layers for each pixel is computed
according to motion and shape features.

Silhouette Tracking

Finally, silhouette tracking systems provide a precise shape description for objects that
have complex shapes. The most common example of a complex shape is the human body:
head, hands, shoulders, etc. Silhouette trackers try to find the target region by means of
a model built in previous frames. This model can be a color histogram, an object contour,
etc. We can divide these trackers in two categories: shape and contour matching trackers.

• Shape Matching Tracker: These methods search for the target silhouette in the cur-
rent frame. The search is carried out by computing the similarity with the the silhou-
ette model calculated in the previous frame, whereas Template Matching Trackers
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(see previous section 3.2) used a template that are usually built by intensity or color
features.

Thus, the target model is recalculated every frame in order to take into account
the changes produced by the moving object. For example, Huttenloncher et al. [81]
use the Hausdorff distance [82] to perform shape matching using an edge-based
representation. Another example is given by Haritaoglu et al. [7] that utilize the edge
information contained inside the object silhouette to model the object appearance.

• Contour Matching Tracker: These methods iteratively evolve an initial contour,
which was computed in the previous frame, up to a new contour in its new position.
A requirement for this evolution implies that some area of the new and old contour
overlapped in the current and previous frame respectively. There are two approaches:

– Using State Space Models: Shape and motion parameters of the contour are
used to define the object’s state. The update of the state is carry out at each
instant by means of the maximization of the contour’s a posteriori probabil-
ity. This posterior probability is a function of the prior state and the current
likelihood. The current likelihood is usually defined according to the distance
of the contour from observe edges. Some of the most remarkable papers are
those one developed by MacComick and Blake [83], Chen et al. [84] or Isard
and Blake [85].

– Using Minimization of Contour Energy: Temporal information constitutes the
base for the definition of the contour energy. This temporal information appears
in the form of optical flow [86] or appearance statistics generated from the object
and the background [61]. For example, Mansouri [87] employed optical flow
constraint for contour tracking, Cremers and Schnorr [86] also used optical flow
for contour evolution, and they imposed that only homogeneous flow vectors
can be inside the region of an object. In contrast, certain statistics inside and
outside the object region can be defined as an alternative to optical flow. For
example, the work [61] used color and texture models computed in a region
around the object’s boundary in order to evolve an object contour.

Analysis of Tracking Systems

Among all the general techniques explained above, the author is going to select spe-
cific trackers that have proved robust performance in order to compare their performance
against our proposed tracker (”Rules Tracker, see sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).

• CC (Connected Component Tracking) [14]: This is a kind of Template tracking al-
gorithm, where certain connected components (CC) form a 3D connection graph.
Points which distance is below a threshold are considered to be connected. Then,
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the tracking procedure identifies which CC in frame (t − 1) matches with the cor-
responding ones in the frame t. Besides the geometrical points, the system takes
advantage of the texture image to improve the tracking.

• MS (Mean Shift Tracking) [15]: This is a class of Template Based Tracking in which
the Mean Shift algorithm is a non parametric estimator of density gradient: the
mean-shift vector always point towards the direction of the maximum increase in
the density and it can define a path leading to the maximum [88]. The core of this
tracking system consists of mean shift iterations that find the target candidate that
is the most similar to a given target model calculated in previous frames. This
target model is computed by means of the color distribution of the moving target.
Then, the degree of similarity is computed by a metric based on the Bhattacharyya
coefficient. In other words, the aim of the tracking system pursues to maximize the
correlation of the current color histogram of a moving target with the original one
computed in previous frames.

• MSPF (Particle Filter based on MS weight) [16]: A hybrid model between Mean
Shift and Particle Filter models (a class of Point Tracking). A particle filter samples
some particles and subsequently, those particles are shifted to their respective local
maximum of target searching space by mean shift.

• CCMSPF (Connected Component tracking and MSPF resolver for collision) [14]: It
uses a Connect Component Tracking in addition to a MSPF in case a collision is
found it.

• CGA (Association by Canonical Genetic Algorithm) [17]: This is the only tracker
that do not belong to any of the categories explained before. This method uses
Canonical Genetic Algorithms for tracking. The Compact GA computes a probabil-
ity that represents the distribution of a hypothetical population with update rules
based on the well known GA techniques of selection and recombination.

These trackers are usually designed for specific cases and particular conditions: For
example, the MS (Mean Shift) tracker easily loses the object due to its intrinsic limitation
of exploring local maxima, in particular, when the tracked object has quick movements.
In addition, the mean shift is hard to recover from a total occlusion [16]. MSPF is re-
stricted to applications with little changes of the target model. Finally, CGA presens slow
performance, which might be a real problem when tracking several targets.

Thus, even if these trackers have proved robust performance, they present strong lim-
itations. Therefore, this thesis proposes the use of a flexible tracker that is based on
point tracking. The values of the parameters that control this tracker will be optimized
by means of an optimization technique proposed by the author. This thesis intends to
overcome the limitations mentioned above and to obtain better performance than the one
shown by more complex trackers. The proposed tracker and the optimization technique
will be introduced in the next chapters.
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3.3 Evaluation

The usual requirement for surveillance systems is the capability for tracking interesting
objects in operational conditions, with satisfactory levels of accuracy and robustness. This
capability could be directly tested by a human observer by a visual inspection of the output.
However, the main problem lies in the definition of an automatic and objective procedure
to assess the quality of a given system and support design decisions. These techniques
must assess the good performance of both the segmentation and tracking steps.

Many solutions have been proposed, the majority of them are focused on the segmen-
tation stage or detection of moving objects [8, 89–91], others deal with the evaluation of
tracking systems [9] or both [10]. Whereas the evaluation of the segmentation stage finds
errors in the detection (i.e. missing parts of objects), the tracking evaluation focuses on
the high level detection, that is, object detection and trajectory.

The segmentation step is important for the global performance of the surveillance
system since it influences significantly in the subsequent stages [92]. The main goal of
segmentation consists in efficient moving object detection.

Tracking systems are in charge of initiating, updating and deleting tracks corresponding
to detected objects. Tracking performance evaluation must assess the occlusions, track loss
or duplication [93], failures due to sudden movements of objects in terms of acceleration
[10], detection lags [94], etc.

Although many segmentation and tracking techniques have been presented and widely
studied, their performance evaluation has not focused so much attention. Nevertheless,
several important works exist in the field [95] and this section pursues to briefly present
the most relevant existing results and conclusions.

A first classification of evaluation techniques may be established between pixel and
object based methods [92]. The first group is a binary problem that tries to detect active
pixels in an image [96]. The applicability of these techniques is questionable since the
surveillance purposes are not to detect points but object regions. Thus, object-based
techniques seem more appropriate. According to [97,98], we can distinguish between two
techniques when applying video segmentation object-based evaluation:

• Individual object evaluation: each target identified in the segmentation stage is
evaluated individually.

• Overall evaluation: all the objects are evaluated globally.

Another classification can be done according to the criterion of using some reference
or ground truth:

• evaluation based on ground truth: a reference segmentation is available.
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• evaluation without ground truth: a reference segmentation is not provided.

This thesis focuses on the tracking performance evaluation, assuming a good detection
stage.

The next two subsections review the currently available methods for evaluation tracking
performance with and without reference.

3.3.1 Evaluation with Ground Truth (GT)

The performance evaluation of video-based surveillance systems is a basic aspect for their
appropriate design and parameterization. Today, no standard measure sets to assess algo-
rithms quantitatively are available [93]. However, first attempts have been made to work
on common data sets (PETS workshops [41]); most recently, the project ETISEO has been
funded by the French government for the systematically quantitative assessment of sur-
veillance algorithms [99]. For example, in [9,100], the measures depend on an established
correspondence between ground truth tracks and detected tracks. A distance measure has
to be computed between all ground truth and detected tracks for every frame. This is a
very general way of comparing trajectories, which takes the position, its first derivative
and objects’ bounding boxes into account. According to [100], once the assignment be-
tween the ground truth and the detected tracks is established, some error measures are
computed: false positive and false negative track error rates, average of position errors,
object detection lag, etc. There are similar papers that evaluate video surveillance sys-
tems against the ground truth or with synthetic images [9,30,101,102]. They usually need
the extraction of ground-truth values from real images; this is a manual process of hand
labeling, which requires a considerable effort to obtain.

In general terms, the metrics employed in the evaluation with reference might be
classified into two categories [98]:

• Spatial accuracy: these metrics compare the selected spatial features between the
real and detected tracks. The most relevant metrics are:

– Shape fidelity: metrics based on the misclassification of shape pixels [103], edge
pixels [104], etc.

– Spatial features: comparison of bounding boxes, mass centres [30], perimeters,
...

– Number of objects: number of detected objects: merge or fragmentation [93,
105], occlusions, loss of tracks, [30, 93], ...

• Temporal accuracy: these metrics measure temporal stability, for example, variation
in the object’s shape along time, if one object is missed in a specific frame (false
negative), etc.
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Hence, some of the most common metrics presented in the literature [9,93] for tracking
performance are listed below:

• False positive track error rate (fp):

fp =
Detected tracks without corresponding GT

Total number of GT tracks
(3.15)

• False negative track error rate (fn):

fn =
GT tracks without corresponding detected tracks

Total number of GT tracks
(3.16)

• Distance metric [100]: Distance between the current location of the track (i.e. track’s
mass center) and ground truth:

D(GT, r) =
1

NGT,r

∑

∃iGT (ti)∧r(ti)

√
(xGT (i)− xr(i))2 + (yGT (i)− yr(i))2 (3.17)

where NGT,r is the number of frames of the matching ground truth and detected
tracks.

• Area error: Difference of the areas of ground truth and detected tracks.

A(GT, r) =
1

NGT,r

∑

∃iGT (ti)∧r(ti)

(AGT (i)−Ar(i)) (3.18)

• Detection lag: It measures the difference in time between the appearance of ground
truth and detected tracks.

• Track fragmentation: Number of detected tracks matched to ground truth track.

Ground truth evaluation techniques provide reliable performance metrics for tracking
systems, since they are based on direct comparison of the truth and the output of the
system. Nevertheless, the main drawback is the ground truth extraction process. As a
consequence of this, researchers tend to carry out this extraction process once and use
these videos as much as possible for design and evaluation, which implies little variety of
scenarios. These arguments lead the author to propose an evaluation metric in which the
ground truth is easy and fast to be extracted. In this way, the number and variety of
videos will not constitute a limitation anymore, which will allow the system to be tested
in different contexts and conditions.
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3.3.2 Evaluation without Ground Truth

The number of papers dedicated to define metrics without ground truth are not so numer-
ous [97,106–108] as the ones with reference.

Erdem et al. presents a very rigorous set of metrics (for both, segmentation and
tracking) and their correlation with metrics with ground truth [106]. The non-ground
truth metrics exploit the colour and motion features in the surroundings of the segmented
object. The first feature measures the spatial color contrast along the edge of each detected
object. The second feature, which assesses the good or bad segmentation along a spatio-
temporal trajectory, subtracts color histograms across segmented objects. Finally, the
third and last metric consists in motion vector differences along the segmented objects.
The relevance of this work is not only the definition of the non-ground truth metrics,
but the proof of their validation. The correlation of these metrics with the ground-truth
metrics proves the validation of this technique.

The work of Correia and Pereira [97] presents a group of metrics for evaluating the
segmentation step. These metrics are divided into Individual Object Segmentation Quality
Evaluation (each detected object is evaluated individually) and Overall Object Segmenta-
tion Quality Evaluation (global evaluation of a set of objects). The individual metrics rely
on spatial features (shape regularity and uniformity), temporal features (temporal stabil-
ity and motion uniformity) and contrasts with neighbors pixels along the border between
the inside and outside of an object. On the other hand, the overall metrics assess the
stability in the number of detected objects.

Finally, Wu and Zheng [108] present metrics that are based on the fact that when
tracking fails, the size and location of bounding box changes irregularly. The authors
propose 4 metrics, in which Tri represents certain thresholds:

1. Trajectory complexity evaluation. This is perhaps the less intuitive metric. They
measure the trajectory complexity as the ratio of the trajectory path lenght Lp1,p2,
and end points distance, Dp1,p2 between two tracking points p1 = P (t− τ) and p2 =
P (t). Usually, as the ratio increases, he complexity of the trajectory also increases.

Usually, the larger the ratio, the more complex the trajectory will be (see figure 3.3)
The authors define the trajectory complexity rate as:

I1(t) =

{
0 if

Lp1,p2
Dp1,p2

≥ Tr1

1 otherwise
(3.19)

2. Motion smoothness evaluation: It is noticed that the distance of an object to itself
between two consecutive frames is higher if the tracker fails. Then, the authors define
motion as the displacement of the object over two consecutive frames. Moreover,
the indicator of motion smoothness is given by:
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Figure 3.3: Tracking trajectory

I2(t) =

{
0 if Dp(t−1),pt ≥ Tr2

1 otherwise
(3.20)

3. Scale constancy evaluation: It is expected to have a small change in the scale factor
of the target during the tracking process. The ratio between the area of the current
target bounding box, At and the initial one, A0 is measured in every frame. The
scale indicator is defined as:

I3(t) =






0 if






{
At

A0
≤ Tr31

}
∪

{
At

A0
≥ Tr32

}
∪{

dAt

A0dt ≤ Tr33

}
∪

{
dAt

A0dt ≥ Tr34

}

1 otherwise

(3.21)

4. Shape similarity evaluation: The authors use aspect ratio Width/Height of the
bounding box in order to measure the shape similarity:

I4(t) =

{
0 if

{ {
Wt/Ht

W0/H0
≤ Tr41

}
∪

{
Wt/Ht

W0/H0
≥ Tr42

}

1 otherwise
(3.22)

5. Appearance similarity evaluation: Appearance changes are usually due to failures
in the tracking process according to the authors in [108]. They use three criteria to
measure the appearance stability: DI is pixel by pixel difference between the current
and the initial object; DH is the difference of intensity histograms; and finally, DM

is the sum of weighted differences between the current appearance model and the
initial appearance model. The appearance similarity indicator is given by:

I5(t) =

{
0 if DI ≥ Tr51 ∪DH ≥ Tr52 ∪DM ≥ Tr53

1 otherwise
(3.23)

The evaluation methods presented in the literature are reliable and proved the objective
of reflecting the faults of the system. Nevertheless, important limitations are presented:
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• The techniques presented by Erdem et al. are strongly based on color measure-
ments. That is, if the camera provides black and white videos, the evaluation will
be incorrect.

• On the other hand, Correia and Pereira present robust and reliable evaluation metrics
without ground truth. Nevertheless, these metrics only include the segmentation
level, and not the tracking level.

• Finally, all the metrics presented by Wu and Zheng do not take into account track
losses or label changes, etc.

As a general conclusion for all the evaluation techniques cited in the literature, there is
great demand for automatic and objective performance metrics, not only for the evaluation
itself but for the comparison among different surveillance systems.

3.4 Optimization

Optimization can be defined as the process of improving a system by modifying all or part
of its parameters.

On the other hand, generalization is the process of computing general concepts by
abstracting common properties of instances of a system.

In mathematics, optimization seeks to minimize or maximize a real function by finding
the most suitable set of variables from within an allowed set.

Practical optimization is the art of obtaining the best effect by using the less number
of resources. Optimization techniques belong to our everyday questions of scheduling,
industrial planning, adjustment of parameters, etc. Many of the large scale optimization
techniques were developed during the Second World War (i.e. the simplex algorithm) in
order to deal with the logistic problems that arose in that time. Some questions such as
where the optimum location of petrol supplies were, the best search for anti-submarine
patrols, ...

In the case of this thesis, it is crucial the adjustment of the parameters of the tracking
system in order to obtain effective results for diverse scenarios.

Among the many articles that we could find in the literature, the author highlights
the following:

• For example, the author in [109] use a gradient-descent method with local step size
adaptation for optimizing a visual tracker of articulated structures.

• In [110], the authors propose a method to obtain the less number of dimensions for a
particle filter using a Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) framework.
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• The use of particle swarms for tracking and optimizing dynamic systems is carried
out in [111].

• In [112], the authors cast tracking as a parameter estimation problem and use non
linear optimization techniques to find the numerous solutions.

• The article in [113] exploits an idea of kernel-based track and shows a global sta-
tistical optimization method that allows to track up to six people trajectories in a
complex context (many occlusions).

• The proposal in [114] is based on a statistical measure that is minimized by means
of mean shift iterations that exploit the spatial gradient of such measure. Mean
Shift is a non parametric, iterative procedure introduced by Fukunaga and Hostetler
[115] for seeking the mode of a density function represented by a set of samples.
Then, Cheng [116] developed a general formulation of mean shift as an optimization
method. According to Cheng :

If S is a finite set embedded in the n-dimensional L Euclidean space, X. Let K be
a flat kernel that is the characteristic function of the λ-ball in X,

K(x) =

{
1 if ||x|| ≤ λ
0 if‖|x|| ≥ λ

(3.24)

The sample mean at x ∈ X is

m(x) =

∑
s∈S K(s− x)s∑
s∈S K(s− x)

(3.25)

The difference m(x)−x is called mean shift. The repeated movement of data points
to the sample means is called the mean shift algorithm. In each iteration of the
algorithm, s← m(s) is performed for all s ∈ S simultaneously”.

This is the plain definition of the mean shift algorithm. For convergence proof and
explanation of the algorithm as an optimization method, the articles written by
Cheng [116] and Comaniciu [114] are mandatory references.

• In [44], the same authors use feature histogram-based target representation regu-
larized by spatial masking with an isotropic kernel. This allows the authors to use
a spatially similarity function for target localization. They reduce the localization
problem to a search, which uses a gradient optimization technique. This method
performs a faster search than the exhaustive search.

• Finally, in [117], the author use the same kernel-weighted histograms and trust-region
methods for optimization.
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Optimization processes (figure 3.4) start from a real problem, which allows the user
to create a model. In this abstraction problem (analysis), the designer must choose what
elements are relevant or not. Then, when passing from an abstract model to a computer
implementation (numerical methods), we must consider aspects such as calculation accu-
racy, efficient matrix inversion, ... The verification stage assures that a computer program
is actually accomplishing its tasks. Finally, the results are compared between the model
and the real problem (validation).

Figure 3.4: Process of optimization

Optimization could be formalized like follows. Given the function f

f : A→ ℜ (3.26)

find the elements a such that

• Minimization:

f(a) ≤ f(x)∀a ∈ A (3.27)

• Maximization:

f(a) ≥ f(x)∀a ∈ A (3.28)

Commonly A is a subset of the Euclidean space ℜn that must accomplish some con-
straints. The domain of A is called the search space, while the elements of A are called
feasible solutions and the function f objective function or cost function. A feasible solution
that minimizes or maximizes the objective function is called an optimal solution.

If the objective function is not convex, there might be more than one local minima and
maxima. The definition of local minima (x∗) says that there exists some ǫ > 0 so that:

‖x− x∗‖ ≤ ǫ⇒ f(x∗) ≤ f(x)∀x ∈ A (3.29)
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The maxima or minima of a function can be local or global. It is said to be global when
it is the minimum o maximum of the whole region of interest, whereas local means that it
is only the maximum or minimum in some small neighbourhood of the region. According
to this definition, two types of optimization algorithms can be distinguished:

1. Global optimization: Those algorithms that search for the global minimum (maxi-
mum).

2. Local optimization: Algorithms that search for local minima (maxima).

If there exists certain knowledge about position of the minimum, local optimization
algorithms can be used. Otherwise, global optimization algorithms must be utilized [118].
Nevertheless it is very common to use both methods in some applications. For example,
in order to adjust the parameters of a tracker, the first frames can be adjusted by a global
optimizer, whereas a local optimizer is enough for the rest of frames.

3.4.1 Local Optimization

1. Unidimensional Search

It is the simplest minimization problem in which there is only one variable. Some
point x, among two intervals with a common point b, (a, b) ∪ (b, c), is evaluated in
the function f . If f(x) < f(b) then, x replaces the point b. Otherwise x replaces
one of the end points.

2. Multidimensional Search

Usually, the local minimizers use the Taylor series expansion as follows:

f(a + x) = f(a) +
∑ ∂f

∂ai
xi +

1

2

∑ ∂2f

∂ai∂aj
xixj + ... (3.30)

f(a + x) ≈ c− bx +
1

2
xT Ax (3.31)

where c = f(a), b = −∇f , [A]ij = ∂2f
∂ai∂aj

The matrix A is called the Hessian matrix of the function at a.

Thus, the gradient will be equal to zero, so b = 0 and

f(amin + x) ≈ c +
1

2
xT Ax (3.32)

where the matrix A is evaluated in amin

There are some particular situations that can be solved like follows:
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• Direction Vector [118]: If we have certain estimation of the minimum in f(a),
the search can be improved by selecting a direction vector along the line a+λu.
The unidimensional problem consists in finding λ which minimizes the function
f(a + λu). The repetition of the cycle through the n unit direction vectors
which span the parameters can lead to a solution or not. In order to avoid
the last case, the Conjugate Directions can be calculated (i.e. by means of the
Powell method [118]).

• First Derivatives: If gradient, ∇f , can be calculated efficiently (requiring less
computation than n individual evaluations of the function f), there are some
cunning methods to calculate conjugate set in a faster way than the Powell
method.

• Second Derivatives: If gradient, ∇f , and the Hessian matrix, A, can be cal-
culated efficiently, faster and more robust algorithms can be used to find the
minima (i.e. Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) Method).

3.4.2 Global Optimization

It is useful to use global optimizers when finding the global minimum among many minima
is necessary for the problem or application. Among other methods, the author highlights
the next ones:

• Simplex Algorithm: This method can get out of a local minimum in order to find
better minima [118].

• Simulated Annealing: It is based on an analogy with the process of crystallization
and freezing of liquids. If the liquid is cooled slowly, the molecules lose mobility
and form a pure crystal, that is, the global minimum is the stable level of energy.
Otherwise, if the liquid is cooled rapidly, the molecules form an amorphous state
with higher energy than the pure crystal (local minima) [119–122]

• Multi-Resolution Methods and Graduated Non-Convexity: Sometimes, the function
f is very rough, having many sharp local minima. In this cases, it is very difficult
to find the global minimum. Thus, in some situations a smoothed version of f , f∗,
can be calculated and a global minimum is searched in this f∗. This pseudo global
minimum is usually a good starting point to locate the minimum in the original
function f [123,124].

• Statistical Optimization Methods [125]: They use a statistical model of the objective
function to bias the selection of new points. Bayesian arguments suppose that the
objective function to optimize comes from a class of functions modeled by a stochastic
function. Moreover, previous samples provide information of the objective function.
This information is used to estimate parameters of the stochastic function and this
refined model can be used to bias the selection of points in the search domain.
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• Tabu search [126]: According to Glover, the Tabu Search is ”‘a meta-heuristic super-
imposed on another heuristic”’. Manly, it is an algorithm that avoids entrainment
in cycles by not allowing moves which take the solution to solution points already
visited, that is, tabu.

In the presented traditional techniques, the main goal is precision and certainty [11].
That is, if it is required an increment on the solutions’ accuracy, the computational cost
of the algorithm will grow in correspondence.

Therefore, though there are many mathematical optimization methods, the difficul-
ties associated to use them on large-scale engineer problems lead us to the development
of alternative solutions [127]. To overcome these problems, researchers have proposed
evolutionary-based algorithms for searching near-optimum solutions as part of the so called
Soft Computing Techniques.

3.4.3 Soft Computing Techniques

The starting point of Soft Computing techniques is to exploit, wherever possible, the
tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty [12]. Soft computing are not only optimization
techniques, but a group of techniques that study, model and analyze complex problems.
A good example cited in the literature is the case of parking a car. This is an easy task
almost for everybody since the final orientation and position are not defined precisely.
Otherwise, it would become unmanageable for humans. The main point to highlight here
is that the parking task becomes easy for humans when it is defined imprecisely whereas
it would be very difficult to solve by traditional methods that do not exploit tolerance to
imprecision [11].

Soft computing techniques use human mind as a model and try to formalize the hu-
man cognitive process. The main soft computing methods include the fuzzy logic, neuro-
computing, evolutionary computing and probabilistic computing. Moreover, the different
techniques are complementary rather than competitive and exclusive [42]. Therefore, the
more appropriate for this problem is the evolutionary computation (EC) or evolutionary
algorithms (EA), since it is a systematic random search addressed to find an optimal
solution to a problem.

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are stochastic search methods that are inspired in the
natural selection, where the individual that survives is the one that fit the best in the
biological environment. One of the main differences between classic techniques and EAs
is that the last ones involve a search from a group (called population) of solutions. There
is a competitive selection in each iteration, where the solutions with high fitness are
recombined with other solutions. Subsequently, these new solutions are also mutated by
changing some small element. EAs are usually considered as a global optimization methods
although their convergence to a global optimum is guaranteed in a weak probabilistic
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sense. Nevertheless, one of the main strong points of EAS is that they perform well on
noisy environments where there may be multiple local optima.

Thus, for complex domains, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA), [128,129], have proved to
be robust and efficient stochastic optimization methods, combining properties of volume
and path-oriented searching techniques. The great popularity achieved by this kind of
techniques is a consequence of their adequate performance at acceptable cost when applied
to a wide range of problems with great amounts of data and parameters. However, it is
important to take their lacks into account when apply to a problem of optimization. They
are computationally expensive, therefore they are not adequate for optimizations that take
place in real-time applications, require adjusting intrinsic parameters and most of all, the
optimal solution in finite time is not guaranteed.

A new terminology was introduced in EA paradigm, taken from the Biology, to make
reference to basic concepts of classical optimizations. The candidate solution is named
”individual”, the quality function is called ”fitness function” and the problem to solve is the
”environment”. The evolution process happens in equilibrium between two antagonistic
tendencies:

• increase of the genetic diversity in the population;

• decrease of this diversity for the selection mechanism.

In the following figure the evolutionary process is shown. The cycle starts generating
a random population, and then, the selection operator chooses the fittest solutions to the
problem. The application of some genetic operators produces new solutions, ”breeds”,
and the replacement process generates a new population.

Figure 3.5: Evolutionary wheel

Then, many different types of evolutionary methods were

• Genetic Algorithms (GA) [130]

• Genetic Programming (GP) [131]

• Evolutionary Programming (EP) [132]
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• Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [133]

And more rencetly, new types of EAs have been developed (in addition to the im-
provements in GA) in recent years in order to reduce the processing time and improve the
quality of solutions. The most recent techniques are:

• Memetic Algorithms (MAs) [134]

• Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [135]

• Ant-colony Systems [136]

• Shuffled Frog Leaping (SFL) [137]

There are many different applications of these algorithms to the optimization problem.
For example, T. Back et al. present a work [138] in which they improve the performance of
a telecommunication system by means of a new approach on evolutionary algorithms. In
the same line, D. Reichelt and F. and Rothlauf [139] use two new evolutionary algorithms
to find the most cost-effective communication network design that satisfies a predefined
reliability constraint. In some cases, the evolutionary algorithms are used in critical ap-
plications, for example, the design of aircraft by means of Genetic Algorithms [140], elec-
tromagnetic systems using also Genetic Algorithms [141], [142], the design of a nuclear
reactor fuel arrangement optimization [143] or modular robotic arms [144] by means of
evolutionary algorithms. Other interesting applications have been successfully solved by
Evolutionary Strategies, i.e. the optimal design of shell-and-tube heat exchangers [145]
and the vehicle routing problem [146].

In particular, this thesis focuses on the application of adjusting the parameters that
regulate the detector and tracking system. We face a high-dimensional problem with
non-linear dependence among the variables or parameters [147].

Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [133, 148, 149] are chosen for this application [147] since
the function landscape is very irregular, with plenty of local optima (there are many ”‘rea-
sonable”’ combination of parameters) and they have proved to have a good performance
in this type of problems. For example, in [147], the authors present an interesting ap-
plication of Evolutionary Strategies for the design of tracking filter with a large number
of specifications and constraints, in particular, the design of Interactive Multiple Model
(IMM) filters.

Moreover, Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [133,148,149] are the evolutionary algorithms
specifically conceived for numerical optimization, and they have been successfully applied
to engineering optimization problems with real-valued vector representations [150]. They
combine a search process, which randomly scans the feasible region (exploration), and
local optimization along certain paths (exploitation), achieving very acceptable rates of
robustness and efficiency. Each solution to the problem is defined as an individual in a
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population, codifying each individual as a couple of real valued vectors: the parameters
and a standard deviation of each parameter used in the search process.

A general ES is defined as an 8-tuple [150]: ES = (I,Φ, Ω, Ψ, s, ι, µ, λ) Where I =
(~x, ~σ, ~α) = ℜn × ℜnσ

+ × [−π, π]nα is the space of individuals, nσ ∈ {1, ..., n} and nσ ∈
{0, (2n − nσ)(nσ − 1)/2}, Φ : I → ℜ = f , is the fitness function, Ω = {m{τ,τ

′
,β} : Iλ →

Iλ} ∪ {r{rx,rσ,rα} : Iµ → Iλ} are the genetic operators, mutation and crossover operators.
Ψ(P ) = s(P ∪m{τ,τ ′ ,β}(r{rx,rσ,rα}(P ))) is the process to generate a new set of individuals,
s is the selection operator and ι is the termination criterion. In this work, the definition
of the individual has been simplified: the rotation angles nσ have not been taken into
account, nσ = 0.

Mutation operator generates new individuals as follows:

σ
′

i = σi · exp(τ
′ ·N(0, 1) + τ ·Ni(0, 1)) (3.33)

~x
′

= ~x + σ
′

i · ~N(~0, 1) (3.34)

The general outline of ES is showed in the figure 3.6 .

Figure 3.6: General outline of ES

ES have several formulations, but the most common form is (µ, λ) − ES, where λ >
µ ≥ 1, means that µ-parents generate λ-offspring through crossover and mutation in
each generation. The best µ offspring are selected deterministically from the λ offspring
and replace the current parents. ES consider that strategy parameters, which roughly
define the size of mutations, are controlled by a ”self-adaptive” property. An extension
of the selection scheme is the use of elitism; this formulation is called (µ + λ)-ES. In
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each generation, the best µ-offspring of the set µ-parents and λ-offspring replace current
parents. Thus, the best solutions are maintained through generations. The computational
cost of (µ, λ)-ES and (µ + λ)-ES formulation is the same.

Until here, the author has focused on the optimization problem. But this work not
only searches the parameters for a effective performance of a tracking system but for the
effective performance for the more general number of cases. Thus, the next section talks
about the generalization problem.

3.4.4 Generalization

During the optimization stage, parameters are adapted to have the best results for the
fitness function given the inputs in the training set. Nevertheless, this is not the only goal;
another main purpose is to obtain good results for input data that are not likely in the
training set, that is, generalization.

One of the indispensable requirements is to have some previous knowledge of the
relevant inputs-outputs in order to know what must be learned [151], [152].

For the generalization purpose, two important conditions must be considered:

• The function to learn (the function that assigns inputs to correct outputs) must not
be abrupt in the sense that it has to have similar behaviour for neighbour areas.

• The training data set must be large and representative enough in order to cover
the set of cases that the system is interested in generalizing. The generalization
that the system can carry out can be classified as interpolation and extrapolation.
Interpolation applies to the scenarios close to one or more cases of the training cases
(here we see the importance of the non abrupt or relatively smooth function to
learn). Whereas extrapolation are those cases which are not similar at all to ones
in the training sequences. The resultant output given by the function in the case of
interpolations is considered reliable in contrast to the extrapolation outcome.

All the information regarding the function to learn must be included in the learn
process. For example, if the threshold in the detector process must be above 10 units or
otherwise the system would considered all noise as moving targets, then, this limitation is
introduced to the function so that the system never allows forbidden inputs.

Another critical point is how to avoid over-fitting, that is, how to avoid that the
optimizer select the parameters ad-hoc for the scenarios of the training set. Again, the
initial set of training video sequences have a relevant role. This training set must be
carefully selected in the way that the scenarios must be different enough to avoid the
system from over-fitting. Thus, the set of examples used to design, adjust and train the
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system should produce a general solution of the tracking system. A small set of examples
can lead to learning techniques that adapt exactly to these specific examples (over-fitting),
with the consequent loss of generality. On the contrary, random selected examples could
produce disorientation in the search. The set of data that optimize the search of the
suitable parameters is defined as the ideal trainer [153].

As a result of this, it is important to highlight that surveillance systems must work un-
der changing conditions: different targets of distinct shapes, distance to the focus, velocity,
appearance (individually or in groups), number of targets, etc. Moreover, generalization is
the capability that makes the system work regardless of the scenario. For example, in the
case of tracking people, surveillance systems must track one person, two, three or a group
of them, in a wide range of distances to the focus, if they are stood or on their knees, if
they carry an object, ... This is what is known as generalization, in this case, applied to
the surveillance systems technology.

There are many papers on the literature that deal with the problem of generalization,
especially in the field of neural networks. For example, the work [154] studies how to
generalize on statistically neutral problems (a problem is statistically neutral if the proba-
bility of mapping an input onto an output is always the chance value of 0.5). The authors
highlight that the size of the training set and the choice of the distribution function by
which the training data are selected directly influences the performance of any learning
machine. Moreover, this work pointed that there are many methods for estimating the
generalization accuracy.

• Bagging: Bagging predictors is a technique to generate several versions of a predictor.
These versions are used to obtain an aggregated predictor. Each of the versions are
computed by making bootstrap replicates of the learning set and using these as new
learning sets.

• Stacking: Stacked generalization deduces the biases of certain generalizer(s) with
respect to a provided learning set. This deduction is carried out by generalizing
in a second space in which the inputs are, for example, the guesses of the original
generalizers when taught with part of the learning set and trying to guess the rest
of it, and whose output is, for example, the correct guess. If multiple generalizers
are used, stacked generalization can be interpreted as a version of cross-validation
in which a more sophisticated strategy than cross-validation’s crude winner-takes-all
for combining the individual generalizers is utilized. On the other hand, if a single
generalizer is used, stacked generalization is a technique for estimating the error of
a generalizer which has been trained on a particular learning set and then asked a
particular question [152].

• Boosting: Boosting refers to a general effective method of producing an accurate
prediction rule by combining rough and moderately inaccurate rules of thumb. This
approach is based on the fact that learning a highly accurate rule is a very diffi-
cult task, whereas it is not hard to obtain easy and rough rules of thumb that are
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moderately accurate. Iteratively, the algorithm finds certain ”weak” rules and after
many rounds, the boosting algorithm combines this ”weak” rules to generate a single
prediction rule that hopefully is more accurate and precise that any of the rules of
thumb.

In order to measure the quality of this generalization and not having a over-fitted
evaluation, there are two well known methods:

• Cross-validation: In k-fold cross-validation, the data are divided into k subsets of
approximately equal size. The classifier is trained k times, each time leaving out one
of the subsets from training, but using only the omitted subset to compute whatever
error criterion is used.

• Split-sample: A single subset (the validation set) is used to estimate the generaliza-
tion error, instead of k different subsets.

The optimization technique applied in this work, not only fit the values of the para-
meters for a proper performance, but search the solution that provides a generalization
in the performance so that they system can work in the widest range of conditions for a
specific environment. The generalization part of this technique can be identified as a kind
of simplification of ”Stacking Generalization” in which for any real-world learning set ω,
there are always many possible generalizers Gj one can use to extrapolate from ω [155].
Then, this work would split the training data in several parts and apply the optimization
process to each of them. Subsequently, the results of each of the parts are combined and
used as an input for the next iteration. This is repeated until the optimization process
converges.

Figure 3.7: Process of generalization

Finally, once the parameters of the video tracking system have been learned for proper
optimization and generalization taking as a fitness function some evaluation metric, we
can trust on the output and measurements given by such tracking system. This output
will be used for a specific application. In this thesis, the author proposes a recognition of
human activities. The next subsection gives an overview on this topic.
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3.5 Human Activity Recognition

The third and last aspect of this work is focused on the recognition of activities by an-
alyzing the features extracted from a video tracking process, with a special emphasis on
data modeling and classifier performance [156–161]. In particular, the author is going to
focus on human activity recognition.

This process of action recognition is usually divided into three steps that are closely
related one another:

1. Definition of the activities to sort depending on the application. According to the
authors in [161], human movements can be considered at different temporal levels:
analysis of body parts, single people activities or large-scale interactions. As a result
of this, systems deal with different activities and temporal integration times.

2. According to the activities to classify, make the correct selection of measurements
and computation of features.

3. Generation of a classifier by using the measurements and features as training and
validation sets of examples.

Many solutions have been proposed in this field since this topic is still and open and
challenging problem to be solved by the research community. The next sections briefly
show some of the most highlight solutions presented in the literature.

3.5.1 Selection of Features

According to the classification carried out by the authors in [161], there are three major
approaches for human classification:

1. 3D models: construction of 3D models of the different poses. For example, the
authors in [162] build an ellipsoid as an approximation of a 3D shape of a human
body. Moreover, this work detects the number of individuals in a group by locating
the head of each of them. In addition, they present a hierarchical locomotion model.
In a first level, the activities to distinguish (running, walking and standing) are
represented by a a finite state machine where the speed of the body is the feature
to model this classifier. In a second level the limbs motions of walking and running
are captured taking into account that both are cyclic movements. The only feature
computed for subsequent classification is the distance D:

D =
∑

(x,y)∈Ω

|v̄xy − m̄xy|√
|v̄xy| |m̄xy|

(3.35)
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where Ω is the area within the bounding box of both legs, v̄ is the optical flow, and
m̄ is a predicted motion template (the authors compute 32 motion templates).

2. Appearance models: they are based on the extraction of a 2D shape model that
must be classified by comparison with a trained one.

For example, in [7], the authors compute the silhouette and a texture template for
each person. Then, bearing in mind that elbows, hands, head and feet lie on the
silhouette boundary, the system localizes and tracks each of these body parts. Then,
the authors observe that for four postures (standing, bending, lying and sitting), the
selected body parts have very different locations. The classification is done by means
of a hierarchical body posture analysis that compute the similarities of horizontal
and vertical projection histograms of the detected silhouette and the main postures.
The body posture that gives the highest similarity measure is chosen as the estimated
posture.

In the next equation, Si represents the similarity between the detected silhouette
and the i − th main posture, Hi and Vi the horizontal and vertical projections of
the i− th main posture, and P and R the horizontal and vertical projections of the
detected silhouette. Then, the similarity is calculated as:

Si = −log
128∑

h

128∑

v

(H i
h − Ph)2 + (V i

v −Rh)2 (3.36)

The system determines the posture by taking the highest score.

3. Motion models: they rely on people motion measurements. The most primitive level
for the recognition of any activity is the analysis of the movement, characterized by
a space-time trajectory [163].

In [164], the analysis is carried out by extracting motion features with which to
compute the motion patterns to recognize a set of activities. The authors compute
29 features and subsequently filtered in order to select the most important ones for
the final classification. The activities are 5: inactive, active, walking, running and
fighting. Thus, the features are computed divided into 8 categories:

• Instantaneous (i.e. speed):

v(t) =
∥∥ ¯v(t)

∥∥ =
√

v2
x + v2

y (3.37)

• Time averaged over T frames (i.e. mean speed):

v(t) = ¯v(t) =
1

T

t∑

i=t−T+1

v(i) (3.38)
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• Temporal energy 2nd order moments (i.e. speed) :

σ2
v(t) =

1

T − 1

t∑

i=t−T+1

v2 (3.39)

• Instantaneous optical flow:

¯F (t, x, y) = (fx(t, x, y), fy(t, x, y)), (x, y) ∈ P (t) (3.40)

where P (t) = (x, y) ∈ ℜ2|(x, y) ∈ target(t)

• Spatial energy 2nd order moments of the optical flow (i.e. motion energy):

¯f(t)i =
1

N(t)

∑

(x,y)∈P (t)

f2(t, x, y)i, i = 1, 2 (3.41)

• Time averaged over T frames (i.e. motion energy)

¯f(T )i =
1

T

t∑

i=t−T+1

¯f(i) (3.42)

• Temporal energy 2nd order moments of the optical flow (i.e. mean flow)

∑

F̄

(t)i =
1

T

t∑

j=t−T+1

¯F (j)i
¯F (j)

T
i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (3.43)

They use a Bayesian classifier and model the likelihood functions as Gaussian mix-
tures.

Other interesting work it is the one presented in [165], where the authors represent
the motion information as a feature image by using a using an Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) filter. A weighted average at time i, Mt, is computed as:

Mt = αIt−1 + (1− α)Mt−1 (3.44)

where It is the image at time i, α ∈ [0, 1].

Then, the feature image at time i is computed as:

Ft = |Mt − It| (3.45)

They obtain good results for the classification of activities like walking, running,
skipping, hopping, etc.

Once the features have been collected, the next step is the generation of a classifier.
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3.5.2 Statistical Learning Classifiers

As it was said by the author in the Introduction, one important distinction among classi-
fiers lie in the use or not of statistical learning. The principal advantage of using statistical
classifiers is the knowledge of the error and success rate since this rate is modeled by the
corresponding probabilities.

One of the main aspects of this probabilistic learning is the introduction of latent
variables associated to the observed samples. These latent variables reduce the complexity
in describing the observed samples.

In order to connect the latent and observed variables a model is needed. Again, accord-
ing to [18], a model family is composed of a conditional probability distribution P (A|B, θ),
where A and B are disjoint variables, B can be an empty group and θ is a latent vari-
able linked to the group. Model families are usually represented by groups of distribution
P (A|B, θ)|θ ∈ Θ, where the models are the elements represented by conditional distribu-
tions A|B indexed by θ.

We can distinguish between two main types of learning algorithms: supervised and un-
supervised learning. Thus, in supervised learning, if the joint probability p(x, y) (where x ∈
X are the set of samples or observations and y ∈ Y are the labels such as (xi, yi)|i = 1..n)
can be approximated by means of a parametric family model such as pθ(x, y), θ ∈ Θ,
a classifier is obtained by estimating the class-conditional densities and then classifying
each new income sample to the class with the highest posterior probability. This is called
generative classifiers.

That is, the generative approach attempts to obtain the way in which the observed
data x are generated from given classes y by specifying a prior distribution for each class
and a class-conditional distribution over the features. Then, this approach makes the
predictions by using Bayes Rules [166]:

p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y) (3.46)

On the other hand, discriminative classifiers aims to find the classification rule with the
smallest error rate. This depends only on the conditional density p(y|x), without assuming
any knowledge about the input distribution p(x). Then, discriminative classifiers model
the posterior probability p(y|x) or directly map from inputs x to the class labels [166].

The two main examples of these classifiers are logistic regression (discriminative) and
Naive Bayes (generative) classifiers.

While supervised learning has a defined goal, there are no such criteria for unsupervised
learning. Here, the interest consists of finding interesting structures within a sample
x|i = 1..n independently formed from a unknown distribution P (x). According to Occam’s
razor, the objective is to search structures that are inherently simple but difficult to see
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due to the unpredictably random noise. Then, the problem seems to be harder than
the supervised problem as the algorithm must find latent variables suitable for effective
compression of the function P (x). Therefore, unsupervised methods performs density
estimation and it is very common to use generative models for P (x). For example, two
important approaches for density estimation are:

1. Mixture of models

2. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

The next two sections will explain these common approaches of probability density
estimation:

Mixture Models

Finite mixtures naturally model samples which are assumed to have been produced by one
(random selected and unknown) of a set of alternative random sources [167]. Then, cal-
culating the parameters of these sources and inferring which source produces each sample
leads to a clustering of a set of observations.

p(x|θ) =
M∑

m=1

αmpm(x|θm) (3.47)

where

• α1, .., αM are the mixing probabilities which must accomplished:

αm ≥ 0, m = 1, .., M (3.48)

and

M∑

m=1

αm = 1 (3.49)

• each θm is the parameters that define the m− th component pm

• and θ1, .., θM , α1, .., αM needed to define the mixture of functions.

Then, log-likelihood expression is given by:
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log(ℓ(Θ|X) = log
N∏

i=1

p(xi|Θ) =
N∑

i=1

log(
M∑

m=1

αmpm(xi|θm)) (3.50)

which is difficult to optimize because it contains the log of the sum. Therefore, if X
is considered as incomplete and assumed the existence of Y = yi

N
i=1 whose values iden-

tify which component from the mixture generated each sample, the likelihood expression
becomes simpler. Thus, we assume that yi ∈ 1..M for each i, and the ith sample was
generated by the kth mixture component. If we know the values of Y , the likelihood will
be [168]:

log(ℓ(Θ|X, Y ) = log(P (X, Y |Θ) =

N∑

i=1

log(P (xi|yi)P (y)|Θ) =

N∑

i=1

log(αyi
pyi

(xi|θyi
))

(3.51)

The problem is that the values of Y are unknown. But if it is assumed that Y is a
random vector and we can derive an expression for the distribution of unobserved data by
using Bayes’ rule:

p(yi|xi, Θ
g) =

αyi
pyi

(xi|θyi
)

p(xi, Θg)
=

αyi
pyi

(xi|θyi
)

∑M
m=1 αg

mpm(xi|θg
m)

(3.52)

and

p(y|X, Θg) =

N∏

i=1

p(yi|xi, Θ
g) (3.53)

where y = (y1, .., yN ) is the sequence of the unobserved data.

Then, the maximum complete-likelihood (ML) estimated will be:

ΘML = argmaxθlog(Y |θ) (3.54)

The standard method used to find the proper parameters of the mixture of function is
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [169] [53] which converges to a maximum-
likelihood (ML) [168]. EM iteratively computes an expectation of the likelihood taking
into account the latent variables as if they were observed (E step) and afterward, it cal-
culates the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters by maximizing the expected
likelihood of the previous step (M step).
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Finally and before to explain the basis of the EM algorithm, it is important to highlight
that mixture models are not only useful for unsupervised applications but are capable to
represent complex probability density functions (pdf’s) which make them very useful for
modeling, for example, complex class-conditional pdf’s in Bayesian classifiers.

Kernel Density Estimation Model (KDE)

One alternative for the training of mixtures of Gaussians without ground truth is the
kernel density estimation techniques (KDE).

The aim of KDE is to approximate the true probability density function of a phenom-
enon from the set of measured data produced by this phenomenon [170]. A kernel function
is generated around each sample xj in the training set. The probability density function
is computed by adding all these kernel functions.

More formally, kernel estimators smooth the contribution of each observed data point
over a local neighborhood of that data point. The contribution of data point xi to the
estimate at some point x∗ depends on how apart xi and x∗ are. The extent of this
contribution is dependent upon the shape of the kernel function adopted and the width
(bandwidth) accorded to it. If we denote the kernel function as K and its bandwidth by
h, the estimated density at any point x is:

f(x) = pKDE(x) =
1

N · h

N∑

j=1

K(
x− xj

h
) (3.55)

where h is the kernel bandwidth (or smoothing factor). More over
∫

K(t)dt = 1 to
ensure that the estimates f(x) integrates to 1 and where the kernel function, K, is usually
chosen to be a smooth unimodal function with a peak at 0.

The most typical kernels are Gaussians; nevertheless some other functions can be
chosen, leaving this decisition to the researcher. Some kernels might be (where 1(t) denotes
1 when t holds and 0 when t is false):

• Uniform

1

2
1(|t|≤1) (3.56)

• Triangle

(1− |t|)1(|t|≤1) (3.57)
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Figure 3.8: Example of KDE where the kernel are Gaussians with h equal to b) 1, c) 2
and d) 4

• Epanechnikov

3

4
(1− t2)1(|t|≤1) (3.58)

• Quartic
15

16
(1− t2)21(|t|≤1) (3.59)

• Triweight
35

32
(1− t2)31(|t|≤1) (3.60)

• Gaussian
1√
2π

e
1
2
u2

1(|t|≤1) (3.61)

• Cosine
π

4
cos(

π

2
u)1(|t|≤1) (3.62)

The quality of a kernel estimate depends less on the shape of the K than on the value
of its bandwidth h. It’s important to choose the most appropriate bandwidth as a value
that is too small or too large is not useful. For small values of h the estimates are very
pointed whereas for higher h values the estimates become smoothing.
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Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm

The EM is a method to find the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of the parameters of
an underlying distribution given a some data when the data is incomplete [168]. For the
case of Gaussian mixture (the most common case), the convergence of EM is well studied.

The EM computes a sequence of estimates θi where i = 1, 2, .. by alternatingly applying
two steps:

• E-step finds the expected value of the complete log-likelihood p(X, Y |Θ) with re-
spect to the unknown data Y given the observed data X and the current parameter
estimates. The result is the so-called Q-function [168]:

Q(Θ, Θ(i−1)) = E[logp(X, Y |Θ)|X, |Θ(i−1)] (3.63)

where Θ(i−1) are the current parameters estimates which are used to evaluate the
expectation and Θ are the new parameters that we optimize to increase Q. In this
expression, X and Θ(i−1) are constants, whereas Θ is a normal variable to adjust
and Y is a random variable defined by f(y|X, Θ(i−1)). In the best of cases, this
distribution is a simple function of the assumed Θ(i−1), but it could be also a difficult
density hard to compute.

• M-step maximizes the expectation which was computed in the first step.

Θ(i−1) = argmaxΘQ(Θ, Θ(i−1)) (3.64)

These two steps are repeated as necessary. Moreover, the algorithm assures that each
iteration increases the log-likelihood and the algorithm itself converges to a local maximum
of the likelihood function.

In the particular case that Gaussian mixtures are used to model the probability density
function of a random variable, p(x), as:

p(x) =
M∑

l=1

= αG(x; µl; σ
2
l ) (3.65)

with G(·) the Gaussian function and M the number of Gaussian components. We
consider here the univariate case for the sake of simplicity of notation, but we will eventu-
ally extend results to the multivariate case. The parameterization of such a GM requires
the estimate of the weight, α , mean, µ , and variance, σ2, for each of the M Gaussian
components (the sum of weights has to be unitary). This estimate is typically performed
so as to maximize the likelihood, L, over a set of samples, xi, i = 1, ..., N , independently
drawn from this distribution:
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L(x1, ..., xN ) =
N∏

i=1

p(xi) (3.66)

Operationally, the likelihood is conveniently computed in log form with the main ad-
vantage of avoiding rapid underflow. Maximization of 3.66 can be obtained by estimating
the GM parameters through the expectation steps. The equations used to estimate the
parameters at each iteration are:

αnew
l =

1

N

N∑

i=1

p(l/xi, Θ) (3.67)

µnew
l =

∑N
i=1 xip(l/xi, Θ)

∑N
i=1 p(l/xi, Θ)

(3.68)

σ2 new
l =

∑N
i=1(xi − µnew

l )2p(l/xi, Θ)
∑N

i=1 p(l/xi, Θ)
(3.69)

where Θ represents the current set of parameters and p(l/xi, Θ) is simply the proba-
bility of the l-th Gaussian component at sample xi:

p(l/xi, Θ) =
αlG(xi; µl, σ

2
l )∑M

k=1 αkG(xi; µk, σ
2
k)

(3.70)

Equation 3.70 is often referred to as a membership function, expressing the membership
of xi in each of the Gaussian components, and its computation is the expectation step of an
EM iteration. The computation of update equations (3.67-3.69) is its maximization step.
It is important to note that each of (3.67-3.69) provides an optimum for the respective
parameter independently of the other two.

However, it is important to highlight that the EM algorithm has several drawbacks:

• it is very sensitive to initialization and as a result of this, it might converge to a
local maxima of the log-likelihood.

• it might converge to the boundary of the observation space leading to meaningless
estimates.

Some works have dealt with these drawbacks successfully. For example, in [171] and
[172] the authors proposed splitting and merging iteratively certain components of the
mixtures in order to obtain a better value of log-likelihood.
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Another additional problem with the use of EM algorithm is a general problem of the
unsupervised learning: how to define the quality of clustering. The next section explains
a possible solution to this problem.

Clustering and Labeling: Semi-supervised Learning

Usually, clustering is used as an exploratory method to find hidden structures not known
by the researcher. These methods are in many cases pure algorithmic and do not define
quality measures.

Thus, the objective, and the measure of quality, are the same as in classification:
to match observations or measurements to labels. Therefore, unsupervised classification
might be a bit contradictory. For example, supposing the clusters are well separated
and compact, it could be thought that the classification can be done correctly by using
the boundaries as delimitation among classes. But without any labeled data, it is very
difficult to match which labels correspond to which cluster. Nevertheless, in some cases,
unsupervised classification is in principle possible [48]. The main difficulty in matching
labels to clusters is due to the different conceptions: class labels are usually arbitrary
identifiers whereas a learning problem arises when the classes are not arbitrary but have
intrinsic content with observable distributional reflexes [48]. In the particular case of this
work, if there is a intrinsic meaning in the features or measurements used to cluster the
activities, it would be possible to label the clusters once they are identified (a method
of semi-supervised learning). Thus, the author will find measurements that reflects this
behavior.

Then, a clustering algorithm learns a function c(x) that assigns cluster labels to in-
stances. In order to obtain a classifier f(x) a mapping µ is required from cluster labels to
class labels:

f(x) = µ(c(x)) (3.71)

Finally, the quality of f is measured as generalization error. Moreover, the quality of
c is defined as the quality of the best classifier generated from c over all the choices of µ

This is the simplest idea of clustering by means of a semi-supervised way: cluster and
label. A brief definition of semi-supervised learning (SSL) is halfway between supervised
and unsupervised learning. It uses manly unlabeled data and in addition, some supervised
samples. There is plenty of literature on this topic, like for example [48] and [173].
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Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) Classifiers

Human activity recognition can be thought as the classification or clustering of time vary-
ing feature data [20]. Therefore, the problem of activity recognition is a learning task in
which training samples are needed in order to build a model that is able to recognize the
type of activity carried out by the object and its dynamic evolution along time. The are
many works on this field [163] and the most remarkable are the approaches that take into
account the time-varying data:

• Dynamic time warping (DTW) [36,37]: It measures similarity between two sequences
being capable of overcoming differences of velocity or accelerations between the tem-
plate and the sequence [174].

• Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [175–177]: It is a stochastic state machine in which
the system is modeled as a Markov process with unknown parameters [21].

• Time-delay neural network (TDNN): It adds delay units to a general static network
and some of these previous samples are used to predict then next value. It has been
applied very successfully to gesture recognition [178].

• Syntactic techniques: The syntactic techniques have been manly applied to patter
recognition tasks. Nevertheless, some works have been carried out in the field of
behavior recognition [179].

• Finite-state machine (FSN): It is a model of behaviors made up of several finite
states. The states are used to match the reference with the sequence test [180].

• Non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA): In this work [181], the authors present an
approach that is based on feasible assumptions about the present behaviors consis-
tent with the input image. Behavior models are dynamically generated and verified
by finding their supporting evidence in input images. This can be realized by an
architecture called the selective attention model, which consists of a state-dependent
event detector and an event sequence analyzer.

Human actions are represented by sequences of states which must be inferred from
features extracted from images (shapes, body parts, poses, etc.) and attributes extracted
from motion such as velocity, trajectory, etc. In many real cases, the values of the state
variables cannot be directly measured, due to noise and other non-idealities such as occlu-
sions and illumination changes, and have to be estimated from the available observations.
Hidden Markov models and their several variations have been used extensively for activity
recognition since they provide a smoothed estimate of the state values [22, 168,182].

Thus, the two strong points of HMMs are that they build a time pattern of the activities
to recognize and, they do not need the direct measurement since they can estimate them
from the available estimation.
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A hidden Markov model (HMM) is fully described by three sets of quantities: the
state transition probabilities, A; the emission (or observation) probabilities, B ; and the
probabilities of the initial states, π. The states are only allowed to assume discrete values;
let us say, N. Therefore, A can be represented by an N x N matrix and by an N-dimensional
vector. Instead, observations are often drawn from continuous variables and, as such,
emission probabilities need to be modeled by probability density functions.

Thus, HMMs offer a fashion to estimate the joint probability of a sequence of time-
discrete observations Ot, t = 1..T , and corresponding hidden states, Xt1..N [168]. The
model is fully described by the set of parameters λ = A, B, π:

The coefficient matrix A expresses the Markovian hypothesis that the value, i, of the
current state, Xt, is only dependent on the value, j, of the previous state, Xt−1

A = {aij} = p(Xt = i/Xt−1 = j)∀i, j (3.72)

B quantifies the probability of observing value ot when the current state is j

B = {bj(ot)} = p(Ot = ot/Xt = j)∀ot, j (3.73)

Finally π quantifies the probabilities of values for the initial state.

π = πi = p(X1 = i)∀i (3.74)

The most common approach for modeling emission probabilities is by use of mixtures of
Gaussians [182]. In such a case, B is fully described by the weights, means and covariances
of all the Gaussian components. Once given one or more sequences of observations, the
Baum-Welch algorithm [23] can be used for learning a corresponding HMM with max-
imum likelihood. This algorithm is an expectation-maximization algorithm that learns A,
B and in a simultaneous manner and is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum in the
parameter space.

bi(ot) =
M∑

l=1

αilG(ot; µil, σ
2
il) (3.75)

The Baum-Welch algorithm provides update equations for the iterative optimisation
of the model’s parameters. Herewith, we concentrate on B. First, similarly to Equation
3.70, we pose:

pi(l/ot, Θ) =
αilG(ot; µil, σ

2
il)∑M

k=1 αikG(ot; µik, σ
2
ik)

(3.76)
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to express the probability of the l − th component in the GM of state i. Then, the
weights, means and variances of the emission probabilities are obtained in a way similar
to 3.67-3.69 over the set of observed values, ot, t = 1..T . The basic difference is that the
terms in the numerators and denominators are multiplied by the probability of being in
state i at time t, γi(t). Thus, the term γi(t) is the main difference between the plain EM
and the Baum-Welch algorithm.

αnew
il =

∑T
t=1 pi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)∑T

t=1 γi(t)
(3.77)

µnew
il =

∑T
t=1 otpi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)∑T

t=1 p(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)
(3.78)

σ2 new
il =

∑T
t=1(ot − µnew

il )2pi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)∑T
t=1 p(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)

(3.79)

In turn, γi(t) can be expressed from the current estimates of A and B (see [168] for
details).

Alternatives to the use of mixtures of Gaussians (GMs) for modeling the emission
probabilities have been proposed in the literature. Bourlard and Morgan in [183] proposed
to replace the Gaussian mixtures by Artificial Neural Networks in a hybrid ANN/HMM
model. A number of variations on hybrid ANN/HMM models is presented by Trentin
in [184]. In a recent work [185], Krüger et al. proposed to replace the Gaussian mixtures
with mixtures of Support Vector Machines. However, these approaches typically train the
emission probabilities in a supervised manner, requiring knowledge of the ground-truth
values of the hidden state variable. Even though they may potentially achieve higher
accuracy than maximum-likelihood methods, they cannot be applied in the general case
where state ground truth is not available. In the contrary, maximum-likelihood HMMs
can be trained just with a sequence of observations that are, by definition, available.

Until this point, the most relevant techniques and works carried out on the fields of
interests for this thesis have been reviewed in this section. Then, next chapters will present
the proposals suggested by the author in this dissertation.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation with Minimum Ground
Truth

4.1 Motivation

This thesis proposes a technique to compute detailed evaluations of video tracking systems
and defines for that figures of merit for measuring accuracy and robustness. These figures
of merit are based on a minimal amount of reference data (ground truth) and do not rely
on color features. In addition, this method allows the assessment of conclusions supported
by numerous samples, due to the possibility of analyzing a statistically significant number
of recorded video sequences. This evaluation with many samples is other advantage over
conventional systems, which would require a large amount of expensive ground-truth data
to derive analogous conclusions about performance.

The basis of this methodology is that interesting objects many times do not move
randomly but, under normal conditions, they follow quite regular patterns. This was
a conclusion to which the author came after observing many of the videos used in our
experiments for surveillance purposes.

Thus, the proposed evaluation technique is based on video sequences in which targets
follow a regular path. That does not mean that the tracker would work only for this kind
of situations. On the contrary, the tracker must follow any kind of movement or path
that a target carries out, but for the tracker evaluation, the user preselects only the videos
where the target follows this regularity.

Figure 4.1 shows some examples of videos used by the author for experiments in which
the targets follow regular patterns. For example, in figure 4.1(a), individuals usually walk
in the footpath (see figure 4.1(b)). In figure 4.1(c), the camera is set in a room where
there are plenty of tables and individuals follow the paths between tables as figure 4.1(d)
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shows. Finally, the example 4.1(e) show an airport environment where the airplanes move
along the apron (figure 4.1(f)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.1: Several real video sequence where the targets follow regular paths most of the
time

There are two main methods for representing this regular motion patterns:

• A priori definition: In this first case, the evaluation for a tracking algorithm contains
a previous definition of the most probable trajectory (ideal trajectory) and compares
the result track with it.

• Knowledge extraction from recorded data: An off-line computation computes the
”average” trajectory from a database of real trajectories. Then, this it is taken as
ideal trajectory for evaluation.
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In this work, we follow the first method with paths predefined a priori. The scenes
considered for evaluation are trajectories performed by a very regular type of mobile;
typically trajectories performed by individuals on a certain path, i.e., university students
arriving to the buildings entrances following a footpath. The context is useful since, for
example, vehicles move on roads, following the axis direction, and in this particular work,
individuals tend to move on sidewalks or specific footpaths.

Defining the context is much easier than marking all ground truth elements; the paths
followed by objects (constraints on surface) can be approximated by means of straight
segments. The other aspect taken into account to define the evaluation metrics will be
the organization of the video samples. That is, the coherence in the selection of the video
sequences to be evaluated.

Finally, the evaluation technique aims to be an objective comparison among different
trackers in order to check the behavior of each of them depending on the scenario. In
particular, the evaluation will compare the performance of the proposed Rules tracker that
will be introduced in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, and a bunch of known classifiers available
in the literature.

4.2 Basis of Evaluation

The first question that arises is which metrics are relevant or not for the evaluation of
trackers performance.

The follow up strategy was to use firstly a ground truth technique in order to prove
the efficiency and relevance of each metric for the evaluation purposes. Subsequently, the
metrics for the evaluation with minimum ground truth will be a natural extension from
the well proved ground-truth metrics.

This work proposes, then, a ground-truth metric from which the minimum ground-
truth technique will be derived. Both of these evaluation techniques will be used for
carrying out experiments.

Therefore, in each scenario, the ground truth was extracted frame by frame, selecting
the targets and storing the next data for each target. The targets (Ti(n)), individuals or
moving vehicles, are represented by a bounding rectangle that surrounds the connected
blobs o moving pixels. A rectangle is a suitable approach to characterize the targets in
our experiments, individuals and moving vehicles (airplanes and cars), since they shape
resemble a rectangle. Moreover, many papers in the literature represents also these targets
by means of a rectangle such as [7] and [186].

• Number of analyzed frame: n where n = 1..N

• Track identifier: i.
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• Value of the minimum x coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds the target:
xmin

Ti
(n).

• Value of the maximum x coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds the target:
xmax

Ti
(n).

• Value of the minimum y coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds the target:
ymin

Ti
(n).

• Value of the maximum y coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds the target:
ymax

Ti
(n).

These ground truth was compared to the real detections by the evaluation system.
First of all, the result tracks were checked to see if they match with the ground truth
tracks registered in the ground truth table.

Figure 4.2 depicts the different stages of the Evaluation System in order to have a
clear idea of it.

Performance 

Evaluation: Fitness 

Function 

Continuity Metrics 

Estimated Tracks

Ground 

Truth 

Set of  Matched 

Tracks: Estimated 

Tracks-Ground Truth 

Tracks  

Accuracy Metrics

Matching up 

Tracks 

Figure 4. Evaluation System 

Figure 4.2: Evaluation System.

If the test is passed, the evaluation system computed four parameters per target
which were classified into ’accuracy metrics’ and ’continuity metrics’:

Accurary Metrics:

• Overlap-area (OAP): Overlap Area Percentage between the real and the detected
blobs. This metric was selected in order to show how precise our tracker system was
in the detection, association and track from blobs to tracks. If these processes are
good enough, the overlapped area will be high, otherwise the overlapped area will
be small.

OAPTi
= Area(Ti

⋂
TiGT

) (4.1)

where TiGT
is the rectangle defined in the ground truth for the target Ti
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• X-error (Ex) and Y-error (Ey): Difference in x and y coordinates between the centers
of the ideal blob and the detected blobs. Again, these two metrics reflect the precision
of the tracker for detection, matching and tracking the targets. If the processes are
carried out efficiently, the differences will be small.

ExTi
(n) = xg

Ti
(n)− xg

TiGT
(n) (4.2)

EyTi
(n) = yg

Ti
(n)− yg

TiGT
(n) (4.3)

where (xg
Ti

(n), yg
Ti

(n)) is the center of the detected rectangle (target Ti) and (xg
TiGT

(n),

yg
TiGT

(n)) is the corresponding center of the ground-truth rectangle (TiGT
).

Continuity Metrics:

• Number of Tracks per target (NT): It is checked if more than one detected track is
matched with the same ideal track or with no track at all. If the first case happens,
the program keeps the detected track which has a bigger overlapped area value,
removes the other one and marks the frame with a flag that indicates the number of
detected tracks associated to this ideal one.

This metric shows if the blobs were fragmented and the association process could
not merge them in a single track or if a bad association has been carried out.

if

(
Ti(n)⇒ TiGT

(n)

)
∧

(
Tk(n)⇒ TiGT

(n)

)
∧

... ∧
(

Tk+m(n)⇒ TiGT
(n)

)
⇒ NT (n) = m + 1; (4.4)

otherwise

if

(
Ti(n)⇒ ¬∃TiGT

(n)

)
⇒ NT (n) = 0; (4.5)

where i and k, .., k + m are different labels for the the same target TiGT
.

• Commutation (C): A commutation occurs when the identifier of a track matched to
an ideal track changes. It typically takes place when the track is lost and recovered
later. This metric reflects a failure of the tracker: the track is lost and then recovered
after certain frames. In addition, it might be a temporal lost of the track as a
consequence of occlusions.

if

(
Ti(n)⇒ TiGT

(n)

)
∧

(
Tk(n + m)⇒ TiGT

(n + m)

)
⇒ C(n + m) = 1; (4.6)
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Besides these parameters, an evaluation function was defined, with the objective of
extracting a number that measures the quality level of the tracking system. This number
was based on the evaluation metrics specified before. Thus, the resultant number was
obtained by means of a weighted sum of different terms which are computed target by
target:

• The next three elements are three counters:

– Overmatch-counter (Oc): how many times the ground truth track is matched
with more than one tracked object data (NT > 1). Again, this metric reflects
the fragmentation of a track into several blobs in the detector stage and the
failure of the association process to merge this blobs into a single track. Whereas
NT is the exact number of detected tracks associated with real tracks, Oc is
just a count that increases in one unit anytime an over association occurs.

Oc = 0;

for all n frames where n = 1..N

if( Ti(n)⇒ TiGT
(n)) ∧ ( Tk(n)⇒ TiGT

(n))⇒ Oc = Oc + 1; (4.7)

– Undermatch-counter (Uc): how many times the ground truth track is not
matched with any track at all (NT = 0). This metric shows for all the video
how many time the detector has failed by not detecting anything or if the
tracker has carried out a very imprecise tracking of a target.

Uc = 0;

for all n where n = 1..N

if( Ti(n)⇒ ¬∃TiGT
(n))⇒ Uc = Uc + 1; (4.8)

– Mismatch (M): A counter which stores how many times the ground truth and
the tracked object data do not match up (overmatch and undermatch). This
metric shows any failure produced by the tracker due to a bad detection, an
incorrect association process or a non precise tracking of the target.

M = 0;

for all n frames where n = 1..N

if

(
Ti(n)⇒ ¬∃TiGT

(n)

)
∨ (4.9)

∨
(

( Ti(n)⇒ TiGT
(n)) ∧ ( Tk(n)⇒ TiGT

(n))

)
⇒M = M + 1;

end for (4.10)
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• The three next terms are the total sum of the non-overlapped areas (
∑

(1−OAP ))
and the central errors of x (

∑
Ex) and y axes (

∑
Ey).

N∑

n=1

(
1−OAPTi

(n)

)
(4.11)

N∑

n=1

ExTi
(n) (4.12)

N∑

n=1

EyTi
(n) (4.13)

• Finally, the last term is the number of commutations in the track under study (
∑

C).

• The continuity elements are normalized by the time length of track, T , whereas the
accuracy terms are normalized by the time length of track being continuous, CT
(i.e. when they can be computed).

• ω1,2,3,4,5,6,7 are the relative weights for the terms (detailed later). Highest values
have been given to the continuity terms, since this aspect is the key to guarantee
the global viability.

Thus, the evaluation per target function can be represented as follows:

ω1M

T
+

ω2
∑

(1−OAP ) + ω3
∑

Ex + ω4
∑

Ey

CT
+

ω5Oc + ω6Uc + ω7
∑

C

T
(4.14)

The adjustment of the ω parameters is the next task to carry out. The author uses
a ”trial-and-error” process in which more importance is given to the failures considered
more important for the good performance of the tracking system. For example, if the
overlapped area value is a bit higher or lower is less important than if a track is divided
in two and associated to the same ground truth or if on the contrary, the track is not
detected at all.

In Trial-and-error method, one selects a possible set of parameters, applies them to the
problem and if the performance is not satisfactory, selects another set of parameters. The
process continues until a proper solution is found, that is, the evaluation function gives a
proper value of performance.

This evaluation metric proved to be efficient for measuring the performance of tracking
video systems as it will be showed in the experiments carried out in an airport environment
in the section 5.3. Nevertheless, the extraction of the ground truth each time we needed
a set of training video sequences was a hard task that took long. This was the principal
reason why the author decided to propose a new evaluation method that could provide a
minimum ground truth in a fast way.
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4.3 Proposal of Evaluation Technique with Minimum Ground
Truth

The proposed evaluation methodology extends the metrics derived from the ground truth
study which proved to be effective (see section 5.3). In order to extend these metrics, some
requirements must be accomplished by the new technique:

1. Equal number of targets (O): In the detailed ground truth technique, the metrics
could evaluate the correct or incorrect association between detected and real tracks
thanks to the ground truth. Nevertheless, the ground truth in the proposed evalua-
tion technique consists in an a priori approximation of a path followed by a target.
Then, in order to prove the correctness in the detection and tracking of targets,
the training set of videos must have the same number of objects. Therefore, if the
training videos have selected to have 3 targets and the final output is a different
number, the tracker will have consequently failed.

2. Regular and similar trajectories: In the previous ground truth technique, the accu-
racy in tracking was reflected in the overlapped areas and the x and y differences
between the mass centers of the detected and real track. Thus, a new distance to
the ground truth must be defined. As a result of this, the videos in the training set
must be selected in a way that the targets follow regular paths so that the definition
of ground truth is an easy task to perform. Although, as it was pointed before, the
tracker must work under all kind of situations.

3. Distance to the focus: In addition, a pre requirement to have a regular path must be
to have a useful trajectory. That is, if the target is too close to the camera focus, the
trajectory defined could not be long enough to provide good results for evaluation.
Thus, an extra requirement would be to have a target whose maximum area is 1

5
with respect to the whole image.

4. No changes of direction: Finally, the videos selected for evaluation must have targets
that move in the same sense of direction in all frames. The reason why this criterion
is required lies on the fact that if a change of direction happens in the detailed ground
truth technique, the good or bad reaction of the tracker can be evaluated directly by
the comparison with ground truth by means of the Overlapped Area metric (OAP ),
the Mismatching (M), etc. Nevertheless, in the present case of a minimum ground
truth there is not time information in the ground truh. Thus, if this criterion is
accomplished, a change of direction in the prediction of the tracker will be consider
as a failure.

Within this context, an extensive recording of typical scenes can be carried out, which
will be automatically evaluated by the proposed method. It will allow the computation
of statistical data to assess robustness, such as tracking continuity or presence of false
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tracks, and accuracy metrics such as transversal error, area and orientation variations.
Therefore, this proposal is oriented toward an ”auto-evaluation” point of view, as an
alternative to other approaches based on comparisons with detailed and particular ground
truth established frame by frame.

To sum up, this section presents our proposal for a tracking performance evaluation
function. Thus, the method proposed here is an alternative to other methods based on
extracted detailed ground-truth values from real images, with a detailed description of the
contours for interesting targets frame by frame. It only uses a set of selected videos to
measure the quality of the tracking system and a representation of pathways on surface.
These videos are selected considering only situations where the objects follow predefined
paths in their movements. It is easy to find this kind of sequences, i.e. the buses and cars
in a road or individuals walking in the footpath. Figure 4.3 shows an example of how an
individual walks following a straight line. Thus, the quality measure will be computed by
only having as an input data the video sequences and the recorded lines followed by the
selected targets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Information levels in the processing chain: Raw Image (a), Optical Flow (b),
Detected Pixels (c) and Result Tracks (d)
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4.3.1 Metrics of the Proposed Evaluation Technique

The general process carried out to evaluate a video tracking system is sketched in the
figure 4.4. A collection of videos for targets moving in similar conditions is processed
so that the tracking output can be accumulated across different videos and generate an
averaged description of system performance.

Figure 4.4: Cumulative evaluation methodology

Contextual information about the set of videos is that targets always follow certain
paths on surface. These paths will be represented by an approximation of straight segments
f(x)(see figures 4.5 and 4.6).

Figure 4.5: Approximation of a trajectory by means of straight segments

It is clear that the simplicity and easiness of obtaining these data contrast with other
common ways of obtaining the ground truth (i.e. a human operator who must mark
every contour of the targets in the screen). The evaluation system calculates the distance
between the target and the set of segments. Then, the system decides by taking the
shortest distance which segment is selected as the approximation of the trajectory, the
ground truth. Figure 4.8 illustrates the comparison process to evaluate the accuracy and
continuity metrics, detailed next in the following paragraphs.

Then, the basic of this method is the definition of the function f(x), that is, the
approximation by means of straight segments of the trajectory followed by a target.

In order to have a more detailed idea of the system performance, the area under study
is divided into different zones. Each zone is defined as a fixed number of pixels of the x-axis,
the 10% of the horizontal size of the image (see figure 4.7). The horizontal component has
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Figure 4.6: Straight line followed by an individual in a footpath

been selected in this case because it constitutes the main coordinate in which the objects
move in this particular study, but they could be defined along the trajectory. As a result
of this, we have a more intensive appreciation of the performance for different situations
(object initialization, manoeuvres, etc.), and where they change, keep stable or have a big
slope.

Figure 4.7: Image divided into 10 zones for the study of the metrics in each area

Each time a track is initiated or updated by the tracking system, the evaluation system
selects the relevant tracks to evaluate. The straight segment considered as the ground
truth in this moment is compared with the tracks to decide which of them will update
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Figure 4.8: Continuity and accuracy evaluation

the metrics, within a certain margin around. The evaluation metrics provide a qualitative
and quantitative method for evaluating the performance of the Tracking System.

These metrics have been divided into two groups:

• The accuracy metrics assess how precise is our prediction in contrast to the expected
or ideal behavior. They can give also a comparative measure between the current
and the previous track to evaluate the stability of estimated vectors. The evaluation
system calculates the absolute values and moreover the mean, variance, maximum
and minimum values.

• The robustness metrics assess the rate of discontinuous behaviors occurring during
the tracking process. These results are referred to the spatial zones indicated above
The next subsections describe all the metrics in detail.

Accuracy Metrics

A second subdivision is done according to the previous knowledge that is needed. If the
metric requires information of the previous update of the track under study, the metrics
are referred as relative accuracy metrics. Otherwise, they are called absolute accuracy
metrics.

• Absolute Accuracy Metrics

– Absolute Area (A): It is computed by calculating the area of the detected track.
It is useful to check the variability of the track area along the time. Under
normal conditions (an individual walking in a normal way), the area must be
almost constant. Moreover, it gives and idea about the target dimensions. If
the area value is too high, the track could have considered shadows or reflexions
as part of the track. This metric is an adaptation of the overlapped area (OAP)
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explained in the detailed ground truth evaluation technique. In that case, it
was immediate to check the quality of the track by directly comparing both
areas, the detected and the real one. In the current case, the area is stored for
each frame and then compared at the end of the video sequence.

A(n) = Area(Ti(n)) (4.15)

where n is the frame number n = 1...N .

– Transversal Error (TE): It is defined as the projected distance between mass
center of the target and reference path (Figure 4.8). This metric is the corre-
sponding to the distance between detected and real mass centers in the detailed
ground truth technique (X-error (Ex) and Y-error (Ey)). In this case, the real
mass center is the closest point to the real trajectory defined by the correspond-
ing ground truth straight segment. In the current case, the minimum ground
truth does not provide temporal information. For that reason, this metric only
measures the transversal component of the error.

TE(n) = d

(
(xg

Ti
(n), yg

Ti
(n)), (xTMGT

(n), yTMGT
(n))

)
(4.16)

where MGT stands for minimum ground truth or the reference path.

– Orientation Error (OE): deviation between the velocity of the output tracks
and reference uniform velocity vector of the straight segment. In this case,
the equivalence with any metric in the detailed ground truth case is not di-
rect. Nevertheless, this metric tries to reflect the correct tracking: detection,
association and estimation of the targets’ tracks.

OE(n) = arctg

(
vg
yTi

(n)

vg
xTi

(n)

)
− arctg
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(n)

ūxTGT
(n)

)
(4.17)

• Relative Accuracy Metrics

– Inter-frame Area Variation (∆A): Variation of area between the current and
the previous update of the track under study. As it was said before, the area of
the target under normal conditions should not be very different. This variation
per area reflect this behavior.

∆A(n) = Area

(
Ti(n)

)
−Area

(
Ti(n− 1)

)
(4.18)

– Inter-frame Orientation Variation (∆OE): Variation of the direction vector be-
tween the current track and the previous update of the track under study.

∆OE(n) = arctg

(
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yTi

(n− 1)
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xTi

(n− 1)

)
− arctg
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(n)
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(n)

)
(4.19)
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Robustness Metrics

• Continuity Faults (C): This metric is only measured inside a predefined gate (Figure
4.8), which represents the area where no new tracks can appear or disappear. Each
time a track is not labeled as the previous one, a continuity fault is added. Thus,
this metric reflects the failures of the trackers due to the lost of the track or a
mismatching in the association process.

This metric is a direct adaptation from the Commutation (C) metrics computed in
the detailed ground truth technique.

if Ti ⊂ GATE

C(n) = 0

if

(
Ti(n− 1)⇒ label[Ti(n− 1)]

)
∧

(
Ti(n)⇒ label[Ti(n)]

)
∧

∧
(

label[Ti(n− 1)] 6= label[Ti(n)]

)
⇒ C(n) = 1; (4.20)

• Changes of direction (D): This metric marks when a track changes its direction
through the scalar product of track displacement. This metric is also a counter
where one unit is added each time a change of direction occurs.

D(n) = 0

if ((xg
Ti

(n− 2)− xg
Ti

(n− 1))(xg
Ti

(n− 1)− xg
Ti

(n)) +

(yg
Ti

(n− 2)− yg
Ti

(n− 1))(yg
Ti

(n− 1)− yg
Ti

(n)) < 0)

⇒ D(n) = 1; (4.21)

• Number of Detected Objects (O): It provides knowledge about the number of de-
tected objects resulting from tracking. The videos are selected with a single object
per one, but the system may fail and detect more objects (false positives) or fail and
detect none (false negatives). Thus, each time a track is initiated, the tracking sys-
tem marks it with a unique identifier in the area under study. After the evaluation
of the whole set of videos, this metric is normalized by the total number of videos in
the set (the output under ideal conditions would be one detected object per zone and
video). This metric is an adaptation to the correct or incorrect association given by
the Mismatch M metric and the Overmatch/Undermatch counters (Oc/Uc) of the
detailed GT technique.

∀n where n = 1..N O =
M∑

i=1

Ti (4.22)

These two metrics are normalized by the number of videos under study.
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Thus, the evaluation function is based on the previous metrics, by means of a weighted
sum of different terms which are computed for each target:

eij = f(x̄ij , θ) =
ω1 ·

∑
n ∆A(n) + ω2 ·

∑
n TE(n) + ω3 ·

∑
n ∆OE(n)

CT
+

ω4 ·
∑

n C(n) + ω5 ·
∑

n D(n) + ω6
∑

n O(n)

T
(4.23)

where eij is the evaluation of target i in the video j, with the terms T, CT and ω1,2,3,4,5,6

define as follows:

• The continuity elements are normalized by the time length of track, T, while the
accuracy terms are normalized by the time length of track being continuous, CT (i.e.
when they can be computed).

• ω1,2,3,4,5,6 are the relative weights for the terms (detailed later). Highest values have
been given to the continuity terms, since this aspect is the key to guarantee the
global viability. The adjustment of these parameters is carried out by the ”trial-
and-error” method as we saw before for the weights belonged to the evaluation with
full ground-truth (section 4.2).

The current evaluation function with minimum ground-truth follows the same structure
than the evaluation with ground-truth (section 4.2), that is, the sum of metrics weighted
by certain coefficients and divided by some parameter related to time.

4.4 Experiments: People Walking Outdoors

This experiment is carried out in order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation
technique. In particular, this experiment aims to check the sensibility of the evaluation
metrics when the detection gets worse as a consequence of an incorrect adjustment of
the detection threshold. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation
technique for the optimization process will be showed in the next chapter (section 5.4)

The experiments were programmed using the well known C++ [187] language program
developed by Bjarne Stroustrup. In order to deal with the image processing, this work
uses the Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [188] developed by Intel. Finally, all
the figures used to compare the metrics are generated utilizing the MATLAB environment
[189].

The author presents two parallel detection and tracking processes for evaluation of
certain videos. The first detection and tracking process present an inappropriate value of
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the detector threshold (a lower value of threshold = 20) which makes the system detect
and process some blobs that should have been considered as noise. On the other hand, the
second group of detection and tracking processes have a more adequate value of threshold
which makes the system work properly (threshold = 25). The author aims to show the
reflection of the worse performance in the first set of processes whereas performance im-
proves for the second set. That will prove the goal of the evaluation technique to correctly
evaluate a set of videos given a set of parameters.

Then, the results were obtained for two types of situations, recording 50 video samples
for each one: people walking from left to right and people walking from right to left.

The known context for all samples is that a single interesting target is moving in the
marked area (footpath) so that a single object detection and tracking should be obtained
per video. Besides, the object performs a smooth movement, without jumps or sudden
changes of direction, so a continuous track should exist from the object appearance until
its disappearance. Global results are presented in tables, while detailed figures, depending
on the horizontal position, are presented for specific situations, bus arrivals at stop and
people moving from left to right.

The evaluation has been done with all available samples (100 videos) to characterize
the system performance and obtain an objective comparison between very close values.
This evaluation provides a detailed evaluation of a given system (how close it is to the ideal
situation of maximum accuracy and robustness) and besides, it allows making comparisons
supported in a significant number of samples as an alternative to conventional analysis
based on a single particular sequence.

Detailed figures are presented for one of the cases (left-to-right), because some metrics
can be explained with this contextual separation (all objects are initialized at the left-hand
side, so the continuity and accuracy metrics are worse at this side). At the end, tables
will summarize the accuracy for all available samples.

In the first place, the robustness results appear in figure 4.9. As we can see, the thresh-
old 25 achieves a slightly more stable performance. It reduces the number of continuity
faults and changes of direction, and achieves detection rates closer to 1. It can be seen,
from this figure, that the robustness is worse during initialization, in this case at the left-
hand side. The robustness figures can be compared with the case of a very low threshold
value, 4, presented in figure 4.10, where the continuity is much worse.

Regarding the accuracy, figures 4.11 and 4.12 present the absolute accuracy metrics
(estimated area, transversal and orientation errors). The histograms have the global dis-
tribution of data (all samples), and the 2D figures present their spatial distribution. For
all metrics, the average value is presented first with a solid line. A first band around mean,
with dashed lines, presents the 1-σ interval, while the total variation (from minimum to
maximum) is depicted with a second, dotted-line band. In these samples, tracking people
had the problem of size distortion due to shadows, producing larger regions than real
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9: Continuity figures with 50 videos of people walking (left to right)

objects. The variance has a maximum at a position at the left-hand side, after the initial-
ization. The orientation error has its maximum during initialization, and it is stabilized
later, a typical behavior of Kalman-based tracking filters. As we can see, the 25-value
threshold allowed slightly more accurate results than 20-value threshold, with more com-
pressed intervals, especially for the case of estimated area and orientation error. So, the
absolute area interval is reduced from 6∗104 to 4∗104, or the intervals for orientation error
are clearly narrower. The summary tables with dispersion parameters will be presented
later.

Relative accuracy metrics are presented in figure 4.13, the variation in area and ori-
entation between consecutive frames for a same object. They represent the stability of
tracks, and the behavior is similar to the corresponding absolute figures
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Continuity figures with 50 videos of people walking (left to right) for thresh-
old=4

Finally, the accuracy results for the two detection thresholds are summarized in the
table 4.1. As we can see, both the standard deviation and range intervals are reduced in
most metrics with the 25-value threshold.

Table 4.1: Accuracy metrics with 50 videos of people walking (left to right)

Transv. Area Orient. I-F Area I-F Orient.

Max Th 20 49.7498 56688.5 89.751 38931 178.896
Th 25 49.9189 37775.7 89.716 28153.4 179.999

Min Th 20 0.0023 138.509 -89.226 -26362 -172.76
Th 25 0.0063 154.054 -89.898 -17905.7 -179.99

Std Th 20 9.8737 5558.28 26.359 2442.81 24.1396
Th 25 9.5468 5087.50 23.41 1895.57 25.0163

The same values were computed for the total set of people-tracking samples, presented
in table 4.2. This illustrates the consistency between evaluations with different sets of
data.

From the evaluations presented above, the following conclusions can be derived for this
system:

• A slight increase in the detection threshold, from 20 to 25, allows a significant
improvement, both in system robustness and accuracy.

• The robustness is not completely satisfactory, with a certain number of discontinuous
objects detected, and a rate of detected objects separated from ideal values (one
when there is a single object, zero otherwise). The main source of problems is the
initialization of new objects

• The accuracy figures show a problem in size estimation with people tracking, due to
the presence of shadows, not considered in the tracking algorithms.
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Table 4.2: Accuracy metrics with 100 videos of people walking (both directions)

Transv. Area Orient. I-F Area I-F Orient.

Max Th 20 49.7498 56688.5 89.751 52342.5 178.8969
Th 25 49.9189 37775.7 89.8765 28153.4 179.9998

Min Th 20 0.0023 111 -89.226 -26362 -178.932
Th 25 0.0045933 154.054 -89.898 -17905.7 -179.999

Std Th 20 9.6918 6263.40 24.075 2543.00 21.742
Th 25 9.3282 5107.7266 22.898 1929.70 22.0466

These results have been obtained to illustrate the evaluation capability only for a
particular case of system and its dependence on a certain parameter, the threshold value
of detector. The system could be applied to any other analysis or comparison, depending
on the application of evaluation.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter has presented an evaluation methodology based on several performance met-
rics for video-based tracking systems, in which the references needed are obtained at a low
cost, compared with conventional approaches. Tracked objects move on surface following
certain paths, and the sequences are organized into groups according to the objects be-
havior in different situations. The experiments show that the evaluation system reflects
in an objective and quantitative way the proper or inadequate performance of a tracking
system. An improper parameterization, leading to a bad performance clearly perceived
by a human observer, is directly reflected in the evaluation metrics. The results offer
a precise and detailed analysis of the performance, since a spatial division of sequences
allows covering different situations of the tracking process, such as tracks initialisation or
manoeuvres. The methodology is able to process any number of video samples so that
evaluation data can be accumulated to carry out a statistical analysis (histograms, dis-
persion figures, etc.), and provide an accurate characterization of the tracking system. As
an example, two very similar systems, with a slight difference in the thresholding levels,
were compared to illustrate the process.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4.11: Absolute accuracy figures with 50 videos of people walking (left to right)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.12: Orientation error figures with 50 videos of people walking (left to right)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4.13: Continuity Faults (C): a) Th=20, b) Th=25



Chapter 5

Optimization and Generalization
by Means of Evolutionary
Strategies

5.1 Motivation

A video surveillance system depends on several inter-connected processes, and each one can
be regulated by several parameters. The main problem of adjusting this system is that all
processes must work at the same time, since their inter-relation affects severely, with non-
linear dependence, to the final performance. Therefore, the adaptation of the final system
performance for a specific implementation is a complex task of design. Furthermore, the
set of scenarios used to design and train the system should produce a general solution of
the tracking system. A small set of scenarios can lead to learning techniques that adapt
exactly to these specific examples (over-fitting), with the consequent loss of generality. On
the contrary, random selected examples could produce disorientation in the search. Thus,
the set of data that optimize the search of the suitable parameters is defined as the ideal
trainer [153]. In this problem, each trajectory or moving target could be considered as a
sample, and the ideal trainer is a set of trajectories that represent different situations of
the surveillance problem that should be reflected in the final design.

Moreover, the processing time for having a real time system is a crucial constraint in
this work. In order to make this computation faster, the complexity of the algorithms
employed in the tracking system make a remarkable difference in the resultant time.

In this particular case, the author is interested in adjusting the parameters of the
whole detector and tracking system in order to obtain three interrelated objectives: (1)
the best performance of the system, and (2) the set of parameters that make the system
work properly in different conditions and scenarios and (3) the best performance by using

93
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a simple tracker based on rules (”Rules Tracker”) which computational weight is very low
compared with other tracker algorithms (Mean Shift Tracking [15], Particle Filter based
on MS weight [16], etcetera). The second objective must be limited in the sense that
different scenarios mean distinct scenes in the same environment. That is, if the tracking
system is adjusted to track people outdoors, the scenarios must belong to the same views
of the same environment, but it would not be valid to put the system to track aircraft in
an airport domain. The author proposes to adjust the parameters of the system in such a
robust way that it works well regardless of where the cameras are deployed, the lighting
conditions, etc.

To sum up, one of the purposes of this thesis is the search of the most general set
of parameters to configure a whole video surveillance system and achieve an optimal
performance under representative and general situations.

5.2 Proposal: Technique to Optimize and Generalize

To achieve our goal, this thesis follows several steps:

First of all, a set of evaluation metrics per track have been proposed to assess the
input parameters, considering complementary terms (accuracy and continuity) in different
situations to obtain the final design. Next, we take a representative set of scenarios to
train the system.

The adjustment of the parameters is based on an optimization carried out by means
of Evolutionary Strategies (ES). As we have said before, Evolutionary Strategies (ES) are
chosen for this application since the function landscape is very irregular, with plenty of
local optima. The classical techniques of optimization would be poorly suitable to these
types of problems, when there is a high number of local optima, or other properties like high
roughness and local flat surfaces [128, 129, 150]. Moreover, as the values to optimize will
be a mixture of continuous and discrete variables, Evolutionary Strategies are particularly
suited for this optimization.

One of the innovations of our proposal is that the fitness function is adjusted in different
ways in order to optimize the tracking of distinct moving targets, from a single one in a
specific scenario to many of them in different scenarios. Thus, whereas over-fitting means
obtaining particular parameters for specific situations, generalization is the capability to
adapt the parameters to be used in many different cases. Hence, the fitness function is
formed by the combination of the performance of the tracking system over the whole set
of trajectories. This combination is carried out with simple operators: SUM and MAX.
That performance is assessed by means of the evaluation metrics per track mentioned in
the previous chapter.

To sum up, in order to achieve our goals, we need to propose a technique of optimization
and generalization that allows us to find the most suitable set of parameters and their
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values for the surveillance system for different scenarios. That means that the values
of the parameters must provide the best results for different locations of the camera or
environmental conditions such as illumination or weather conditions. The optimization
tool is based on the use of Evolutionary Strategies, whereas the generalization method
consists in combining the evaluation function of each track in several ways (SUM and
MAX) and steps in order to gradually build a general fitness function, adapting the system
for a whole group of situations.

Next sections explain the solutions adopted in this thesis for the object detector and
tracking system and the parameters that must be adjusted. Then, the generalization
technique is presented in detail.

5.2.1 Detector and Blobs Extraction

The detection algorithm is based on the detection of targets by contrasting with local
background, whose statistics are estimated and updated with the video sequence. The
pixel level detector is able to extract moving features from background, comparing the
difference with a threshold (THRESHOLD).

Detection(x, y) := [Image(x, y)−Background(x, y)] > THRESHOLD · σ (5.1)

being σ the standard deviation of pixel intensity. This parameter determines the first
filter on the data amount to be processed in following phases.

Finally, the algorithm for blobs extraction marks with an unique label all detected
and connected pixels resulted from the previous process. Previously, this image has been
transformed in a binary image in order to set to 0 the background pixels and to 1 the
foreground ones. Then, the rectangles which enclose the resulting blobs are built, and their
centroids and areas are computed. In order to reduce the number of false detections due
to noise, a minimum area, MIN BLOB AREA, is required to form blobs. This parameter
is a second data filter which avoids noisy detections from the processing chain.

Rec(bi) > MIN BLOB AREA (5.2)

where Rec() is the rectangular enclosed area around the blob bi where i = 1..N .

5.2.2 Tracking Algorithm

Broadly, the system architecture used in this thesis is a coupled tracking system where
the detected objects are processed to initiate and maintain tracks. These tracks represent
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the real targets in the scenario and the system estimates their location and kinematic
state. The detected pixels are connected to form image regions referred to as blobs. The
association process assigns one or several blobs to each track, while not associated blobs
are used to initiate tracks [102]. This system is based on easy rules (if-then rules) and this
is the reason why we call this tracker ”Rules”.

In particular, the tracker can be divided in two big processes: the matching between
blobs and their corresponding track and the management of tracks (initialization, updating
and deletion).

Blobs-to-track Association

The association problem lies in deciding the most proper grouping of blobs and assigning
it to each track for each frame processed. Due to image irregularities, shadows, occlusions,
etc., a first problem of imperfect image segmentation appears, resulting in multiple blobs
generated for a single target. Blobs must be re-connected before track assignment and
updating. However, when multiple targets move closely, their image regions may overlap.

As a result, some targets may appear occluded by other targets or obstacles, and some
blobs can be shared by different tracks. For the sake of simplicity, first, a rectangular box
has been used to represent the target. The association algorithm that this thesis proposed
is based on some simple, intuitive and effective rules as the author explains in the next
lines.

To sum up, in the simple case, when the regions of a specific target (Ta) do not overlap,
this target is formed by the union of K blobs:

Ta ⇒ bi ∪ ... ∪ bi+K (5.3)

If the targets (Ta and Tb) overlapped, there are some common blobs in common for
each target:

Ta + Tb ⇒ (bi ∪ ... ∪ bi+K)
⋂

(bj ∪ ... ∪ bj+L) 6= NULL (5.4)

Around the predicted position, a rectangular box with the estimated target dimensions
is defined, (xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax). Then, an outer gate, computed with a parameter
defined as a margin, MARGIN GATE, is defined. It represents a permissible area in which
to search more blobs, allowing some freedom to adapt target size and shape.

The association algorithm analyzes the track-to-blob correspondence. It firsts checks if
the blob and the track rectangular gates are compatible (overlap), and marks as conflictive
those blobs which are compatible with two or more different tracks. After gating, a
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Figure 5.1: Target segmentation with estimated box

grouping algorithm is used to obtain one ”pseudoblob” for each track (see figure 5.1) .
This pseudoblob will be used to update track state. If there is only one blob associated to
the track and the track is not in conflict, the pseudoblob used to update the local track
will be this blob. Otherwise, two cases may occur:

1. A conflict situation arises when there are overlapping regions for several targets
(conflicting tracks). In this case, the system may discard those blobs gated by several
tracks and extrapolate the affected tracks. However, this policy may be too much
restrictive and might degrade tracking accuracy. As a result, it has been left open
to design by means of a Boolean parameter named CONFLICT, which determines
the extrapolation or not of the tracks.

2. When a track is not in conflict, and it has several blobs associated to it, these blobs
will be merged on a pseudoblob whose bounding limits are the outer limits of all
associated blobs. If the group of compatible blobs is too big and not dense enough,
some blobs (those which are further away from the centroid) are removed from the
list until density and size constraints are held. The group density is compared with a
threshold, MINIMUM DENSITY, and the pseudo-blob is split back into the original
blobs when it is below the threshold.

The next step is to know how the tracks are initialized, updated and deleted.

Tracks Management

A recursive filter updates centroid position, rectangle bounds and velocity for each track
from the sequence of assigned values, by means of a Kalman filter for each Cartesian
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coordinate, with a piecewise constant white acceleration model [190]. The acceleration
variance that will be evaluated, usually named as ”plant-noise”, is directly related with
tracking accuracy. The predicted rectangular gate, with its search area around, is used
for gating. It is important that the filter is ”locked” to real trajectory. Otherwise, tracks
would lose their real blobs and finally drop. Thus, this value must be high enough to
allow manoeuvres and projection changes, but not too much, in order to avoid noise. As
a result, it is left as an open parameter to be tuned, VARIANCE ACEL.

Finally, tracking initialization takes blobs that are not associated to any previous
track. It requires that non-gated blobs extracted in successive frames accomplish certain
properties such as a maximum velocity and similar sizes, which must be higher than a
minimum value established by the parameter MINIMUM TRACK AREA. In order to
avoid multiple splits of targets, established tracks preclude the initialization of potential
tracks in the surrounding areas, using a different margin than the one used in the gating
search. This value which allows track initialization is named MARGIN INITIALIZATION.

The equations for the track initialization must accomplish these equations in successive
frames (usually n = 2 or 3 frames):

x̄max
Ta

(n) = xg
Ta

(n− 1) + MAX V ELOCITY · t + m ·
√

2Rx (5.5)

x̄min
Ta

(n) = xg
Ta

(n− 1)−MAX V ELOCITY · t−m ·
√

2Rx (5.6)

ȳmax
Ta

(n) = yg
Ta

(n− 1) + MAX V ELOCITY · t + m ·
√

2Ry (5.7)

ȳmin
Ta

(n) = yg
Ta

(n− 1)−MAX V ELOCITY · t−m ·
√

2Ry (5.8)

where x̄max,min
n , ȳmax,min

n are the predicted maximum coordinates of the current rec-
tangle n, xg

n−1 and yg
n−1 is the gravity center of the non associated rectangle in the previous

frame n − 1, MAX VELOCITY is the maximum velocity for a pedestrian, t is the time
different between frames, m is an integer value (usually m = 2), and Rx, Ry are the
covariance matrix for the x and y coordinates.

Then, if the next conditions are accomplished, the non associated rectangle is matched
with a new track if:






xg
Ta

(n) < x̄max
Ta

(n)

xg
Ta

(n) > x̄min
Ta

(n)

yg
Ta

(n) < ȳmax
Ta

(n)

yg
Ta

(n) > ȳmin
Ta

(n)

Area(T (xmax
Ta

(n), xmin
Ta

(n), y
max(n)
Ta

, ymin
Ta

)) > MIN TRACK AREA

(5.9)

where xg
n and yg

n is the gravity center of the non associated rectangle in the cur-
rent frame n, T is the track computed by the system which rectangle is formed by
(xmax

n , xmin
n , ymax

n , ymin
n )
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Then, the adjustable parameters for regulating the object detector and tracking per-
formance are:

1. THRESHOLD

2. MIN BLOB AREA

3. MARGIN GATE

4. CONFLICT

5. MINIMUM DENSITY

6. VARIANCE ACEL

7. MINIMUM TRACK AREA

8. MARGIN INITIALIZATION

By properly tunning these parameters, the information passed to the high level process
(activity recognition) will be more precise and reliable.

5.2.3 Technique for Optimization and Generalization

In this section, a technique is presented to search suitable parameters for the best perfor-
mance of the surveillance video system under different circumstances, that is, a method to
achieve both the best performance of the system by having the ability to work in diverse
scenarios.

The core of this technique is to find the fitness function using as a base the evaluation
function that assesses each track. Thus, we can use any of the evaluation performance
technique suggested in chapter 4. This evaluation eij (where i is the target and j the
scenario or video sequence of the training set) is the initial step to carry out the two
following steps. Thus, we are going to assess the performance of the surveillance video
system by evaluating each resulting single track. For example, in the case of the evaluation
with minimum ground truth:

eij = f(x̄ij , θ) =
ω1 ·

∑
(∆A) + ω2 ·

∑
(TE) + ω3 ·

∑
∆OE

CT
+

ω4 ·
∑

C + ω5 ·
∑

D + ω6
∑

O

T
(5.10)

where
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• eij is the evaluation result for the i− th track/target in the j − th scenario;

• x̄ij is the vector of metrics (section 4), and;

• θ is the vector of parameters to optimize.

Thus, the extension of the evaluation function must allow assessing simultaneously:

• one or various targets per scenario: scenario j: {e1j , e2j , e3j , ..., eNj}, and,

• various scenarios with several targets per scenario: M Scenarios:
{e11, e21, ..., eN11, ..., e1j , e2j , ..., eNj1, ..., e1M , e2M , ..., eNMM}

First of all, two benchmark tables are computed so that the proposed technique can
be evaluated:

• First of all, the parameters are adjusted/optimized by ES for each target. The fitness
function is directly the resultant evaluation for each track:

Fitij = eij (5.11)

And finally, there are as many sets of parameters as targets.

Θij = θ11, θ12, ..., θN11, ..., θ1j , e2j , ..., θNj1, ..., θ1M , θ2M , ..., θNMM (5.12)

• Then, the parameters are adjusted for each scenario of the training set. As a result
of this, the parameters are not learned only for the best performance of a single
target, but for all the targets that are moving in a scenario. In order to build the
new fitness function, two aggregations operators are used, the maximum (MAX) and
the sum (SUM), of each evaluation result.

The fitness function is the resultant of applying the aggregation operators to the
evaluation for each track:

Fitj =
∑

i

eij (5.13)

or

Fitj = maxi(eij) (5.14)

There will be as many sets of parameters as scenarios.

Θj = θ1, θ2, ..., θj , ..., θM (5.15)
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Finally, the proposed optimization-generalization technique adjusts the parameters for
all the scenarios. The fitness function takes into consideration all the partial evaluations
of each target in all scenarios. Again, the SUM and MAX operators are used as follows:

Fit =
∑

i

∑

j

eij (5.16)

or

Fit = maxi(maxj(eij)) (5.17)

There will be a single set of parameters:

Θ = θ (5.18)

The approach is depicted in the figure 5.2. The definition of an evaluation technique
allows automating the search of parameters and adjusting the whole system to the best
performance in the cases considered.

Figure 5.2: Approach for system adjustment

In fact, the maximum operator generally has a good performance for aggregation
in multi-objective optimization problems with a complex trade-off required, as it was
showed in a previous work related with optimization applied to a multi-constraint design
problem [191]. The sum operator has been taken as a reference for comparison.

5.3 Optimization with Ground Truth

These experiments have been carried out with the evaluation metric with GT presented
in section 4.2. As the author pointed out in that section, this evaluation technique proved
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to be robust and efficient. Nevertheless, the main drawback was the extraction of GT, a
slow and tedious task.

The experiments in these sections were programed by means of C++ and using OpenCV
library for the image processing computations.

This section shows the approached evaluation method, and the subsequent use of ES
optimization, for the video tracking system. The eight parameters pointed out before are
searched for the best performance of the surveillance system under different situations.
In order to analyze the generalization capability, this search compares the most general
optimization (the parameters for the best tracking of all targets of all videos) with two
benchmark experiments (parameters adjusted for each target track and for each scenario).

The scenarios represent a good set for training the system as they are long and varied
enough to cover the most common situations of surface movements in an airport.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: a) Video 1 b) Video 2 c) Video 3

The first scenario is a multiple-blob reconnection scenario (see Figure 5.3(a)). An
aircraft is moving from left to right with partial appearance because it is hidden by other
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aircraft and vehicles parked in the parking places. Thus, there are multiple blobs which
represent this aircraft that must be re-connected. At the same time there are four vehicles
(three cars and a bus) moving on parallel roads or inner taxiways (upper taxiway and
lower taxiway) whose tracks must be kept separated from this aircraft trajectory. There
are five targets:

• A car which goes from the center to the left side of the screen following the lower
taxiway.

• A car which heads toward the right side of the picture in the upper taxiway.

• A bus for passengers. This bus makes very slow and slight movements, practically
non appreciable.

• Another car that appears in the right side of the pictures, drives all along the upper
taxiway and finally disappears in the left side.

• And finally, big aircraft that heads from the left to right in the lower taxiway.

Picture 5.4 is a time-shot of the beginning, with the situation of the first three targets:

Figure 5.4: First scenario with targets number 1, 2 and 3, at the beginning

The second scenario shows three aircraft moving in parallel taxiways. The aircraft
images overlap when they are crossing. This always occurs with uniform motion on straight
segments. This second scenario presents three targets as shows picture 5.5.

Finally, the third scenario presents two aircraft moving on taxiways between airport
parking positions. The airplanes move in different directions. The first conflict situation
arises when one of the aircraft turns to the right and it is partially hidden by the other
aircraft, which has already changed its direction by turning to the left. The second conflict
situation happens at the end of the video sequence when another airplane appears on the
right side of the taxiway. This new airplane is also partially hidden by the first aircraft
that is disappearing from the field of view of the camera in that moment.
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Figure 5.5: Picture of the second video for the targets number 1, 2 and 3

Figure 5.6: Third video with conflicting targets number 1 and 2

5.3.1 Tracking Evaluation and Optimization

As it was mentioned before, Evolution Strategies was the technique applied for optimizing
the system performance. The fitness function is defined over the system output compared
with references, and applying aggregation operators over partial evaluations to the set of
trajectories considered to adapt the system. Since this function comprises error terms, the
lower the evaluation function, the better the quality of the tracking system.

The size of population was reduced to the minimum in order to carry out the experi-
ments within a reasonable time, while convergence to appropriate solutions was kept. The
configuration of ES optimization is outlined below:

• Individual = (THRESHOLD, MINIMUM AREA,
MARGIN GATE, MINIMUM DENSITY, CONFLICT,
V ARIANCE ACCEL, MINIMUM TRACK AREA,
MARGIN INITIALIZATION);

• Size of population = 6+6;
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• Adaptation factor: ∆σ = 0.5;

• Selection scheme (λ + µ)− ES, and,

• Maximum number of iterations = 200 (it was checked that the algorithm almost
always has converged before the 200 iterations).

Regarding the evaluation function, the vector of weights was (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5, ω6,
ω7) =(104, 1, 1, 1, 104, 5 ∗ 103, 104). Relatively high values were given to the continuity
terms to enforce a robust behavior. The weights were chosen by means of a manual
tuning (trial-and-error method), trying to adapt as much as possible the feedback of the
evaluation system to the reality.

As an example of the tracking evaluation and direct optimization, figure 5.3.1 presents
some tracking performance metrics, before and after optimization, taking a single-trajectory
evaluation as a direct fitness function. This result corresponds to one of the objects (the
big aircraft, target 5) in the first scenario described. As we can see, the system presents
track losses (figure 5.7(a)) with an initial random set of parameters, effects that disappear
after the optimization. Significantly, the X-Y errors (figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c)) and overlap
(figure 5.7(d)) degree between tracking and ground truth also are apparently improved.
These errors can be measured only in situation of continuity (one-to-one correspondence
with the ideal trajectory).

5.3.2 Benchmark Table: Optimization over a Single Target (Individual
Optimization)

The optimization over single tracks, presented in previous paragraph, has been applied
to every track in the three scenarios. The results are showed in table 5.1. This table is
taken as the reference to compare with next experiments, which will apply the parame-
ter optimization process over combinations of several targets/tracks simultaneously. The
columns represent the target/track whose parameters are optimized to obtain the best
performance and the best fitness function. The rows are the cross-evaluation over every
target in each video. For each scenario, a sum row displays at the end the total error for
the targets contained, applying the solution corresponding to that column.

The values in the diagonal represent the over-fitted cases, what it means that the
evaluation is carried out with the parameters particularly adjusted to this case. That
is the reason why this value is the minimum in each column. From now on, in some
particular cases, the output parameters are not capable to detect the evaluated target (the
undermatch-counter adds 1 unit to itself (Uc)), which is marked with the value 10,000 (a
very high weigh indicating that the evaluation gives a low performance).

In order to illustrate the over-fitting effect in the results, we have selected 3 solutions
from the 11 optimized sets of parameters. One target was selected per scenario, highlighted
in the previous table:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: Direct optimization with a sample trajectory, continuity metrics:”-” optimized
parameters, ”o...o” initial parameters

• target number 1 from video 1: param-Video1-T1;

• target number 1 from video 2: param-Video2-T1;

• target number 2 from video 3: param-Video3-T2;

In figure 5.8 we have three sets of columns, representing the performance of each
solution when it is evaluated against the 11 targets. We can check that the parameters
that optimize the track of target 1 (T1) in Video1 (param-Video1-T1) have the best cross
evaluation value for the targets that belong to Video1 (the five first targets). In the same
way, the parameters that optimize the track of target 1 (T1) in Video2 (param-Video2-T1)
have the best cross evaluation value for the targets that belong to Video2 and worse in
the rest of scenarios. And the same for the parameters in the optimization for a target
belonging to Video3.

In order to have a reference figure with to be compared with the subsequent experi-
ments, the figure 5.9 shows the average of all evaluations with the optimum parameters
for each target. They correspond to the last column in table 5.1: each cell is the average of
the cells in that row. In some way, these values represent the over-fitting effect since each
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Table 5.1: Cross-evaluation of the optimized parameters for each single track
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row contains the particular optimum value when the same target is used for optimization,
and other ten cases corresponding to particular optimizations for other targets.

5.3.3 Optimization over Targets of a Specific Video: Scenario Optimiza-
tion

The next step is the optimization for all the tracks included in a video, applying the
addition and the maximum operators. The evaluation is carried out over all the trajecto-
ries per video. Subsequently, both operators are applied, minimization of the maximum
(minimax) and minimization of the sum, in order to obtain the value that the Evolution
Strategy algorithm uses to search for better individuals.

As the previous step, these calculations are computed in order to gradually build a
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Figure 5.8: Evaluation of the obtained parameters over particular trajectories

Figure 5.9: Average of evaluations over the parameters for each target

frame of comparison against the proposed optimization-generalization technique (see next
section).

The table 5.2 shows the results for the maximum operator. There are three columns
which correspond with the optimization carried out over each scenario or video. The over-
fit effect can be checked again in the diagonal of the table. These values are the evaluation
over the tracks used in the training process.

Following this method (table 5.2), the fitness value obtained is remarkably better than
all previous results, which were calculated by training over a single track (table 5.1). For
example, for the first video, the sum of the fitness gives a value of 6604.36. If we compare
to the different sums given before for each previous solution in table 5.1, (10063.237,
33444.39, 26508.18, and 21058.22), it is easy to infer the improvement of the performance.
The same argument can be followed for the rest of videos. In video number 2, the sum of
fitness is 1983.73 while the values obtained in the first experiment were 2511.56, 1999.89
and 2735.41.

In an analogous way, the sum operator was applied later in order to obtain the input
for the Evolution Strategy algorithm (see table 5.3)
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Table 5.2: Cross evaluation for parameters optimized per scenario with minimax operator

Designed Scenario Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Average
evaluation scenario param-Video1 param-Video2 param-Video3

Video 1 T1 2148,38 6467,07 7118,28 5244,57
T2 2816,06 2838,03 2829,93 2828,00
T3 808,49 7571,34 7722,86 5367,56
T4 611,94 4296,65 2346,35 2418,31
T5 219,49 6012,59 6898,39 4376,82

Sum1 6604,36 27185,68 26915,81 20235,28

Video 2 T1 7761,07 501,94 498,34 2920,45
T2 4774,85 735,06 1709,53 2406,48
T3 5057,37 746,73 1901,62 2568,57

Sum2 17593,2 1983,73 4109,49 7895,50

Video 3 T1 327,80 8511,76 1321,73 3387,09
T2 352,39 6639,13 4445,21 3812,24
T3 10000 10007,40 2724,84 7577,41

Sum3 10680,19 25158,29 8491,78 14776,75

Total Sum 34877,84 54327,70 39517,08
Faults 1 0 0

Table 5.3: Cross evaluation for the parameters optimized per scenario with sum operator

Designed Scenario Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Average
evaluation scenario param-Video1 param-Video2 param-Video3

Video 1 T1 1691,76 2650,92 8046,10 4129,59
T2 2843,30 2842,96 4232,38 3306,21
T3 1141,46 1684,53 13112,50 5312,83
T4 541,82 10000 5826,94 5456,25
T5 177,96 10000 2024,31 4067,42

Sum1 6396,30 27178,41 33242,23 22272,31

Video 2 T1 1744,78 284,92 10000 4009,9
T2 9155,52 501,81 10000 6552,44
T3 4403,98 784,92 8095,01 4427,97

Sum2 15304,28 1571,64 28095,01 14990,31

Video 3 T1 7608,18 10000 631,79 6079,99
T2 6906,09 10000 2354,02 6420,03
T3 10000 10000 6432,97 8810,99

Sum3 24514,2 30000 9418,78 21311,01

Total Sum 46214,85 58750,06 70756,02
Faults 1 5 2

The values obtained by the sum operator show worse performance of the tracking
system than previous case, as it can be observed in figure 5.10 comparing both operators.
This figure shows the evaluation average over each track for the three experiments (last
column of tables 2,3), instead of comparing the particular solutions obtained for each one
of the three scenarios.

5.3.4 Optimization over Targets Belonging to the Whole Set of Videos:
Global Optimization

This section shows the performance obtained by the proposed optimization technique in
which the best set of parameters for all the targets in all videos is searched. As in the
previous experiment, we will use the addition of every single fitness values (the results of
the evaluation of the set of parameters over every single target) and the maximum among
all the single fitness values.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the evaluations carried out with the maximum or addition
operator over all the tracks that belong to a specific video

Table 5.4: Cross evaluation for parameters optimized for all scenarios with maximum
operator

Designed Scenario All Videos
evaluation scenario param-Videos

Video 1 T1 2347,60
T2 2820,85
T3 1280,23
T4 3416,05
T5 1146,61

Sum1 11011,34

Video 2 T1 494,70
T2 2095,89
T3 787,59

Sum2 3378,18

Video 3 T1 5766,68
T2 5136,36
T3 3168,68

Sum3 14071,72

Total Sum 28461,24

The results are shown in table 5.4 (for maximum operator) and table 5.5 (for the
sum operator). The best aspect of this global optimization lies in the validity of the
parameters to the whole set of videos, avoiding the over fitted values obtained in the
previous experiments.

Table 5.4 shows the results for the case in which the maximum fitness has been taken in
each iteration loop. The results applied to a specific scenario are good, but not better than
the results applied to each target track obtained in the previous section. Nevertheless, the
overall fitness sum for all the scenarios results much better considering evaluations over
all situations. This fact indicates that the parameters fit well in the general case.

Finally, figures 5.3.4 and 5.3.4 show a comparison with all the cases and steps that
we have presented in this work: individual optimization, scenario optimization and global
optimization. As it has been mentioned, instead of comparing particular solutions for
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Table 5.5: Cross evaluation for parameters optimized for all scenarios with sum operator

Designed Scenario All Videos
evaluation scenario param-Videos

Video 1 T1 2243,12
T2 2855,57
T3 7683,49
T4 1676,22
T5 105,63

Sum1 14564,03

Video 2 T1 7506,24
T2 10970,60
T3 4523,21

Sum2 23000,05

Video 3 T1 3465,03
T2 6181,07
T3 4363,25

Sum3 14009,35

Total Sum 51573,43

individual targets or scenarios, each case is represented with the average evaluation over
all cases. So, values in tables 5.4, 5.5 are compared with the last columns in tables 5.1,
5.2, 5.3. Furthermore, the total sum of all scenarios is shown below as the aggregated
summary. It can be checked that the main goal of the work is achieved: the more general
solution (more cases considered in the design), the better is the average performance.
Moreover, it is relevant the good performance of the maximum operator in this process.

Figure 5.11: Comparison with all the cases and steps that we have presented in this work:
individual optimization, scenario optimization and global optimization

5.3.5 Comparison with Other Existing Methods

In order to demonstrate the validation of our design technique, we compare our tracking
system, tuned after the generalization process, against some existing methods. All the next
tracking systems are available in the open software of Open Computer Vision Library [188]:
CC (Connected Component Tracking), MS (Mean Shift Tracking), MSPF (Particle Filter
based on MS weight), CCMSPF (Connected Component tracking and MSPF resolver for
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Figure 5.12: Sum of all the comparison components: individual optimization, scenario
optimization and global optimization

collision), MSFG (Mean Shift Tracking with FG mask using) and CGA (Association by
Canonical Genetic Algorithm).

As it can be checked in table 5.6 and we have pointed before, our method yields
better generalization, obtaining a similar performance for all the cases. CCMSPF, CC,
MS and MSFG have a remarkable behavior in the second scenario, that is, the easiest
to analyze since there are only three big aircraft and no cars or buses. Nevertheless, all
the new trackers present a bad performance when tracking more difficult scenarios that
combine big aircraft and small moving vehicles. We can check how our optimized tracking
system has a performance between 11000 and 14564 for these difficult cases, whereas the
rest of systems present much higher values. As a result of this, we can conclude that
the proposed optimization give us a trade-off in performance between simple and more
complex scenarios, that is, similar performance is obtained for both cases; we obtain
a set of parameters that provide good performance for different scenarios in an airport
environment. In addition, we could highlight that good results are obtained with a very
feasible tracker after tuning it by means of the optimization design technique that we
propose. On the other hand, more sophisticated trackers give good performance for easy
scenarios, whereas they can not make it so good for difficult situations where aircraft and
small moving vehicles share the taxiway.

In this experiment, the author has proposed the application of Evolution Strategies
to improve the global performance of a whole video tracking system with respect to real
situations. The tracker is a flexible system based on easy rules. The Evolution Strategies
has been used to adjust the parameters that control the operation of the tracking system
in order to obtain a better performance under a wide range of common scenarios in an
airport domain (big aircraft interacting with small vans, occluded trajectories, different
manoeuvres, etc.).

The design technique that we propose consists in adjusting the parameters for all sce-
narios. To do that, the fitness function uses two aggregation operators: the sum and
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Table 5.6: Comparison of our tracking system (Rules) after optimization against other
tracking systems. The Rules tracking results are used as benchmark for comparison.

Evaluation Rules I Rules II CCMSPF CC MS MSPF CGA
Scenario (minimax) (sum)

V1-T1 2347.60 2243.12 10095.70 10098.70 80127.80 80186.30 10063.00
V1-T2 2820.85 2855.57 67.84 65.41 68.68 140120.00 81.70
V1-T3 1280.23 7683.49 10302.90 11227.10 10145.70 10144.60 11425.70
V1-T4 3416.05 1676.22 10081.10 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00
V1-T5 1146.61 105.63 58.29 73.63 78.75 11316.60 49.38
Sum1 11011.34 14564.03 30605.83 31464.84 100420.93 251767.50 31619.78

V2-T1 494.70 7506.24 63.63 66.40 72.90 13130.10 480.60
V2-T2 2095.89 10970.60 66.70 65.26 84.47 13556.90 5770.31
V2-T3 787.59 4523.21 65.12 66.60 76.76 11728.20 4568.79
Sum2 3378.18 23000.05 195.45 198.26 234.13 38415.20 10819.70

V3-T1 5766.68 3465.03 8362.22 1479.64 16231.30 7341.82 9959.01
V3-T2 5136.36 6181.07 6526.68 6811.23 5195.48 7430.58 10284.40
V3-T3 3168.68 4363.25 7145.38 6816.50 291.32 2728.06 3798.42
Sum3 14071.72 14009.35 22034.28 15107.37 21718.10 17500.46 24041.83

the maximum. In addition, certain computations are calculated beforehand in order to
have certain criteria to compare the final results. These computations represent a grad-
ual analysis of the generalization or the capacity of the system to be generalized. The
calculations are carried out in two steps:

• First of all, the parameters are adjusted for each target. That means that there are
as many sets of parameters as targets.

• Then, the parameters are adjusted for each scenario. The fitness function uses two
aggregations operators: the maximum and the sum of each evaluation result.

Thus, the study tests several scenarios and shows the improvement of the results from
the most particular case to the general situation.

As a result, a significant improvement of the global vision system is achieved, in terms
of accuracy and robustness. With this design technique based on the optimization, the
inter-relation of parameters at different levels allows a coherent behavior under differ-
ent situations. A generalization analysis has shown the capability to overcome the over-
adaptation when particular cases are considered and a continuous improvement when
additional samples are aggregated in the training process, comparing two different opera-
tors: sum and worst-case aggregation. Moreover, the author has compared our optimized
system with other tracking systems in order to evaluate the correctness of the proposed
design technique. The results show that the optimization allows obtaining the set of pa-
rameters that provides us stable performance in different scenarios in the airport domain,
whereas more sophisticated trackers show great performance for easy scenarios and very
bad outcomes for complex scenarios where there are aircraft and little moving vehicles.
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5.4 Optimization with an Heuristic Fitness Function and
Minimum Ground Truth

This section shows other ways of evaluating and obtaining a fitness function by using the
same adjusting method, that is, Evolutionary Strategies. Moreover, although the context
is still surveillance systems, the application changes: improving the detector stage by
removing shadows and obtaining more compact blobs. In addition, the validation of the
Evolutionary Strategies for the learning optimization proposed problem will be tested by
means of the evaluation technique with minimum ground truth presented in section 4.3.

This section explains then an experiment in which Evolutionary Strategies are used to
improve the quality in the detector, concretely in the segmentation stage. The parameters
whose values are optimized in this case are the THRESHOLD of the detector and some
extra parameters related to morphological operations.

This experiment aims to demonstrate the validation of Evolutionary Strategies to
solve efficiently problems related to some of the parts of the surveillance process chain.
As long as the fitness function and the parameters are carefully selected, the Evolutionary
Strategies form a reliable tool for optimizing the performance of the surveillance system.

The experiments are programmed in C++, using again OpenCV library for the image
processing computations. The figures displayed to compare the evaluation metrics were
generated by MATLAB.

5.4.1 Introduction to the Problem

People tracking video-based systems present particular problems such as the multi frag-
mentation or low level of compactness of the resultant blobs due to the human shape or
movements. This experiment shows how to improve the segmentation stage of a video
surveillance system by adding morphological post-processing operations so that the subse-
quent blocks increase their performance. The adjustment of the parameters that regulate
the new morphological processes is tuned by means of Evolution Strategies. Finally, the
experiment evaluates the performance with the metrics proposed by the author. After
the evaluation over a high number of video sequences, the results show that the shape of
the tracks match up more accurately with the parts of interests. Thus, the improvement
of segmentation stage facilitates the subsequent stages so that global performance of the
surveillance system increases.

The detection of moving objects can be difficult for several reasons. We need to account
for possible motion of the camera, changes in illumination of a scene and shadows, objects
such as waving trees, objects that come to a stop and move again such as vehicles at a
traffic light, etc. Once the moving objects have been identified, tracking them through the
video sequence can also be difficult, especially when the objects being tracked are occluded
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by buildings or moved in and out of the frame due to the motion of the camera.

By segmentation stage, we mean the task of detecting regions that correspond to
moving objects such as people and vehicles in video. This is the first basic step of almost
every vision system since it provides a focus of attention and simplifies the processing on
subsequent analysis steps. As we have said above, due to dynamic changes in natural scenes
such as sudden illumination, shadows, weather changes, motion detection is a difficult task
to process reliably.

Frequently used techniques for moving object detection are background subtraction,
statistical methods, temporal differencing and optical flow. In this experiment, the author
uses background substraction. Although background subtraction techniques perform well
at extracting most of the relevant pixels of moving regions, they are usually sensitive to
dynamic changes when, for instance, repetitive motions (tree leaves moving in windy day,
see Figure 5.13), or sudden illumination changes occur.

Figure 5.13: Different segmentation results obtained in different condition. The first row
shows the excellent segmentation results in a calm day. However in the second row, due
to the tree leaves in a windy day, we observe brightness changes almost everywhere in the
image. Thus, the segmentation stage obtains worse performances.

5.4.2 Background Subtraction

The approach used for the background subtraction is the same than the one explained in
section 5.2.1.

Detection(x, y) = [Im(x, y)−Back(x, y)] > THRESHOLD ∗ σ (5.19)

In order to prevent targets from corrupting background statistics, the update is just
performed for pixels not too near of a tracked target, using the tracking information in
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the detector. So, the statistics for k-th frame are updated as:

Back(x, y, k) = αIm(x, y, k) + (1− α)Back(x, y, k − 1)
σ2(x, y, k) = α[Im(x, y, k)−Back(x, y, k − 1)]2 + (1− α)σ2(x, y, k − 1)

being x and y pixels out of predicted tracks.

In Figure 5.14 some segmentation results are depicted following this approach.

Figure 5.14: Instances of the segmentation stage. Although the results are good enough
(third column), notice that in the third row, the object detected is rather difficult to track

5.4.3 Morphological Post-processing

As we can see in Figure 5.14, the last step (labeled as ’Segmentation result’) obtains
outstanding results. However, it seems obvious that we can improve the segmentation
stage. A zoom of an individual of Figure 5.14 are depicted in Figure 5.15. The white
pixels make up the individual and set up the foreground pixel map, in which there are
unconnected and missing areas. Furthermore, in all over Figure 5.14 there is a lot of noise
which can confuse later processing. Finally, the shadows are considered part of the moving
target. This can lead to have false information about targets size and mass centers.

The goal of the segmentation stage is not only to produce foreground pixel maps as
accurately as possible, e.g. by removing the special types of noise and shadows, but rather
to make the individuals segmentation more visible and easier to process in the classification
stage.
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Figure 5.15: Zoom of an individual of Figure 5.14. It is clear that we can improve the
segmentation stage. In the images appear unconnected and missing areas

Morphological operators have been implemented in order to improve segmentation
results. The field of mathematical morphology contributes a wide range of operators to
image processing, all based around a few simple mathematical concepts from set theory.
Morphology is a broad set of image processing operations that process images based on
shapes. Morphological operations apply a structuring element to an input image, creating
an output image of the same size. The most basic morphological operations are dilation
and erosion. In a morphological operation, the value of each pixel in the output image
is based on a comparison between the corresponding pixel in the input image and its
neighbors. By choosing the size and shape of the neighborhood, a morphological operation
can be tuned to be sensitive to specific shapes in the input image. In our case, an erosion
operator has been chosen as first post-processing step in order to remove the noise. Then,
we apply a dilation operator to improve the size and shape of the pedestrian.

Now, our problem is concerned with the selection of the size of the suitable structur-
ing element and the number of iterations of the erode and dilate operations. We define
the rectangular size of structuring elements and the number of iteration of erosion and
dilate process by the next parameters: HORIZONTAL-SIZE-ERODE, VERTICAL-SIZE-
ERODE, HORIZONTAL-SIZE-DILATE,
VERTICAL-SIZE-DILATE, ITERATIONS-NUMBER-ERODE and
ITERATIONS-NUMBER-DILATE. Besides, we have to establish another parameter in-
volving in the segmentation stage: the THRESHOLD in Equation 5.19. The election of
the values of these parameters makes a big difference in the performance of the system.
Thus, in the next section, we show how to use Evolution Strategies in order to optimize
these parameters.

5.4.4 Optimizing Morphological Parameters by Means of Evolution Strate-
gies

We have implemented an Evolutionary Strategy (ES) for improving the segmentation stage
by adjusting the parameters listed above. Regarding the operators, the type of crossover
used in this work is the discrete one and the replacement scheme which is used to select
the individuals for the next generation is (µ + λ)− ES.

After the morphological post-processing of an image, its foreground pixel map consist
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of several blobs (i.e. coherent connected regions). In order to simplify the process, we
represents the blobs by its bounding rectangle. Let NB be the Number of Blobs in a
foreground pixel map. In our experimentation we have been working with videos where
there is only a pedestrian, and therefore we expect to found a short number of blobs in
our ideal segmentation stage.

Let Im and Îm be the image before and after the morphological post-processing,
respectively. We define Im(x, y) and Îm(x, y) as true, if and only if the pixel (x, y)
belongs to a moving object, respectively. We define the Density ratio, D(B), of a blob,
B, as:

D(B) =
1

n
Card{Im(x, y) ∧ Îm(x, y)}; ∀(x, y) ∈ B. (5.20)

where n is the number of pixels in the blob B and card stands for the cardinality (i.e.
number of pixels) of a set. The operator ′∧′ (and) is applied to assess which part of the
processed image contains detected pixels in the original image.

Let AR(B) the Aspect Ratio of a blob, B. A blob is represented by its bounding
rectangle. We define AR(B) as:

AR(B) =
width(B)

height(B)
(5.21)

where width and height stands for the bounding rectangle’s width and height of a blob,
respectively. Since, in our system, pedestrians are the object that we have to track, in
contrast of shadows or noise, we expect to get a small value for the AR(B) ratio in every
blob.

At last, the fitness function that we have to minimize is:

fitness = αNB + β
∑

∀B∈Im

AR(B) − γ
∑

∀B∈Im

D(B) (5.22)

where α, β and γ are normalization coefficients.

5.4.5 Methodology and Results

Our general procedure for processing the video sequences was as follows:

1. Take a set of 5 random videos from the two video sequences groups;
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Table 5.7: Optimization results. Notice that the structuring element shape rewards high
and thin objects according to the pedestrians’ shape.

HORIZONTAL-SIZE-ERODE 1

VERTICAL-SIZE-ERODE 4

HORIZONTAL-SIZE-DILATE 1

VERTICAL-SIZE-DILATE 4

ITERATIONS-NUMBER-ERODE 2

ITERATIONS-NUMBER-DILATE 2

THRESHOLD 15

2. Use the evolution strategies for adjusting the parameters of the morphological op-
erators added to the segmentation stage. We implemented ES with a size of 10+10
individuals. This population is the minimum that assures the same result as if we
had taken a higher number of individuals. The mutation factor of △σ = 0.5 and the
initial seed was fixed at 100;

3. Repeat the experiment with at least three different seeds;

4. If the results are similar, fix the parameters of the morphological algorithms for using
them in all videos;

5. Take one video sequences set and the parameters obtained by the evolution strategy.
Make the surveillance system work and collect all the people’s tracks for each frame
of each video sequence;

6. Evaluate these tracks and compare the results (with and without morphological
algorithms in the segmentation stage), and,

7. Repeat the process for the second set of videos sequences from step 5.

In order to compare the effect of the morphological operators, we show some pictures
before and after the application of the algorithms (Figure 5.16). The results of the op-
timization parameters are shown in Table 5.7. We can observe that the shadows and
noises were removed so that subsequent stages of the surveillance system created more
appropriate tracks according to the parts of interests. That is, the results had a real
correspondence between the people we were interested in and the resulted tracks of the
tracking system. This affected directly the track size, which was smaller as a consequence
of the shadow elimination. This effect is displayed in the Table 5.8.

Finally, the effect on the whole surveillance system is showed in Figure 5.16. In order
to have a more detailed idea of the system performance, the area under study is divided
into 10 zones. Each zone is defined as a fixed number of pixels of the x-axis, the 10% of
the horizontal size of the image. The absolute area and the transversal error show the
mean, variance and maximum values for each of these two metrics.
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Table 5.8: Numerical statistics of the Absolute Area (A) and Transversal Error (TE).

Before morphological operators After morphological operators
Mean Max Min Mean Max Min

A 7033 44890 111 3057.7 25636 203

TE 10.5 49.5 0.009 7.8 45.15 0.00055

All the metrics presented a remarkable improvement on the behavior of the total
surveillance system. The absolute area decreased its mean value from 7033 to 3057.7 (see
Table 5.8 and Figure 5.16(a) and 5.16(b)) due to the better adjustment of the tracks to
the pedestrian shape. Second, the transversal error improved from a mean value of 10.5
to 7.8, which means that the gravity center of the people’s track is closer to the ground
truth function f(x, y). Moreover, the last figures show that the number of losses for the
tracks and the changes of direction decreased by a factor of 2.

As a final conclusion, we are able to confirm that the improvement in the segmentation
stage provides more compact and accurate blobs to the subsequent blocks of the video
surveillance system so that the performance of the surveillance system does increased.
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Figure 5.16: Metrics for people walking from right to left before and after the morpholog-
ical process (left and right column respectively)
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Chapter 6

Activity Recognition

6.1 Motivation

Once it is assured that the detector and tracking system are reliable and robust by having
adjusted their parfameters for obtaining the best performance, we can trust that the final
measures given by the system are suitable for application purposes.

The activity recognition process might be thought as an inverted triangle. First, it is
important to determine what kind of activities must be classified. Then, according to these
activities, the most representative features to distinguish these activities are computed by
means of the measurements collected from the tracking system. And finally the selection
of techniques to classify the activities takes into account these two points and choose the
most suitable type of classifier.

In order to rate the importance of the features two processes must be carried out. The
first one is a subjective study about what features might be important for the classification.
Afterward, an objective technique must be applied to show the most relevant motion
features for the activity recognition. The approach of this thesis consists of using a wrapper
method that produces empirical evaluations for a classifier. The wrapper method is based
on a machine learning (ML) method combining with a search method - the search is driven
by the performance of the induced concepts [192]- [193].

Subsequently, the selection of the classifier is another key point. If a numerous set
of labeled data is provided, the most appropriate decision is to use supervised classifiers
such as decision trees, neural networks, support vector machines, etc. On the other hand,
if labeled data is not provided, there are plenty of unsupervised learning classifiers such
as those based on clustering techniques, for example, the Expectation Maximization algo-
rithm (EM). But it might happen that only a few labeled data is provided and it would be
desirable to use it for classification. Then, the most common solution is a semi-supervised
learning in which the classifier is trained as unsupervised. Labels are assigned to the clus-

123
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ters and the validation is carried out in a supervised way by means of the labeled data.
Therefore, taking into account the usual difficulty of generating labeled data, this thesis
proposes the generation of a classifier in a semi-supervised way by labeling the generated
clusters with the small number of labeled data.

In addition, the selection of classifiers can be facilitated by the study of the activities;
for example, if they present a temporal pattern, then, any type of classifier that takes
these states into account would be appropriate (Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Finite
State Machine (FSM), etc.).

This work proposes a statistical learning approach for generating a classifier for activity
recognition. In particular, this thesis proposes the use of a new modeling of the emission
probabilities for Hidden Markov Models by means of a non statistical parametric technique
based on kernels; that is, kernel density estimation (KDE) applied to model HMMs by
using an adaptation of the well known Baum-Welch algorithm to adjust the values of the
parameters. These kernels are probability density functions of any type that are centered
in each sample date of the training set. The non-assumption of probability functions for
forming a pattern of the data allows us generating a classifier that can model any kind of
data distribution.

In particular, this classifier will be tested in the environment of human activity recog-
nition.

Finally, the results are compared with well known classifiers in order to have an idea
of the good or bad performance of the proposed classifier.

Therefore, this section is divided as follows:

• Activity and Features Selection

• Kernel Density Estimation for HMMs: KDE-HMM Classifier

• Experiments

6.2 Activities and Features Selection

The feature selection constitute a huge field in which many type of measurements and
computations can be carried out in order to extract the precise information for the proper
activity classification. For example, features related to color, movement, shapes, silhou-
ettes or contours and all the mathematical transforms such as Fourier transform, Hough,
etc. can be computed. Nevertheless, this thesis is going to focus on a particular case which
will be presented below.

This work is concentrated in low-level activities, that is, short-term human activities
as those studied in the CAVIAR project [19]. These activities can be classified from short
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time sequences but more complex activities can be formed from this basic ones in case
long sequences are considered [161].

The activities to classify are three:

• Inactive or if a person is not moving, just move his/her arms or very small translation
is carried out.

• Walking, that is, if a person performs certain displacement.

• Running, if these displacements are larger.

The next step is the selection of features; in this case, we are going to extract low-level
features that can be measured easily in short periods of time.

Thus, this thesis proposes the classification of activities by using only motion features
described and calculated by a sequence of displacements of the 2D centroid and the height
and width of each person’s blob. This motion features can be provided by a simple tracker
with no need of locating other parts of the body like head or hands.

The measures selected are the basic data that any simple tracker can provide: the 2D
centroid position (x,y), height and width of each person’s surrounding box (h,w). Then,
we can compute a set features divided into two groups:

1. Velocity and Speed for a frame window of (f ) frames. These measurements are useful
since they reflect the target translation among different frames.

• velocity for the x-axis and y-axis:

vx
f,i = (xi − xi−f ) (6.1)

vy
f,i = (yi − yi−f ) (6.2)

• speed:

speedf,i =
1

f

√
(xi − xi−f )2 + (yi − yi−f )2 (6.3)

• mean speed:

mean speedf,i =
1

f

f−1∑

j=0

√
(xi−j − xi−(j+1))2 + (yi−j − yi−(j+1))2 (6.4)

2. Height, Width and Area for a frame window of (f ) frames: These measurements
reflect the height, width or area occupied by a target when carrying out the activities.
For example, if a person is standing inactive, usually this person has the legs close to
each other and the area is smaller than if the person is walking or running. Moreover,
if a person is running the steps are longer and the arms form certain angle with the
torso that makes the target area bigger than in the walking or inactive cases.
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• difference of height, width and area:

diff heightf,i = (hi − hi−f ) (6.5)

diff widthf,i = (wi − wi−f ) (6.6)

diff areaf,i = |(heighti · widthi)− (heighti−f · widthi−f )| (6.7)

• mean difference of height, width and area:

mean diff heightf,i =
1

f

f−1∑

j=0

(hi−j − hi−(j+1)) (6.8)

mean diff widthf,i =
1

f

f−1∑

j=0

(wi−j − wi−(j+1)) (6.9)

mean diff areaf,i =
1

f

f−1∑

j=0

∣∣((hi−j · wi−j)− (hi−(j+1) · wi−(j+1)))
∣∣ (6.10)

Then, in order to select the more important features for classification, this thesis
proposes to use a wrapper method based on a machine learning and a search method.
In this particular case, J.48 and a Genetic Algorithm are the suggested ML algorithm
and the search method respectively. To carry out this wrapper we employed WEKA
3.5.2 [194]. Subsequently, we decided to select a group of classifiers in order to compare
their performance against the semi-supervised proposed classifier (KDE-HMM):

• J.48, Bayesian classifiers and a Classifier based on Rules (these are found in the
WEKA software tool [194])

• Neuro-fuzzy classifier (the software tool this thesis used is found in NEFCLASS [195])

• HMMs modeled by Mixture of Gaussians

6.3 Kernel Density Estimation for HMMs: KDE-HMM Clas-
sifier

The author proposes a new classifier based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The novelty
of this proposal will be the model used for the emission probabilities of the HMM, a density
kernel estimation (KDE).

In order to find the unknown parameters of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) it is
very common the use of the Baum-Welch algorithm. Among all the probability density
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functions, the usual solution is to utilize the Baum-Welch algorithm with Mixture of
Gaussians (GMs).

Then, based on the calculations of the Baum-Welch algorithm with Mixture of Gaus-
sians, the author adapted the equations for the new KDE model.

This section explains this adaptation in three steps:

• First, it briefly introduces the similarities and differences between the KDE model
and the traditional mixture of Gaussians. Moreover it gives the drawbacks of using
GMs and the motivations to substitute them for KDE. Section 6.3.1.

• Second, in this work, the author deduces and adapts the traditional and plain Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm with Mixture of Gaussians to the proposed Kernel
Density Estimation model. This adaptation consists of the iterative calculation of
the only parameter to estimate in the new model, the covariance Σ2 (section 6.3.2)

• And finally, this work extends this adaptation to the Baum-Welch algorithm (EM
for HMMs) with the Kernel Density Estimation model (KDE) (see section 6.3.3)

6.3.1 Similarities and Differences Between GMs and KDE

Kernel density estimation models a pdf (probability density function) as:

pKDE(x) =
1

N · h

N∑

j=1

K

(
x− xj

h

)
(6.11)

where K(·) is a function with particular properties, called kernel, and h is the kernel
bandwidth (or smoothing factor). By using the Gaussian kernel and noting the kernel
bandwidth with σ, 3.55 becomes:

pKDE(x) =
1

N

N∑

j=1

G(x; xj , σ
2) (6.12)

Although 6.12 reduces KDE to another Gaussian mixture, the similarity between 3.65
and 6.12 is mainly apparent: first, in 3.65 the number of Gaussian components, M , is
typically very low compared to the number of samples, N . Moreover, the weight, position
and width (α, µ, σ) of each component are determined as a trade-off over the sample set. In
6.12, instead, each Gaussian component is firmly located on a sample. The only parameter
to be estimated is the variance, σ2 (or, equivalently, the standard deviation, σ), common
to all the Gaussian components.
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This new modeling arises for the limitation of Mixture of Gaussians (GMs) and other
kind of probability density functions in modeling certain distributions.

For example, one limitation is in the modeling of distributions which show more modes
than the Gaussian components. In this case, one single Gaussian component has to be fit
over multiple modes, thus leading to poor modeling based on eye judgment and relatively
low likelihood. Although estimating the ”right” number of modes is possible through
procedures such as the mean-shift vector, it is often unfeasibly and time consuming.

The same poor modeling occurs when the distribution shows uniform regions which are
inaccurately modeled by means of only a few Gaussians. KDE can overcome both these
limitations. We argue that in some cases feature values obtained from human activities in
videos such as speed and positions exhibit such uniform regions. Moreover, we argue that
KDE could also lead to improved hidden Markov models of such activities. Figures 6.1
and 6.2 show an example of density estimation with a GM with two components based on
3.67 - 3.70 and with KDE based on our estimator for σ. For the latter case, the fitting of
the distribution over the samples seems generally very good. As an obvious consequence,
the likelihood obtained for KDE has always been greater or equal than that for GM in all
our experiments.

For the latter case, the fitting of the distribution over the samples seems generally
very good. As an obvious consequence, the likelihood obtained for KDE has always been
greater or equal than that for GM in all our experiments. Obviously, this comes with an
increased computational cost for the evaluation of equation 6.12 with respect to equation
3.65.

Figure 6.1: GM density estimation of a seemingly uniform distribution. The estimation
seems generally inaccurate (initial parameters: α1 = α2 = 0.5; µ1 = 85, µ2 = 170;
σ1 = σ2 = 16).
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Figure 6.2: KDE from the same set of samples as Figure 6.1 with the proposed estimator
for σ. The estimation seems generally accurate (initial parameter: σ = 16).

6.3.2 Estimation of Covariance Σ2 in KDE by Means of Expectation
Maximization

This section explains the problem of estimating an optimal value for σ for the KDE
model. All the calculations are carried out first for one dimension in order to simplify the
formulation. Finally, the formula employed for the classifier will be extended to the multi-
dimensional case (see equation 6.20) This work develops a mathematical algorithm based
on the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm in order to estimate this parameter.

The estimation of the optimal variance, Σ2, can be performed according to different
criteria (see [24] for a comprehensive review). It is interesting to note that maximizing
the likelihood for the KDE case leads to an obvious but impractical solution:

LKDE(x1, ..., xN ) =
N∏

i=1

pKDE(xi) =
N∏

i=1

(
1

N

N∑

j=1

G(xi; xj , σ
2)

)
→∞ as σ → 0 (6.13)

While several criteria could be chosen to determine an optimal value for σ, here we
are interested in retaining the maximum likelihood framework so that our results can be
more easily transferred to the estimation of parameters of a hidden Markov model. Thus,
we use the pseudo-likelihood defined as [24]:

PLKDE(x1, ..., xN ) =
N∏

i=1

(
1

N

N∑

j=1,j 6=xi

G(xi; xj , σ
2)

)
(6.14)

Essentially, the probability of each xi sample is computed by excluding the Gaussian
component centred on xi itself. Maximization of 6.14 can be performed in various ways.
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Duin in [196] suggested computing the first derivative of 6.14 with respect to σ and itera-
tively calculating its zero crossings. He reported that, by using a specially adapted version
of the regula falsi algorithm, 5-20 iterations were needed to reach an accuracy of 10−3 in
the value of σ over a set of experiments. Here, we use the expectation-maximization al-
gorithm by adapting update equation 3.69 to the case of a common value for σ for all the
Gaussian components. From [168], it can be easily proven that:

σ2 new =

∑M
l=1(

∑N
i=1(xi − µnew

l )2p(l/xi, Θ))
∑M

l=1(
∑N

i=1 p(l/xi, Θ))
(6.15)

provides the optimal value for σ when such a value is constrained to be the same for
all the M Gaussian components. Again, if we use 6.15 directly for estimating σ in the
KDE case, we will converge to the undesired value σ = 0. Thus, for KDE we adjust 6.15
to reflect the definition of pseudo-likelihood given in 6.14 as:

σ2 new =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1,xj 6=xi

(xi − xj)
2p(j/xi, Θ)

∑N
i=1(

∑N
j=1,xj 6=xi

p(j/xi, Θ))
(6.16)

Equation 6.16 can be derived as follows: for GM, the derivation of (3.67- 3.69) is
possible under the simplifying assumption that the generative model of each sample xi is
not the whole GM, but only the best Gaussian component indicated by an unobserved
indicator variable. For KDE, under the further assumption of pseudo maximum likelihood,
the probability at 3.70 is assumed null when xj = xi; thus, 6.16 derives from 6.15.

Then, once the value of σ has been derived, the next step will be to extend these
equations to the well known Baul-Welch algorithm for the KDE case, instead of the GMs
classical approximation.

6.3.3 Baum-Welch for KDE Models

This section shows the theoretical funds of the proposal of this work: KDE/HMM. That is,
this work proposes kernel density estimation of the emission probabilities simultaneously
with modeling the parameters by an adapted Baum-Welch algorithm.

The adaptation of the Baum-Welch algorithm is based on an extension of the equations
derived from the Mixture of Gaussians case.

This adaptation will allow using the benefits of the maximum likelihood provided by
Baum-Welch together with the non assumption of probability distribution of the data and
the adaptability to any kind of distribution of data given by the Kernel Density Estimation
Model.
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Therefore, from 3.77-3.79 and the considerations addressed in Section 3.5.2, we can
finally derive the update equations for the KDE case:

αnew
il =

∑T
t=1,ot 6=ol

pi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)
∑T

t=1 γi(t)
(6.17)

µnew
il = ol (6.18)

σ2 new
i =

∑T
t=1

∑T
t=1,ot 6=ol

(ot − ol)
2pi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)

∑T
t=1

∑T
t=1,ot 6=ol

p(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)
(6.19)

where ot are the observed values in t = 1..T , l is the l − th kernel and γi(t) is the
probability of being in state i at time t. It is important to highlight again that sigma2 is
the same value for all the kernel probabilities and this is the reason why it does not have
the l component.

In 6.18, the centers of the Gaussian components are not subject to update and sit,
as usual, on the samples. 6.19 is the re-writing of 6.16 integrated by γi(t). Again, we
exclude the Gaussian component centered on the sample itself to prevent convergence to
σ2 = 0. We conveniently obtain this by setting pi(l/ol, Θ) = 0 at the beginning of the
iteration. Weight adjustment is needed also in the KDE case since observations need
to be ”dispatched” to the states in any case. To this aim, 6.17 is identical to 3.77 and
just follows the way EM updates the GM weights. The only difference in 6.17 is that
pi(l/ol, Θ) is, again, set equal to 0. In this way, the weights are essentially defined by the
neighboring kernels, not the one centered on the point itself, like in update equation 6.19.
Alternatives for weight assignment are possible, such as a simple αil = γi(l), but they
have not been experimented yet in real data. Overall, equations at 6.17-6.19 define the
KDE/HMM proposed in this paper. Merely to prove that these results obviously extend to
the multivariate case, we conclude this section by showing 6.19 for the case of multivariate
observations:

Σnew
i =

∑T
t=1

∑T
t=1,ot 6=ol

(ot − ol)(ot − ol)
T pi(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)

∑T
t=1

∑T
t=1,ot 6=ol

p(l/ot, Θ)γi(t)
(6.20)

where ot are the observed values in t = 1..T and γi(t) is the probability of being in
state i at time t.
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6.4 Experiments: Human short-Term Activities Recogni-
tion in an Indoor Environment

This thesis takes a public video dataset to collect the 2-D measurements provided by a
tracker. The dataset is the one of the CAVIAR project [19] and the author has selected two
videos with the criterion of having the maximum number of activities: Fight RunAway1.mpg
and
Fight OneManDown.mpg. These videos were recorded by the CAVIAR team with a wide
angle camera lens in the entrance lobby of the INRIA Labs at Grenoble, France. The
sequences have half-resolution PAL standard (384 x 288 pixels, 25 frames per second)
and were compressed using MPEG2. The activities to classify are the ones mentioned
before: Inactive (IN), Walking (WK) and Running (R). These are short-term activities,
from which more complex activities can be formed such as ”Fighting and leaving someone
lying behind”, etc.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.3: Frames 277 (a), 289 (b), 302 (c) and 368 (d) extracted from the video sequence
Fight Chase.mpg

The experiments are carried out into two parts:

1. The first one uses known classifiers and two sets of features in order to have certain
benchmark to compare the proposal of the new classifier based on KDE/HMM.
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2. The proposed KDE-HMM classifier is generated and tested with the same data set as
in the previous step. Apart from the previous classifiers, all the results are directly
compared with the HMM model with Mixture of Gaussians (GM-HMM) since this
is the most similar classifier to our proposal.

The software tools employed in these experiments are:

• WEKA software [194] for the J.48, Bayesian classifiers and the Classifier based on
Rules

• NEFCLASS [195] for the neuro-fuzzy classifer.

• MATLAB [197], [189] HMMs modeled by Mixture of Gaussians

We expect to overcome the classification performance by means of the use of the
proposed classifier.

6.4.1 Selection of Features

Then, according to the extraction of features explained in Section 6.2, we compute a set
of 40 features that are divided into two groups:

• Velocity and Speed for a frame window (f ) of 3, 5, 15 and 25 frames.

• Height, Width and Area for a frame window (f ) of 3, 5, 15 and 25 frames.

It is important to reduce the number of features as much as possible since the Kernel
Density Estimation constructs the model from these features by centering a kernel prob-
ability function in each of these data samples. As the number of dimensions is bounded
to the amount of features, an incremental of this number of features will imply that more
resources are spent and more time is employed in building the classifier.

The most important of the 40 motion features defined above are selected then in two
steps, discarding the ones not relevant. This selection of features is carried out by means
of a wrapper that employs a J.48 and a GA as a classifier and search method respectively
with 10 cross fold validation. The outcome of this filter (called importance weight from
now on) is the number of times that each feature is used in each of the rounds of the 10
cross fold validation. The two steps are:

1. We decided to extract and choose the features whose importance is above or equal
70%.
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2. Among all these features, we selected the two features with the most different his-
togram, speed5 and speed25, in order to train the selected classifiers with these two
features.

The two features that presented the most separable histogram were:

speed5 =
1

5

√
(xi − xi−5)2 + (yi − yi−5)2 (6.21)

speed25 =
1

25

√
(xi − xi−25)2 + (yi − yi−25)2 (6.22)

The histograms of these features (Figure 6.4) show the difficulty of this problem’s
resolution due to the subjectivity in the manual process carried out when labeling the
activities. The challenging goal of the classifiers is to sort the classes taking these features
with such a low level of separability.

Figure 6.4: Histograms of features speed5 (left column) and speed25 (right column) for
states ”in” (inactive), ”wk” (walking) and ”r” (running)

Next table 6.1 shows the features (above the 70%) weight and their correspondent
weight in pertecentage:

6.4.2 Initialization of Classifiers

Subsequently, we had to choose the set of the parameters for each of the classifiers.

The parameters for the different classifiers are adjusted as follows:
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Table 6.1: Features selected by the feature selection algorithm: 13 Features above the 70%
weight; 4 features equal the 100% weight

vx
3,i 100%

vy
3,i 100%

vy
5,i 80%

vx
15,i 100%

vx
25,i 80%

vy
25,i 90%

speed3,i 100%
speed5,i 70%
speed15,i 90%
speed25,i 90%

diff height15,i 80%
diff height25,i 70%

mean diff area25,i 90%

• HMMs:

The initialization of the parameters for both HMMs, KDE and GMs, are set as
follows:

– Number of Gaussians per state (only GMs case): M = 2. Where each l
Gaussian will be identified as: INACTIVE: l = 1, 2, WALKING l = 3, 4, RUN-
NING, l = 5, 6

– Means (only for the GMs case). Two different values of means for two different
experiments.

µ1
l=1,2 = (0.2, 0.2) µ1

l=3,4 = (0.8, 0.8) µ1
l=5,6 = (1.5, 1.5),

µ2
l=1,2 = (0.1, 0.1) µ2

l=3,4 = (2, 2) µ2
l=5,6 = (4, 4)

– Covariance. Three different values for three different experiments. Each covari-
ance initializes all Gaussians modes or all the kernels.
∑

1 =

(
5 4
4 5

)
,

∑
2 =

(
0.01 0
0 0.01

)
,

∑
3 =

(
9 8
8 9

)

– Weight for each of the Gaussian components: random in the case of GMs, and
1 for KDE.

– State transition matrix (3 x 3): A =




0.6 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.6 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.6
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– Initial probabilities: Π = (100)

– Maximum number of iterations for the EM algorithm: max− iter = 50

• Neuro-fuzzy:

– Number of variables in each fuzzy set: 2.

– Form of the set: triangular.

– Size of the rule base: automatically determine.

– Rule learning Procedure: best per class

– Learning Rate: 0.01

– Maximum Number of epochs: 500

– Minimum Number of epochs: 0

– Number of Epochs after optimum: 100

– Admissible Classification errors: 0

• Rest of classifiers: The default parameters of WEKA.

6.4.3 Results

We divided the data in training and validation data by following the criterion of having a
representative number of active and running activities in both groups (since they are the
less numerous that inactive). The data are divided into two sets of sequences for training
and testing: one of 7 sequences containing 1975 data in total and another of 6 sequences
and 1605 data. The criterion for this division was to have a representative number of
”walking” and ”running” activities in both groups (since they are less numerous than
”inactive”). The first set is used for training while both are separately used for validation.
Table 3 shows the total classification error on the training and validation sets for the GMs
and the KDE.

Thus, the results of the experiments are showed in the following tables:

• Table 6.2 shows the results for both the HMMs classifiers: two GM-HMMs (HMM
modeled by Mixture of Gaussians) and the proposed classifier KDE-HMM (HMM
modeled by KDE).

• Table 6.3 shows the results for the J.48, Bayes Net, Naive Bayes, PART and Neuro-
Fuzzy classifiers.

The first conclusion taken from the comparison between tables 6.2 and 6.3 is the out
performance of the HMM classifiers whose classification errors in the validation stage are
between the 15% and the 16.5%. Thus, table 6.3 shows that for all the cases, except for
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Table 6.2: Total classification error for the training and validation sets

Error (%) GM(µ1) GM(µ2) KDE∑
1 Training 23.59 16.86 14.48

Validation 17.32 15.82 16.45∑
2 Training 18.38 17.37 14.17

Validation 15.07 15.32 16.01∑
3 Training 23.59 23.59 14.48

Validation 17.32 17.32 16.26

Table 6.3: Results for 2 features and 3 activities (inactive, walking and running)

J.48 Bayes Net Naive Bayes PART Neuro-Fuzzy
Training 10.23% 10.33% 11.64% 10.23% 31.75%

Validation 26.80% 26.23% 22.00% 26.79% 59.63%

the Neuro-fuzzy classifier, the training stage shows an error around the 10% and the 12%.
But, the validation stage presents an error between 22% and 27% of misclassifications. As
a result of this, we can infer that these classifiers overfit for the training set, whereas they
are not able to show good performance for another different set of data. This is clear in
the confusion matrix for these classifiers. For example, the J.48 confusion matrix is chosen
and it can be checked that many ”walking” activities are classified as ”inactive” (345) and
all the ”running” activities are classified as ”walking” (78).

Table 6.4: Confusion matrix for J.48 and 2 features

J.48 Predicted

Actual IN WK R
IN 569 7 0

WK 345 606 0
R 0 78 0

Moreover, if we fix our attention to Table 6.2, the experiments show the stable results
of KDE/HMM independently of the initialization of its covariance parameter. It appears
that the parameter space is very simple to search and the learning converges to the same
value of Σ irrespectively of very different initial values. Conversely, the GMs HMM obtains
significantly different error rates depending on the initial values of its means and covariance
parameters. This shows the limitation of the GM model as a highly parametric technique
of difficult initialization. The error on the training and validation sets for the KDE model
remains around 14-16% while for the GMs model varies between 15 and 24% depending
on the different combinations of initial covariances and means. Other important point
to highlight is that the experiment of Mixture of Gaussians with µ1 (GM(µ1)) shows a
peculiar behavior since the validation error is smaller than the the training error. To
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provide further detail into these results, Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 show the confusion matrix
for the GMs and the KDE cases for experiments GM(µ1, Σ1), KDE(Σ1) and KDE(Σ2) in
Table 6.2. Each column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class, while
each row represents the instances in an actual class (ground truth). Tables 6.5, 6.6 and
6.7 show that the better overall results of KDE also correspond to improved inter-class
errors with respect to the GMs model.

Table 6.5: Confusion matrix for GM(µ1, Σ1)

GM(µ1, Σ1) Predicted

Actual IN WK R
IN 560 16 0

WK 108 719 124
R 0 30 48

Table 6.6: Confusion matrix for KDE(Σ1)

KDE(Σ1) Predicted

Actual IN WK R
IN 567 8 1

WK 135 736 80
R 0 40 38

Table 6.7: Confusion matrix for KDE(Σ2)

KDE(Σ2) Predicted

Actual IN WK R
IN 569 6 1

WK 143 743 65
R 0 42 36

Finally, Figure6.4.3 shows the pdf’s of the emission probabilities for the GMs and
KDE for experiments GM(µ2, Σ2) and KDE(Σ2) for each of the states. The pdf’s show
the intuitively different modelling of GMs and KDE. In particular, the KDE emission
probabilities are not required to be compact and spontaneously adjust to model non-
clustered data and with data with uniform regions.

6.4.4 Repetition of the Learning Classifiers for a Higher Number of
Features

In order to check if the performance of the classifiers can be improved by means of adding
more features, new experiments are carried out for J.48, Bayes Net, Naive Bayes, PART
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.5: GMs derived from the EM algorithm, experiment GM(µ2, Σ2) (in a scale 0-7)
for inactive (a), walking (b) and running (c). KDE derived from the modified EM algo-
rithm, experiment KDE(Σ2) (in a scale 0-0.25) for inactive (d), walking (e) and running
(f)

and Neuro-Fuzzy. In addition, the experiment were repeated for HMMs too, but the
performance did not improved. A possible reason why the performance decreased for the
HMMs might be due to the difficulty of the probability density estimation techniques
to model high-dimensional sets of data. The higher the dimension, the more difficult to
model the data.

Following with the experiments for the rest of classifiers, the new features to use were
selected like this:

• Four features that correspond to the ones with 100% of importance after the wrapper
filter (see table 6.1): vx

3,i, vy
3,i, vx

15,i and speed3,i.

• Thirteen features that correspond to the ones with at least 70% of importance after
the wrapper filter (see table 6.1): vx

3,i, vy
3,i, vy

5,i, vx
15,i, vx

25,i, vy
25,i, speed3,i, speed5,i,

speed15,i, speed25,i, diff height15,i, diff height25,i and mean diff area25,i.

The results for the 4 and 13 features are shown in tables 6.8 and 6.9 respectively.
The training errors are very low for all the classifiers. Nevertheless, the validation errors
remained high for almost all the classifiers. If we study the results individually taking into
account the error rates for the validation stage:

• The J.48 present an error around the 25-28% for all the cases (2, 4 and 13 features)
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for the validation case.

• The Naive Bayes and Bayes Net improve or keep their performance increasingly to
the number of features. It is remarkable the error rate achieve by the Naive Bayes
classifier for 13 features: 15.82%.

• The classifier based on rules (PART) decreased its performance when the features
increase. This is the most clear example of over-fit, since the training errors are
much better as the number of features increases.

• Finally, the Neuro-Fuzzy classifier gives a good performance for the 13 features case.
Nevetherless, the error rate is very high (32.26%).

Table 6.8: Results for 4 features and 3 activities (inactive, walking and running)

J.48 Bayes Net Naive Bayes PART Neuro-Fuzzy
Training 4.91% 8.81% 10.33% 5.46% 32.31%

Validation 25.36% 21.12% 23.00% 20.81% 50.60%

Table 6.9: Results for 13 features and 3 activities (inactive, walking and running)

J.48 Bayes Net Naive Bayes PART Neuro-Fuzzy
Training 0.40% 4.55% 8.71% 0.25% 12.09%

Validation 28.84% 20.93% 15.82% 43.17% 32.26%

In this section, it has been presented a modified hidden Markov model with KDE
emission probabilities (HMM-KDE) and its use for activity recognition in videos. In the
proposed approach, kernel density estimation of the emission probabilities occurs simul-
taneously with that of all the other model parameters thanks to an adapted Baum-Welch
algorithm. This has allowed us to retain maximum-likelihood estimation while overcom-
ing the known limitations of mixture of Gaussians in modeling certain data distributions
such as uniform and non-clustered data. Experiments on activity recognition have been
performed on the CAVIAR video surveillance database. Overall, the error on the training
and validation sets with kernel density estimation remains around 14-16% while for the
conventional Gaussian mixture approach varies between 15 and 24%.

The main advantage that we identify in the proposed KDE/HMM model is that its
accuracy seems substantially independent from the choice of the initial value of its only
parameter, the covariance matrix common to all its kernel components. On the contrary,
the conventional GMs modelling of emission probabilities is a highly parametric technique
and proves of challenging initialisation. Obviously in a way, the increased and more stable
accuracy obtained by KDE comes at higher computational costs for both model estimation
and evaluation as the number of kernels in KDE is much greater than that typical of GM
components. However, this does not seem to represent a significant issue in applications
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such as activity recognition in videos as they are however dominated by the heavy low-level
processing of foreground extraction and tracking.

Moreover, it has been proved that the classifiers based on HMMs obtain a better
performance for this sort of short-term activities than the rest of classifiers tried in this
section (J.48, Bayes Net, Naive Bayes, PART, Neuro-Fuzzy).

Future work will address the use of more defined motion features which provide more
information about this kind of short-term activities. In addition, the KDE-HMM classifier
will be improved for a obtaining a model less dependent of the number of features and
dimensions (by using, for example, a mean shift algorithm to localize the more important
peaks of the pdf of the classifier). Finally, the system will be improved to classify higher
level activities derived from the short term ones.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

This dissertation proposed several intertwined objectives for the design of a surveillance
system whose performance is thought for a wide range of situations in a specific environ-
ment.

First, two performance metrics for the detector and tracking system have been proposed
in order to provide objective evaluation of these parts of the system. The first one is a
ground-truth technique whose main drawbacks are the tedious and hard work of obtaining
the ground-truth against which to compare which do not allow taking in a rapid way
new videos for the training of the system in new locations. Nevertheless, this technique
is a base from which to extend the metrics for the minimum ground truth performance
metrics. The minimum ground truth performance metric is proposed as a response to
the demand of adjusting the tracking system in a rapid and easy way depending on the
location of this system. This adjustment demands new training video sequences from
which to extract a ground truth, in this particular case, a minimum ground truth based
on the regular pattern followed by pedestrians and vehicles in many circumstances (i.e.
vehicles in a road, pedestrians in footpaths, etc.). The ground truth is defined as the
union of straight lines that approximate the ideal pattern that the moving objects follow
in normal conditions. Moreover, the proposed minimum ground technique allows obtaining
statistical results since many videos can be evaluated at a time.

The experiments carried out in section 4.4 showed that the evaluation metrics reflect
the behavior in the detection and tracking processes in an objective way. Thus, when more
jitter and noise were detected and tracked by the system, the metrics showed a worsening
in their measurements. Following the same line, in section 5.4, the detector was improved
by means of certain morphological operations in the detected pixels. As a result, the
evaluation technique showed an improvement in all the techniques.

143
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The limitations of this technique lie on the constraint of defining the ground truth by
means of the regular pattern that the moving objects must follow. Thus, the technique is
applicable only in scenarios where the conditions are given.

Second, this work proposed an optimization technique based on Evolutionary Strate-
gies, the selection of a varied set of training videos that represent the environment in
which the surveillance system is going to work and the combination of the fitness function
in several steps. The objective of this optimization is to obtain the fittest values of the
parameters that adjust the tracking system for its best performance in the widest range
of situations possible. Moreover, the literature showed that there are plenty of tracker
systems. Nevertheless, many of them present complex algorithms which results in a slow
functionality and for example they are not able to follow sudden movements. This thesis
proposed to apply this optimization technique to an agile tracker based on easy rules,
which are specified by . Then, another challenge of this thesis consisted of proving the
good performance of this tracker after optimization against well known tracker algorithms.

The experiments carried out in the airport domain (section 5.3) showed how the opti-
mization technique is able to adjust the values of the selected parameters in order to obtain
a good performance for the widest range of variability. The range of variability is given by
the distinct scenarios in which the system must work; these scenarios are represented by
a set of training videos that are carefully selected so that they show the widest number of
conditions in which the system must work. The combination of the fitness function in the
proposed optimization technique is done by means of the aggregation operations of the
sum and the maximum, which showed the best performance between both operators. Fi-
nally, the comparison of the tracker based on rules against other trackers (see section 5.3.5)
showed that the rules tracker presented a stable performance for simple tracking cases (the
only targets are aircraft of the same size) and complex scenarios (mixture of cars, buses
and several airplanes), whereas the rest of tracker presented a good performance just for
the simple scenarios. Thus, in this difficult cases, the rules tracker surpasses to the rest
ones, whereas for the simple cases, the most elaborated trackers gave better performance.

Finally, this work had as the last objective the generation of a classifier in which
a non-parametric statistic technique could model the distribution of data no matter the
source generation of such data. Moreover, the thesis is focused on short-term activities that
followed a time pattern that could be easily modeled by Hidden Markov Models classifiers.
The proposal of this thesis consisted of a modification of the Baum-Welch algorithm in
order to model the emission probabilities by means of a kernel density estimation model
(KDE).

The results of the experiments carried out for a set of videos included in the public data
of CAVIAR [19] (see section 6.4) showed stable results independently of the initialization of
the model and good performance for the proposed algorithm KDE-HMM. If the comparison
is carried out against the traditional Baum-Welch with Gaussian mixtures (GM-HMM)
the results are not significantly better, but it is remarkable the stable results independently
of the initialization. If comparing with the rest of classifiers (J48, Bayes Net, Naive Bayes,
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PART and Neuro-Fuzzy), the KDE-HMM surpassed all of them with the advantage of
computing only 2 movement features. The performance of the rest of classifiers improved
in a maximum of a 5% (for the Naive Bayes case) when the number of features is increased
to 13.

The only drawback of the proposed classifier is the poor scalability, that is, if more
features had to be considered, the model would become very slow due to the increase of
the number of dimensions. The model is built by placing probability density functions
(called kernels) in each of the data points which would derive in an intractable classifier
for more than 6 features.

Then, the final aim of obtaining a robust surveillance system was achieved by means
of the optimization technique and the generation of a classifier capable to model difficult
distribution of the data. In addition, the system was trained and validated to work under
the widest range of conditions for a given environment.

7.2 Future Work

The different objectives have been tested separately and the validation of them has been
proved for specific problems. Thus, one of the immediate future works consist of testing
the whole chain of proposed techniques in a single surveillance problem. The first step is
to test the optimization/generalization method by using as fitness function the proposed
evaluation function with minimum ground truth. The minimum ground truth was built
by means of the union of straight segments. One extension may consist in the extraction
of the ground truth by means of the union of straight or curved functions. These functions
can be built by means of polynomial equations. Then, once the parameters are adjusted,
the new and innovative Kernel Density Estimation algorithm for classification must be
tested for the human activity recognition stage.

In addition, the shortcoming of intractability for the classifier when the number of
dimensions increases can be solved by choosing carefully the main peaks of the probability
density function and discarding the rest ones. This can be done by means of the Mean Shift
algorithm [88] which is a method to find modes in a set of data samples that manifest an
underlying probability density function (PDF). That would allow increasing the number
of features when necessary. Then, the Mean Shift is applied as a complementary method
to the KDE-HMM in order to select the most remarkable peaks of the probability density
function built by the Kernel estimation.

Moreover, in order to improve the performance for the classification of the short-term
activities, further extraction of features (i.e. optical flow) must be tested in order to
decide the importance of the new features against the existing ones . Subsequently, the
classification must be extended to complex activities based on these short-term activities
ones.
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Finally, new activities should be proposed in order to test the adaptability and perfor-
mance of the classification model proposed in this work.
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